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OVERSIGHT HEARING° ON TITLE III OF THE
INSTITUTIONAL AID PROGRAM

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1981
`14..

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9.45 a.m., in room
2257, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Paul Simon kchairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present. Representatives Simon, Andrews, Eckait, and
'Erdahl.

Also present: Representative Derrick.
Staff present. William Blakey, counsel, and Jennifer Vance, mi-

nority senior legislative associate.
Mr. ERDAHL (acting chairman). Good morning. Perhaps we coufd

get the hearing underway. Chairman Simon it; delayed at an ,ther
meeting and will be along shortly, as well as some of my other col-
leagues, but I am certain that membeix.of the several panels sched-
uled for today have other things on their agenda. I think it is well
that we get underway, so that we can get the testimony onto the
record.

Today we hav e an oversight hearing on title III, the institutional
aid program. Perhaps it would be proper, sinee-Cliairman Simon is
not here, to read a statement that I think gives Crie proper back-
ground for the meeting, the reason for the meeting. I understand
there is some concern over the formula. We have some people from
the various institutions and colleges involved here today, represent-
ing many others, uf course, who cannot be here, dealing with some
proposed regulations, and with perhaps some needed changes in
the statute.

I will read Chairman Simon's statement for the record at this
time:

The SubLuminittee un Postsecondary EduLation today is holding ap oversight
hearing un the propusea title III, institutional aid reguhitions, whkh werpeohlislwd
m the Federal lietoster un July .!0,1081. These reguhttions were issued pursuant to
title HI of the Educations Amendments of 1980, Public Law 96-371, almost 10
months after the new law was enacted.

Tale III funds have made a substontial impaLt on the groCiTid development of
many of the Nation's smaller colleges, especially community Lolleges and the
historkally uta Lulleges arid universities. Utdortunateiy, the program has also
th.*en plagued by administrative problems and continuing controversy.

Dining last year's reauthurizatitm process, this subLummittee and Jukunimitt ccb
in the other body spent more time renaming the title Iii program than any other,
except Jtud en t We sought guidanLe from the administration, eligLblu instita
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414 Je ,e jaii. a %col kale- torniula fur objeeticely deterniining Hist I-
lot Aoli.11 eligibility I 0,anted to and eletideu to replace the %ague *Atte.
rea nize the old de celopiiiS litbtit llhol e. plograin. that is. out of the mainstream and
strugghng tor sunned

Thk necc law guierning the program has teen objei,tice determinants ut
First the institution must haie a substantial number of students recen ing Ingbei
than acerage Pell srant aecards. part A. and or a substantial number of students
rect icing higher than diet-age grants under title 0.% part B, and, seumd, the Institu-
t,. n must also Lice low au erage educational and general expenditures, that's E and
(I. per toll time equil,,dent student when compared with si n ila u institiltionS

Do institution ill ust also be legally authorited to procule within the State a pro-
gram leading to a bacuilaureate degree The school must be accredited

Thk critei la Cvill,rebb bi leeted were intended to identify schools and target aid on
a limited number of eligible schvols, nut necessarily all of the previously eligible in-
stitutions On the other hand. the Congress did nut intend to dislocate an entire
class ot eligible nstututtons

Thi heatnng today lb I ntetided to obtain a better understanding of the Depatt-
na at ptoposedjealcilations. clarify tin data nueded to Lair* out Congress's Intent
and assure smooth operation of the grant plocess in the lowing year

We %%ant to address four basic issues. One. institutional eligibility and use of
I.17% 71 Pell grant data in den !nulling institutional eligibility, two, the definition of
snbstantial as proposed ii the regulation. three, emphasis on achiecing institutional
se It sutlicamee .a graduation from the title III plogram, and, four. the regulatory

plaeed kill t statutory set asides fur community colleges and the
historically Rick clilleges and universities

I this is Paul Simon speaking hace personally received more than 35 letters on
thczst and re lateel issues In addition. many of my colleagues in the !louse have writ-
ten ar spoken to uiii abnut these regulations My hope lb that we tan find some an-
swers het e today

Before we begin, I want to encourage all of om witnesses tv sum-
marize their w iitten statementswhich will be included in the
record while highlighting the pi incipal points. We wish to give ev-
eryone an oppoitunity tv be heard, and I'll underscore that as the
acting chaii man. If k)ti feel more comfortable reading your state-
ments, obviously, Ne II atcept that. If, fol the sake of time, you can
Londense it and summarize it, the committee will have some ques-'
tions. We can proceed, in that way.

The first witness today is not a newcomer to the Hill and we wel-
come backI've got to get your right titleHon. William Clohan,
Under Secretary of Education. Bill worked on the Hilr for this com-
mittee and it %%as my privilege to serve with you and we welcome
you back, Bill, in your new capacity. Why don't you proceed in a
way that you find most comfortable at this time?

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM C. CLOHAN, JR., UNDER SECRETARI...
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mr. CLOHAINL Thank you.
I would like to ask, if I could, Mr. Erdaa, that Mark Blazey of

the Office of the Executive Secretariat, Charles Dees, who is
Executive Assistant to the Assistant Secretayy for Postsecondary
Education, also share the table with me. Vould also like to point
out that Steve Kraut, of the General Counsel's Office, and Marie
Eldridge, who is Administrator of the National Cent& for Educa-
tion Statistics, are behind me and I may have to refer to them for
some expertise..

ERDAHL. All of you are welcome to the hearing this morning.
Mr. CLOHAN. I will try to summarize as best I can my statement.

I will ask that it be put in the record in full because of the detail
and complexity of the issue and the importance of the Depart-
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ment's role in administeting the title III pfogram. I may find it
necessary to read through a good portion of it.

It does give me a great deal uf preasure tu come before the com-
mittee this morning to discuss an issue and a program that, as you
noted in the opening statement, has had a lot of controversy in-
volved with it. Both the House and the Senate, last year and the
year before held a series uf oversight hearings and legislative hear-
ings.

Congress has fuund, and the Department NW') much agrees, that
there are many institutions out there that do have scarce re-
sources. They face many problems which threaten their ability to
-sun, ive. These problems relate to management and fiscal oper-
ations and in particular the inability to deal with long-range plan-
ning, recruitment, and development activities. The solution to
these problems would enable these institutions to become viable
and thriving. -

The Department has long recognized that these institutions,
many uf shorn are historically black institutions, play a vital role
in the American system of higher education. And it is our objective
to help these institutions as much as possible to become self-suffi-
cient, in some ways through the title III program to the extent that
they i-a-e funded by title III, and also through the White House ini-
tiative on historically black colleges.

I think some of you may have seen the Washington Post article
yesterday which noted that Pepsico, Pepsi Cola Co., has given $1
million to the United Negro College Fund to assist them, and it is
the objective of the administration to see private sector funds give
that type of support.

In the spirit of helping these institutions graduate frum the need
for unending Federal financial ass:stance, the Department, under
the prey ious administration, supported changes in the authorizing
legislation. Thege changes, which were in the Education Amend-
ments of 1980, replaced the old strengthening developing institu-
tions program with three new institutional 'aid programs.

Proposed regulations were publiShed in the Federal Register fur
public comment back in July. We've heard some criticism of the
fact that we have not held open hearings. I think it is important to
go through the.reasons for that and the things that we have done
to insure that there is continued, debate and input to the final
rules.

We are under a greM deal of fiscal constraint and holdhig hear-
ings in the field is quite costly. We have found withithe written
comments on theNproposed rules t,hat must of tho discussion, most
ur the disagreeTetit, and certainW most of the comment deals with
statutory requinents, and not the regulatirnq themselves.

We took extra steps to make sure that all interested parties had
an input. We mailed out 1,500 copies of the proposed regulations to
all current title III granter.s, to all applicants for title III grants in
1981, and to all persons requesting information for the 1982 award
cycle.

We received many comments, approximately 200. I'd really like
to emphasize this. The comments were almost totally on the statu-
tory requirements.
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Thc area whimt we du have a great de'al of discretion, although I
think it w ill be a great deal of our discussion this morning, is
where to set the cutoff fur a substantial number of low-income stu-
dents. I'll get into that more specifically later.

Nearly all public commentors expressed concern over two of the
eligibility criteria established in the law. First, to be eligible an in-
stitution must enroll a sUbstantial percentage of students receiving
need-base student financial assistance under title IV. Second, the
avec age amount uf this assistance to students at applicant institu-
tions must be high in comparison with the average amount of as-
sistance at all-similar institutions.

Regarding the first criterion, the statute does not define the term
"substantial percentage" -thus leaving that responsibility to the
Secretary of Education.

It was very difficult to settle on a definition of "substantial per-
centage" that was reasonable, fair, and: satisfactory to all types of
institutions. Data for the 1978-79 academic year indicate that na-
tionwide, on the average, 25 percent of undergraduate students en-
rolled in institutions of higher education on at least a half-time
basis and therefore potentially eligible to receive Pell grants, actu-
ally received them.

This percentage did not vary among 2- or 4-year or public or pri-
vate institutions. Therefure, one possible definition of 'substantial
percentage" would be 25 percent, since this is a national average.
However, as you know, Mr. Erdahl and Mr. Eckart, Senators Pell
and Stewart, on the floor of the House in 1980, in June of 1980, had
a colloquy regarding the definition of "substantial," and going back
and forth between 40 ,and 50, they settled on 45.

I's' like to point out without trying to put wo ds i to .their
mouths, at that time it is my understanding there was not data
available on the number of institutions that would be eligible by
using the -15-percent threshold. I won't say that it was a guess but
certainly as far as the Department, is concerned, no one knew
where that would cut off institutions.

Before issuing the proposed rules, the Department staff reviewed
existing data tu estimate what the effect of the various substantial
percentage thresholds would be on the pool of eligible institutions
I think it is important that we go through this to show who would
be cut out and who would be left in.

At the 45-percent level approximately 450 institutions would
have been eligible vnder either part A or B.

At the 35-percent level, Aitxoximately 650 would have been eligi-
ble,

At the 25-percent level, more than 800 institutions would have
been eligible.

Because df te,..ordlieeping problems, these estimate were based
on incomplete data. We soon realized that no one kn ws for sure
how the definition of substantial percentage would a ect institu-
tions nationwide within each State by type and control or individ-
ually.

Therefore, we believed that it would be helpful to see the public
comments regarding the definition-of substantial percentage.

As could be expected, public comment on the definition was di-
vided according to the circumstances at individual institutions.



t'in example, institutions wlwse pet zentage of need-base student
financial aid recipients 'exceeded 15 percent believe the Secretary
should establish a nunimum threshold at 15 percent. Conversely,
those institutions enrolling a smallei percentage felt that the defi-
nition uf 35 percent, which we suggested in our proposed rules,
should aclually be lowered, closer to 25 percent.

It Is our assumption, based on a reading of the title III statute
and the legislative history, that Congress expected that the statu-
tory eligibility criteria would identify institutions that serve low-
income students. Based on' this assumption, we believe that if 45
percent is used as the definition uf "substantial percentage," many
institutions that clearly intended to be eligible would be eliminated
fi-um any consideration.

In fact, we believe that the 45-pet:cent figure would limit eligibil-
ity to such an extent that it might be difficult for the Department
to operate a discretionary grant program. In fact, it would almost
become an entitlement grant program because over 80 percent,
closer tu 90 percent, of the appliCant institutions would be funded.

Although a final decision has not yet been mak, it seems that
defining 'substantial percentage" as 35 is fair and appropi iate in
that it includes those institutions that serve kw-income students
and provides an applicant pool that permits the funding of high
quality proposals.

As I mentitIned earlier, another area of considerable publiq con-
cern, related tu the second eligibility criterion, the average amount
of assistance to students at applicant institutions, must:be as high
in comparison with the average amonnt of assistanc.: at similar in-
stitutions. Thus, this high-average award criterion does not accu-
rately identify institutruns that enrull large numbers of ow-income
students.

Let me emphasize that. This is a statutory requirei which we
do not believe reflects the true intent in Congress, does tade-
quately ,recugnize or represent the lusr-incoine institutions or insti-
tutions enrolling low-income students.

Let me go through the several factors which leads rad to this con-
clusion. Campus-based assi:tance to college work study-programs,
tke supplementary grant program, and NDSL's, is ilwarded to stu-
dents with financial need at the discretion of each coll9ge. The
amuunt of assistance is based on thj student's unmet financial
need. Unmyt need is determined in general by subtracting.the stu-.
dent's expetted family contribution and the Pell grant awattl from
his or her educational cost. Obviotas:y, the tuition and fees eharged
b. the institution will have a significant bearing on what the'
unmet need will be. a'

Furthermure, many colleges choose to award a small number of
large grants in an attwmpt to fill unmet needs complete with rela-
tively few students. Other colleges distribute small grants to many
students. Thus the campus-based average award is nut an accurate
indicator of student need ur income, although I admit it is an indi-
cator.

The dniount of elIgjt, unlike'camns-based aid, is deter
mined by formula. IIconsiders income. It mnsiders coat. The
amount of a Pell grant Is not subject to adjustment by the financial
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aid officer and therefore ten ds to reflect more accurately the level. -
of student and family income.

However, and this is the important point, the average award for
low-income students at a college that.charges little or no tuition
would be lower than the average award at a college charging high
tuition, in spite a the fact that both colleges may enroll equal

-.numbers (*comparatively loiv-income students.
Similarly, the average award at colleges that enroll many part-

time studenis will be significantly lower than the average award at
colleges that enroll few part-time siudents.

Thus, many colleges that make extra efforts to p_prvt, low-income
students are eliarging little or no tuition by prdividing part-time
study opportuhities or by spreading campus-base assistance among
many students, may be denied eligiblity for title III assistai4e.

fr For example, ,and let me quickly give a California and North
-Carolina impact. In fiscal year 1981, 15 title III grants were made
to 2-year.institntions in North Carolina. Under the new law, which
includes the high-average award requirement, only two such insti-
tutions in the entire State would be eligible. If that requirement
were deleted, twenty-two 2-year institutions would be eligible.

, California, only two 2-year institutions nuld be eligible to apply
The.bigh-average award requirement if deleted. se.ven,would be eli-
gible.

Moreovei*, the Department estimates that approximately 30.
historicatly.biack institutions would be denied eligibility.for either
part A or part LS funding because of the high-average award re-
quirement in the law. More than 25 percent of the member institu-

, tions in.the United Negro College Fund would be ineligible.
We believe that the effedt of the high-average awara requirehient

is contrary to the administration's cpmmitment to enhance black
higher education and contrary to the original intent of Congress
Therefore, we strongly_support..an amendnient to delete that crite-
rion.

I would like to emphasize that the projections of eligibility re-
ferred to above are based on the 1978-79 student financial aid data .
I would also like to point out that we expect to be able to use the
mpre recent 1979-80 data to determine eligibility this coming year

*And we hope that in the next 2 to 3 weeks we will-be able`to final-
ize that eligibility data. ,

However, the process of preparing this data for compufer ana ly-
sis-will mit be cempleted until early December and, as a estilt, we
cannoeidentify specifically those institutions that-will be ddverdely
affected during the upcoming grant, cycle by the high average
awaid criterion. The delay in using 1979-80 academic year data is
caused b'Y' ta fad. that many institutions were lak in submitting
this information or late in resubmitting this information when
errors were called to their attention. =

Frankly, it is lin annual process. It is an annual difficulty And
last year, I think as was. noted iu 1.he opening remarks", we tised
preliminary data, the previous;adminiffration used preliminary
data, and published in the Fedeial Register. We found out later.
that once the data was purified that 96 institutions that wonl4
have been eligible under ttie published regulations shonld have
been ineligible. This caused a great deal of consternation in the
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higher education winniunity and un the Hill. We tried to deal with
that in what we thought sittls the must equitable manner and al-.
lowed them tu explain why, notwithstanding the fact that they
were ineligible, they should be eligible.

. It is almost certain that some individual institutions that are nut
eligible on the basis of the 1978-79 data may become eligible using
1979-80 data, or vice versa. This is particularly true since the
Middle Income Student Assistance Act greatly expanded the
amount and the distribution uf Pell grants. Obviously, the rell
grant impact is quite significant in determining an institution's eli
gibility.

In spite of the fact that our current projections are based on
, 1978-79 data, it is important to understand that the overall effect

of using that high average award requirement as an eligibility cri
terion is not likely tu change the fact that many of the institutions
that we believe Congress intended to benefit from this program
will not be able to apply.

Congress does not choose tu delete the second eiibility criterion
pertaining tu high average'avvard. As an alternative, it might be
appropriate fur Congress_to authorize the Department tu continue
tu use the proLedures for determining institutional eligibility that
were us.J. last year. Thsst procedures, rather than establishingiab-
solute' thresholds fur eligibility, are a slidirfg scale to award eligTjl-
ity points.

Institutions -with a higher average Pell grant award, for FIE,
would receive more points. Institutions with lower E and G expend-
itures for FTE, 'receive more points. And thqse instituiions which
scare above the 17-1 threshold ,which has been used in past -years,
would be eligible to apply for funds.

In addition, under the previouS system, if an institution failsyto
meet the automatic eligibilit; threshold but can demonstrate to the
Secretary's satisfaction that they didn't really reflect the true
needs of the institution, they. may apply for a waiver.

This procedure, by establishing uniform. guidelines of eligibility,
based on enrolling low -imurne students, permitting exceptions un a
ease-by-case basi&c seems fair and equitable.

have to point_yut at this juncture though, that it causes a great
deal of political pressure both on -the Department and on Capitol
Hill and I would urge that we limit--to the ex,tent possiblethe
waiver authority of the Secretary. This is One area where we don't
want waiver authority.

Another method that some current title III grantees have pro
posed in an, effort to solve the problems with institutional eligibil-
ity under, the new law involves grandfathering all institutions that
are currently ekigible fqr titTe III

We strongly oppose this method. It is important, I think, to go
through the details of sv hy, because I know that Members buth in
the House and in the Senate are considering such a grandfather
amendnient.

Grandfathering would make hundreds of institutions4,1igible who
have been receiving assistance for over a decade, yet no longer
serve large numbers of low-income students. This obvious inequity
is compounded liy the-fact that a great many institutions who have
not had .the opportunity to participate in the program in the past
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could be denied an opportunity in the future in spite of the fact
that many enroll a large number of low-income students,

As a matter of policy, institutions that do not serve large num-
bers of low-income students should not continue to be eligible for
assistance.

Again, the 178 Middle Income Student Assistance Act, greatly
expanded the Pell grant program. The Pell grant program is one of
the largest bases upon which eligibility is determined. Therefore,
you're grandfathering pre-MISSA institutions. And frankly, in
1979, when they were first giandfathered, they were grandfathered
from a pool of eligibles back in the mid-1970's. So we would be con-
tinuing institutions that bear no or little or no relevance to the
current program.

At this time I would like to addre.s some specific questions that
Mr. Simon raised in his letter inviting the Secretary to testify. The
most fundamental question, it seems deals with the issue of self-
sufficiency or graduation from the title III program.

As you know, both the House and the Senate expressed great
concern over the fact that not a single institution has graduated
from the title III program during the last 15 years Consequently,
both the House ancl the Senate bills made it clear that the purpose
of the program is to enable institutions to-becomc -viable and-thriv-
ing and th, efore independent from the need for title III .assist-
ance.

The statute and the legislative history uses terms such a "grad-
uation," "self-sufficiency, and "thriving," to describe the principle
that at some point these institutions must stand on their own

We want to insure, to the maximum extent possible, that institu-
tions will, after a lung-term grant, be vital, thriving entities with
no need for ,itle III funds. We do not want to mislead institutions
into believing that they will continue to receive unending Federal
financial assistance under title" III as they have during the past 15

years. When I use the word "we" there, I think I am properly
noting congressional intent ,during the reauthorization of this bill
last year.

This Departmen,t takes.very seriously the unmistakable intent of
Congress that institutions of, higher education serving low income
students be provided every opportunity to flourish and to beconr,
free`from dependency on title III. Through anecdotal evidence and
I think through studies that have been conducted, many of the in-
stitutions, perhaps unknowingly, or perhaps with the tacit or im-
plicit consent of Congress, have been using title III funds in the
past for operating expenditures. This in no way helps the institu-
tions to become self-sufficient and that is the primary purpose of
the program.

We agree with the underlying principle that students are better
serialyinstitutions_that_offer_high_quality educational programs
and are administratively and financially stable, thriving, secure

We want to be sure that all students, especially low income and
minority students, have the opportunity to attend quality institu-.
tions of higher education.

I do not believe it is possible for the Department to place too
much emphasis on self-sufficiency. Any weakening of our emphasis
on self-sufficiency would be equivalent to ericouraging continued
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dependency. We blieNe that this is not only, contrary to the intpnt
of Congress but to the principles of sound education.

I want to thank you fur allowing rne to present my ims and the
Department's ies,ss on the title III programs and I will be glad to
answer any questions I can to help clarify my points.

Mr. ECKART (acting chairman). Thank you, Mr. Clohan. The full
text of your statement will be made a part of the record of this
hearing, as you requested.

[The prepared statement of William Clohan follows.]

PREPARED STATEMENT 01. WILLIAM C CLOHAN, JR UNDER SECRKFARY, US.
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mr Chairman, members uf the subcummittee, my name is William C. Cluhan, Jr.
and I serve as Under Secretary uf the United States Department uf Education
Thank yuu fur the upportuoity tu appear befur the subcutuniittee tuday tu prucide
the Department s views un the impact uf regultitiuns and law tiffecting the institu
tiunal aid programs under Title [11 uf the Higher Educatiun Act, as amended by the
Education Amendments of 1980.

Cungress has fuund, and the Department agrees, that many institutiuns uf higher
education in this era ut scarce resuurces face problems which threaten their' ability
to survive TIwst plublcnis relate tu management and fiscal uperdiuns as well as tu
t1 n in4bi1it tu engagc in lung range planning, recruitment, and develupment activi-
ties The soluttun tu these prublems wuuld enable these instituttuns tu become viable
and thriving

The Department has lung recugnized that these institutiuns, many uf which are
histurialy bLia institutiuns, play a vital rule in the American system uf higher
educatiun. Every effurt must be made tu help these institutiuns becutue self suffi-
cient and, therefure, free frunt dependence un the Federal Guy ernment fur financial
assistance under Title Ill.

In the spirit uf helping these institutiuns graduate frum the need fur unending
Federal financial assistance, the Department under the preyiuus Administratium
Suppurted htnges in the authurizing III of the Higher Education
Act. These statutury changes. cuntained in the Educatiun Amendments uf 1980, re-
placed the uld Strengtheiung DevOuping Institutiuns Prugram with three new insti
tutional aid programs.

Pruposed regulatiuns tu implement the new law were published for public ..om
went in the Federal Register un July 2U, 1981. The GO-day comment period closed on
September 18, 1981.

During the public cumment periud the Department, because uf fiscal and time
cuntraints, was nut able tu huld public hearings un title III prupused rules lIuvtecer,
in recugniting the vital rule that this program plays in the life uf many higher edu
catiun instautiuns, we tuuk extra ter's tu ensure that interested parties were aware
uf the propused rules and had an uppurtunity tu cumment. The Department mailed
uver 1,ZOO cupies uf the prupused regulatiuns to al; current Title III grantees, tu all
oplicants fur Title III grants in FY 81, and tu all persons requesting infurmatiun un
the FY 2 award cycle. Thruughuut the pubhc cumment prucess, we stressed the im
portance uf calefully reviewing the propused regulattuns since they were based un
new legislation.

The Department received cualinents frum approximately 200 individuals, institu
tams, groups, and assuciatiuns. Cummenters primarily expressed c:uncern over statu
tury requirements- such tiS the new eligibility formula, rather than requirements
inipused thruugh regulatiuns. Judging frum these comments, even if the Department
had held hearings it is clear that matters uf must cuncern tu the pubhcthe statu
tury requirementscould nut be changed by the Department. Therefore, Mr. Chair
man, I am pleased-that your subcurnmittee-is-holdmg-a hearmg on-the Title-III-pro
grata su that we can puint uut the prubl ms that need to be resolved tu carry out
the program this year.

Nearly all pubh t. cummenters expressed cuncern uver twu uf the eligibility criteria
established in the law:

First, tu be eligible an instituttun must eniull a substantial percentage of students
receiving need-based student financial assistance under Title IV fur Part A, unly
Pell grants are cunsidered, fur Part B, all title IV need based student assistance is
considered).
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Second, the uveresse anauunt of tios assistome to students at applicant institutions
must Jae high in comparison with the average amount of assistance at all similar
institutions.

Regarding the first criterion, the statute dues nut define the term "substantial
percentage,' thus leaving that responsibility to the Secretary.

It was difficult to settle on a definition of "substantial percentage" that was rea
sonable, fair and satisfactory to all types of institutions. Data for the 1978-79 aca
demic year indicate that nationwide, on the average, 25 percent of undergraduate
students enrolled in institutions of higher edu..ation on at least a hrlf-time basis,
and thus potentially eligible to receive Pell 1BEOGi Grants, actually received them
This precentage did not vary among two year, or four year, or public or private in
stautions. Therefore, une possible definition of "substantial percentage" would be 25
percent since this is a national average. However, as you know Mr Chairman, collo-
quy between Senators Pell and Stewart un the Senate fluor during consideration of
the EducatiorkAmendments of 1980, suggest that "substantial percentage" should be
defined as 45 percent. .

Before issuing proposed rules, the Department of Education staff reviewed exist
mg data to estimate what the effect of various "substantial percentage" thresholds
would be on the pool of potentially eligible institutions.

At the 45 peruent level, without regard to any uthei criterion, approximately 150
institutions would have been ehbible under either part A or B, at the 35 percent
level, approximately b50 would have been eligible, And at the 25 percent level more
than 800 institutions would have been eligible.

Because of recurukeeping problems these estanates were based on incomplete data
and we soon realized that nu um; knew fur sure how the definition of substantial
percentage would affect Inbututtun, nationwide, within each State, by type and con
trol, or individually. Therefore, we believed that it would be helpful to see the
public comments regarding the definition of "substantial percentage

Ab could be expected,.public comment un the definition of substantial percentage
was divided according to circumstances at individual institutions For example, in
stautions whose percentage of need-based student financial aid recipients exceeded
45 percent believe the Secretary should define "substantial percentage" as at least
45 percent. Conversely, institutions enrolling a smaller percentage of student aid re-
cipients believe that the definition of 35 percent suggested in the proposed rules
should be lowered.

It is our assumption based on our reading of the Title III statute and legislative
history that Congress expected that the statutory eligibility criteria would identify
institutions that serve low-incume students. Based on 'this assumption, we believe
that if 45 percent is used as the definition of "substantial percentage," many institu
tams that Congress dearly intended to be eligible would be eliminated from any
consideration. In fact, we believe that the 45 percent figure would limit eligibility to
such an extent that it might be difficult fur the Department to operate a discretion
ary-grant program and spend all of the funds Congress appropriated

Although a final decision has not yet been made. It seems that defining substan
LA percentage as 30 percent is fair and appropriate in that a includes those institu
nuns that serve low-income students and provides an applicant pool that permits
the funding of high quality proposals.

As I mentioned earlier, another area of considerable public concern related to the
second eligibility criteriathe average amount of assistance to students at applicant
institutions .iluit be high in comparison with the average amount of assistance at
all similar institutions. This "high average award criterion" does not accurately
identify institutions that enroll large numbers of low-income students

This may be due to several factors:
Campus-based assistanceCollege Work Study, Supplemental Educational Oppor-

tunity Grants, and National Direct Student Loansis awarded to students with fi-
nancial need at the discretion of each college The amount of assistance is based
upon the student s unmet financial need. Unmet need is determined in general by
subtracting the students expected family contribution and Pell grant award from
his or-her-educational-cost. Obviously, the-amount of-tuition-and-fees-charged_by
the institution will have a significant bearing on whether a student has unmet fi
nancial need and the amount of unmet need. Furthermore, some colleges choose to
award a small number uf large grants in an attempt to fill unmet needs completely
fur relatively few students. Other colleges distribute smaller awards to many stu
dents. Thus, the campus-based average award is not an accurate indicator of student
need or income.

The amount of a Pell Grant, unlike campus-based aid, is determined by a formula
that considers income and cost. The amount of the Pell Grant is not subject to ad

15
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justment by a titlark wl aid offit,er arid, therefore, it tends to reflect more accurately
the level of student and family mama: However, the average award for low-income
students at a college that charges little or nu tuition will be lower than the average
award at a college charging high tuitionin spite of the fact that both colleges may
enroll equal numbers of comparably low-income students. Similarly, the average
award at colleges that enroll many part-time students will be significantly lower
than the average award at colleges that enroll few part-tme students.

Thus, many colleges that make extra efforts to serve low-income students by
charging little or no tuition, by providing parttime study opportunities, or by
spreading campus based assistante among many students may be denied efigibility
for Title III assistance. For example:

In fiscal year" 1981, 15 Title Ill grants were made to two-year institutions in North
Carolina Under the new law, which includes the "high average award" require-
ment, only 2 such institutions in the entire State would be eligible. If that require-
ment were deleted, 22 two-year institutions would be eligible.

In California, only 2 two-year institutions would be eligible to apply under the
current law If the "high average award" requirement were deleted, 27 would be
eligible.

Moreover, the Department estimates that approximately 30 historically black in-
stitutions would be denied eligibility, for either Part A or B funding, because of the
high average award requirement in the law. More than twenty-five percent of the
member institutions in the United Negro Coller Fund would be ineligible. We be-
lieve that the effect of the "high average award requirement is contrary to the Ad-
ministration's commitment to enhance black higher education and contrary to the
original intent of Congress Therefore, we would support an amendment to delete
that criterion.

Mr Chairman, I would Fite to reemphasize that the projections of eligibility re-
ferred to above are based on 1978-79 student financial aid data. I would also like to
point out that the Department expects to be able to use more recent 1979-80 data to_
determine eligibilk this coming year However, the process of preparing these data
for computer analysis will not be completed until early in December and, as a
result, we cannot identify specifically those institutiuns that will be adversely affect-
ed during the upcoming grant cycle by the high average award criterion. The delay
in uging 1979-80 academic year data is caused by the fact that many institutions
were late in submitting this information or were late in resubmitting this informa-
tion when errors were called to their attention.

It is almost certain that some individual institutions that are not eligible on the
basis of 1978-79 data may become eligible on the basis of 1979-80 dataand vice-
versa In spite of the fact that our current projections are based on 1978-79 data, it
is important to understand that the overall effe4 of using the high average award
requirement as an eligibility criterion is not likely fo change the fact that many of
the institutions that we believe Congress 'intended to benefit from this program will
not be able to apply.

If Congress does not choose to delute the second eligibility criterion pertaining to
"high average award", as an alternative, it might be appropriate for Congress to
authorize the Department to continue to use the procedures for determining institu-
tional eligibility that were used last year. These procedures, rather than establish-
ing absolute thresholds for eligibility, use a sliding scale to award eligibility points.
Institutions with a higher average Pell Grant award per full-time equivalent (FTE)
Undergraduate student receive mure points Institutions with lower average educa-
tional aad general expenditures per FTE student receive more points. When all
points are added together, institutions that score above 174 points are eligible to
apply for funds.

In addition, under the previous system, if an institution fails to meet the automat-
it eligibility threshold but can demonstrate to the Secretary s satisfaction that the
data did not accurately reflect institutional conditions, the Secretary may grant a

iwaiver and permit the nstitution to compete for funds. This procedure, by establish-
ing uniform guidelines of eligibility bases on enrolling luw-income students but per-
mitting exceptions on a case-by-case basis, seems fair and equitable.

Another method that some current Title III grantees have proposed, in an effort
to solve problems with institutional eligibility under the new law, involves "grand-
fathering all institutions that are currently eligible for Title Iti. We strongly
oppose this method "Grandfathering" would make hundreds of institutions eligible
who have been receiving assistance for over a decade yet no longer serve large num-
bers of low income students. This obvious inequity is compounded by the fact that a
great many institutions who have not had the opportunity to participate in the pro-
gram in the past could be denied an opportunity in the future, in spite of the fact

,
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that they may vinyl' .1 large number of low incvnie students As a matter of policy,
Institutions that do not sent. large Illtniben, of low-income students should not con-
tinue to be eligible for assistance

Mr. Chairman, at this tune I %could like to address some specific questions that
you raised in your letter inviting the Secretary to testify at this hearing The most
fundamental question. it t,eeins, deals %%ith the issue of "self-sufficiency" or "gradua-
tion troni the nue III program As you know Mr. Chairman, both the House and
the Senate expressed great concern ocer the fact that not a single institution has
graduated trom the Title III program duruig the last 15 years Consequently, both
the House and Senate bills made it clear that the purpose of this program is to
enable institutions to become %iable and thrising and, therefore, independent from
the need for Title 111 assistance The Jtatute and legishitile history used terms such
as -graduation," sell-sufficiency," and -thricing" to describe the principle that, at
some point, these institutions must stand on their ownor go out of business We
%%ant to ensure, to the maxiinum extent possible, that institutions will, after a long-
term grant, be vital, thri% ing entities with no need for additional Title III funds We
do not want to inislead the institutions into believing that they will continue to re-
ceive unending Federal financial assistance under Title III as they have during the
past 15 years.

This Department takes %ery seriously the unmistakable intent of Congress that
institutwns of higher education selling low-income students be provided every ov
porcunity to flourish zmd become free from dependency on Title III We agree with
the underlying principle that students are better served by institutions thae offer
high quality educational programs and are administratively and financially stable,
thriving, and secure We want to be sure that all studentsespecially low-income
and minority studentshave the opportunity to attend high quality institutions of
higher education

Considering this. Mr, Chairman, I do not belie.re it is possible for the Department
to place too much emphasis on "self-sufficiency " Any weakening of our emphasis
on sell-sufficiency would be equicalent to encouraging continued dependency We
believe this is not only contrary to the intent of Congress, but to principles of sound
education.

Mr. Chairman, thank you again for the opportunity to express our views on these
important matters. I would like to conduct my remarks by assuring this subcom-
mittee that the Department is making ecey effort to ensure that the new Title HI
program of Institutional Aid is administered soundly to fully meet the purpose of
the law and intent of the Congress Please feel free to,call upon me or members of
my staff if we can provide any further assistance or information to help resolve the
problems I have just described.

Mr. ECKART. Mr. Erdahl, do you have any questions?
Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Just a couple- of ques-

tions.
I want to thank you, Mr. Clohan, for being with us today.
We started out talking about definitions, what is"substantial " I

am not sure that we really have the definition of that. It seems like
it was determined by a couple of members in the other body in a
floor discussion. At best it is a rather subjective judgment, I sup-
pose, what "substantial" means.

You also mentioned a couple of others that I underlined here
When you talk about self-sufficiency, graduation, and assisting in-
stitutions that might have difficulties because, in fact, they don't
have much money to become self-sufficient, is the Department pre-
pared to do some other things that might involve help other than
financial? I think that financial help is the one the institutions are
inclined to say that they really need. What will the administration
do to improve administrative skills and to become self-reliant, to go
on their own?

Mr. CLOHAN. I think there are two things that the Department
and the administration are planning to do, particularly with regard
to the black colleges. One, I mentioned eailier, and that's the
White House initiative. As you probably know, the President issued
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an Executive urdet , mid I think it has given a great deal of priority
to the White 11vuse imtiative on historically black institutions

The Vice President has taken a very personal interest in that
and as I noted earlier I think the Pepsico grant of $1 million yes-
terday may at least in part be a result of the Vice President's per-
sonal involvement.

I can say that in the next month I expect that the Vice President
will bring together a gruup of corporate leaders with presidents of
most of the major historically black institutions in the country to
try to create a-dialog and to stimulate private giving to those col-
leges.

The second item, I think is reflected in what the President sees
as the Federal role in education for the Department, specifically, or
its successor entity. And that is that we try to be s.ipportive and
provide technical assistance instead of being instrusive It is my
hope and expectation that the Department, in the coming year,
will set up teams of experts in both the financial area and the de-
velopmental area to go out, if requested by the institutions, and
give them guidance on how they can best develop.

Under part 13, we must set aside for historically Black,colleges 50
percent of the amount they received in 1979 under the old
strengthening developing institutions program. That Is a new
change in the law. It's not based on regulation but it is in the stat-
utes.

We have also established the 10 percent set-aside for historically
. black colleges in the college housing program.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you, Mr. Clohan. In your testimony, you
talked about what I guess I would describe as inadequate data that
was available, either in the past administration or at the piesent
time, in trying to again determine substantial eligibility reiuire-
ments. Is better data now available or how do we stand on that sit-
uation? Do you have some more information for us in the Congress
and in the Department?

Mr. CLOHAN. In 1978 and, 1979 the program became heavily de-
pendent on data pertaining to E and G expenditures and need-
based student financial aid. We do have a HEGIS system of higher
education information gathering, which provides aggregate tlata on
most institutions throughout the country. And that takes n great
deal of time to receive, yerify, collate, and prepare these data in
usable form. And you are correct that last year, the premature use
of those data created a great deal of program problems.

As I noted in my testimony, the school year 1979-80 data is now
available for most institutions but it is not purified and we hope
that in the next several weeks it will become finalized.

Mr. ERDAHL. If I could interr.upt you there, I wrote down in my
notes here with a question mark behind it, what is to be purified as
far as data is concerned? I can see it clarified, and we heard spme
time ago about things being laundered, but how are they purified?
[Laughter.]

Mr. CLOHAN. I'll take a guess at it and maybe Dr. Eldridge can
clarify what I say. I think a better term would be verified. The ver-
ification process is that which involves completing data that is not
provided in the HEGIS submission or something that is obviously
wrong in the application, the HEGIS submission, or a questionable
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thing. So it invokes going hack to the institutions to try to get up-
dated or clarified data.

Marie?
Dr. ELDRIDGE. I would only say, Mr. Erdahl, that the E and G

data is perhaps the most complicated portion of the entire HEGIS
survey that we deal with. So they are in the process of editing
today, as Mr. Clohan has said, for incomplete data or what would
appear to be on the basis of other information on the form incon-
sistent data. That particular series does take mure time in order to,
as we say, scrub it down, or fully edit it.

Mr. ERDAHL. Are those- terms d'art? You said, scrub it down,
purify it. Maybe I'm just not used-to-this terminology.

Dr. ELDRIDGE. Verify the accuracy of the data in terms of a
standard edit prudram which we use in reviewing these submis-
sions from all the institutions before the data is put inio the_com,

_

puter for tabulation purposes.
Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much. I don't mean, Mr. Chairman,

to be critical, but I would guess that if theand I speak only for
myself and my colleagues can speak for themselvesbut I would
guess if y ou err in the submission of the data, the Congress would
probably want you to err on the side of editing less rather than
editing mure. Maybe we have to make some judgments which could
be faulty Coo. That is just an observation.

Another question, Mr. ChairmanMr. Clohan, you testified on
the technial problems in the new title III law. Can you effectively
administer the program without sume legislative change? I guess

.vv hat I am asking, dues the administration have an official position
on this, or what's the Department's bottom line?

Mr. Ca/HAN. With regard to the high average award, think
that we would btrungb urge legislative change. Applying this pro-
ision as an absolute minimum standard definitely excludes many

institutions that hav e been eligible and should be eligible under
what we feel is the statutory intent of the program., There are
many ways you can do that and obviously an amendment going
through the complete legislative process would be very difficult and
to the extent that you can use the appropriations process--

Mr. ECKART. You know we don't like to do that.
Mr. CLOHAN. I know that. But I just suggest it as an option. I did

puint uut two uther ways we could deal with the problem. I would
like to emphasize, though, tu grandfather all institutions would be
a disservice to the program in the long run, that you will be in ex-
actly the same position you are now in ,the next year and the year
after ard the y ear after that, because it will be very difficult, if not
impossible, to predict exactly w hat institutions will be included or
excluded until we actually get the applications in January or Feb-
ruary. And of course that's what all the Members of Congress and
the institutions Vo ant to know, will X, Y, or Z institution be eligible,
or not. That's going to be a problem next year also, and the year
after.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ECKART. Mr. Andrews.
Mr. ANDREWS. I will pass at this time.

.1 9
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Mr. ECKART. Just a couple of short, questions. May it be prefer-
able in fact to go to a ty pe of sliding scale as opposed to a definitive
statutory percentage?

Mr. CLOHAN. Under current law and under prior year programs
we used a sliding scale. We set a not totally arbitrary cutoff of 174.
I think that number was developed by putting all of the institu-
tions.across the spectrum and figuring out w hat made a reasonable
cutoff in determining eligibility. May be one of my colleagues could
specify or clarify that point a little bit more and tell how we did it
in prior years.

Mr. DEEs. In the previous year you had different data that was
used to determine eligibility and based on the former eligibility cri-
teria, you could establish numbers and levels on a scale. The new
eligibility criteria do not allow you to do that because you are deal-
ing with different types, of data, that is, you don't have the option
of creating a scale.

In lieu of grandfathering or in lieu of other alternatives, it may
be appropriate to use the system described in the former regula-
tions to carry out provisions of the current law. The old method
would use tables which were a numerical value rather than these
averages that we are dealing with in the new legislation.

The nature of the criteria in the new legislation does not allow
for us creating tables. That's the answer to the question.

Mr. ECKART. So there has been no thought to giving additional
points to schools with higher numbers of program recipients?

Mr. DEES. Those institutions that would have a large number of
Pell,grant recipients obviously would have a larger number and
they d haye a higher average and that is basically w hat they are
asking in the-legislation.

Mr. CLOHAN. That's iricorporated in the law. That's a formula
that a large number of Pelt grant _recipients automatically picks up
a higher eligibility factor. So, and to my knowledge, the Secretary
has no discretion to use Pell grant recipients as a reasonior waiver
because he would be double counting that part of the formula.

Mr. ECKART. Mr. Andrews.
Mr. ANDREWS, Yes, one question.. if I may. I came in late and I

apologize. I had not seen any of this material until I did arrive. I
can't follow the details too well because I don't see the big picture.
Apparently you are changing eligibility requirements in such
manner as to cause certain institutions to receive less funds Lhan
formerly and perhaps I assume other institutions receive more. I
don't know about the latter. What is the overall picture? What are
you trying to accomplish? Do you have less money to work with or
is there some ideological or philosophical point of view entailed?

Mr. CLOHAN. No. It is really statutory. It is a result of one eligi-
bilty factor contained in the 1980 education amendments. And it's
not a matterthe problem we are discussing nowit is not a
matter of anything that is within the discretion of the Secretary to
waive. It is statutory.

Let me point out the statutory language_ It says that we have to
use a new part to our formula which includes high.average awards.
On page 11 of my testimony, I pointed out that in fiscal year 1981,
15 title III grants went to 2-year institutions in your State, Mr. An-
drews, and that under the new lawthis is a law, not the regula-
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sh, tionswhkh indodes the high average award requirement, only
two such institutions in the entire State would be eligible. If that
requirement were deleted, approximately 22 institutions would be
eligible.

So we are dealing with a statutory problem. And it is a consider-
able problem and we'd -like to correct it, also.

Mr. ANDREWS. What's the means by which that might be accom-
plished?

Mr. CLOHAN. The appropriations bill, I hate to say, is probably
the best and quickest vehick at this point for correcting that prob-
lem. No matter what, if we w t to a discretionary program where
we set up a criterion such a 17-1 points, as we have luid in past
years, I still don't believe the .e will be sufficient statutory authori-
ty to go tA.V that method un ess you terminated the current high
average award requirement because by law we would be required'
to use that.

If I could turn to General Counsel's representative and ask him
for a clarification, it would.be helpful.

Mr. KRAUT. If the law isn't changed, we cannot go back to the
system we used in the past, w hich was a regulation that used the
174 points with a sliding scale for two factors, because that was
blsed on the old title III legislation. Current title III legislation is
totally different. You would have to delete the new eligibility re-
quirements and put back something in the law which would allow
us to use the sliding scale.

Mr. ERDAHL. If the gentleman would yield at that point, let me
ask Mr, Clohan this. Is this modification so important to Secretary
Bell that he could persuade the President not to vetO the appropri-
ations bill if it were included? [Laughter.]

You don't have to answer that.
Mr. CLOHAN. I'll pass that on to the White House.
Mr. ERDAHL. you ve brought up several problems and evidently

some have been coming up in recent weeks. Do you have other
problems with title III that we probably are going to have to ad-
dress legislatively? Do o:hers come to mind?

Mr. CLOHAN. There are other more minor problems. Unfortu-
nately, I am not prepared to discuss all of them this morning. I do
think it is important to focus on the problems that may impede the
proper administration of the program this year.

We have approximately four to five technical amendments that I
think need to be clarifiedOne in particular, and that is the use of

.undergraduate E. & G., education and general expenditures, and
what constitutes undergraduate. There are many institutions that
have a large budget which incorporates graduate programs and un-
dergraduate programs and the law itself requires that we consider
undergraduate dollars in the E. & G. determination.

A lot of institutions have difficulty in breaking down w hat goes
to graduate and undergraduate. But I think we can deal with that
and adjust for that this year on a case-by-case basis.

Mr. ERDAHL. I hope you will send that up.
Now, Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask unanimous consent on

behalf of our colleague, Mr. Coleman, that he be allowed to submit
x some questions in writing to the Department. I'll have to leave to

To to another meeting. Maybe we could have that blanket opportu-
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nay for nwmbets of the committee to submit questions in writing if
we see the need for it.

Mr. ECKART. Without objection, so ordered.
Recognizing that seniority is the kind of thing that you are

against until you have some of your own, I will yield to the gentle-
man from Illinois.

Mr. SIMON Ichairmani. First of all, let me apologize. I see my col-
league from South Carolina here and he w ill appreciate that we
are back at budget time again, and so I am in and out.

Let me ask one question, following up on my colleague from
North Carolina's question. There ace some changes that obviously
can be affected through regulation. We are noNV in a situation
where the House has already passed the appropriation. We are
facing a possible 1,eto by. the President. We are talking about some-
thing, a process, that could take quite some time.

You are a veteran on the Hill here. You-are _part of the bureauc-
racy that understands the process in Congress very thoroughly. Do
you have any suggestions beyond that immediate possibility?

Mr. CLOHAN. Yes, I do. I don't know wliat your committee's
schedule Is but if it would be possible for this subcommittee to
waive its jurisdiction over the matter, assuming you have agree-

' ment among all your membersand I frankly don't know that
there would be a great deal of disagreementto not- do this, to
make a legislatie change, would cause a great deal of disruption.

I would suggest one possibility of taking the bill under suspen-
Sion of the rules, and the administration would support you and do
whatever it could to prevent any opposition to that provision.

I would think then that the Senate could take it at the desk.
We'd be gladwe'd be willingI don't know the difficulties in it,
but I think we would be willing to take it at the desk.

Mr. SIMON. What I understand you to say, Bill, is that we are
talking about a separate bill which we would take under suspen-
sion and pass through very rapidly here in the House.

Mr. CLOHAN. That's one of the options if you can't use the appro-
priations process. General Counsel's representative just pointed
something out to me. If I could speak to it, it is with regard to the
impact of the rider on an appropriations bill that is vetoed.

Mr. KRAUT. Well, in the past, as you know, we haven't had any
formal appropriations bills because of the abortion controversy and
the continuing resolutions in effect, except for the dollar amount,
did incorporate by reference the provisions that were in the appro-
priations bill that was reported out of the committee, other than
the abortion proision, and therefore, the same thing could happen
this year, that even though the bill was vetoed, there was a con-
tinuing resolution to incorporate by reference the provisions in thp
final appropriations bill dealing with title III, and that would
picked up as the law and it would bewe could use that.

Mr. CLOHAN. As you pointed out, though, the House has already
passed the appropriations bill so the initial action would have to be
in the Senate and we have been trying to work with several Sena-
tors to get this type of amendment over there, sO it couid be incor-
porated by reference.

They are going to the floor today, this afternoon, or tomorrow.
We are not sure at this point whether they are going to add that to
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the apprupt lations bill. If y uu are in agreement, I would encourage
y ou to call Senator Stafford, Senator PAl, and Senator Denton,

ho are particularly interested in clarifying the title III program.
Mr. Snviox. I am just advised by staff, they are not likely to do

the appropriations bill this week. That may change at any minute.
Mr. CLOHAN. Sure.
Mr. SIMON. Let me ask bne more thing. I hope you will have

someone here from y our staff to listen to the remainder of t,he
hearing.

Mr. CLOHAN. Definitely.9

Mr. SIMON. As y ou know from experience, there is-no area, other
than student aid, where we have had more problems than title III.

Mr. CLOHAN. As your opening remarks pointed out, we had more
hearings relative tu the dollar amounts in particular on title III in
1979 and 1980 than any other program including student aid.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you very, very much for your testimony.
Our next panel is Dr. James Young, Dr. Vincent Darnowski, Dr.

Don Garrison, and Dr. Elgin Badwound, and I will call on my dis-
tinguished colleague from South Carolina, Mr. Butler Derrick, to
introduce the gentleman from South Carolina.

Mr. DERRICK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the
sukommittee. It ghes me a .great deal of pleasure to present to

ou this morning Dr. Don Garrison, president of Tri-County Tech-
nical College, located in the Third Congressional District, which I
represent.

As I am sure each of You already knows, education is the corner-
stone of produLtis e adulthood. Community colleges have played a
pivotal role in educating our youth. Dr. Garrison and his faculty at
Tri-County Tech have done a commendable job in preparipg stu-
dents for active participation in the work force of South Carolina.

The Department of Education is currently in the process of im-
plementing regulations to administer title III, the institutional aid
program that was created as a result of the 1980 Higher Education
Amendments, which I supported.

Dr. Garrison, as well as the other college presidents here today,
has e serious problems with the proposed regulations issued to date
and have come before you to voire their concerns.

Mr. Chairman, and members of the subcommittee, I ask that you
e full consideration to the testimony pl.esented here and urge

y ou to take w hatever steps may be appropriate to address their
concerns. Thank you.

Mr. SIMON. We thank you. I assume Dr. Garrison is one of your
constituents?

Mr. DERRK.K. He makes up about 300 or- 100 constituents. But -he
is one of my constituents.

Mr. SIMON. Dr. Garrison is extremely well represented here in
the House of Representatives.

Mr. DERRICK. That's what I keep telling him. [Laughter.]
Mr. SIMON. After that glowing introduction, we'll ask you to be

the first member of the panel and we'll go/ahead and hear all the
panel and then have questions.

Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Chairman, may I as1.a question?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
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Mr. ANDREWS. Am I getting the picture here right now, are we
not all in agreement, or. are we not just talking about something, in
which we are praising each other. Are we all in agreement that
we'd like to, as Ralph suggested, go back to the law as it formerly
was with respect to the matter about which this testimony is occur-
ring?

Mr. SIMON. I don't think it ic quite that clear. I thi-Ak we had
bettermaybe that will evolve. I don't know. But my feeling is
that we are likely to hme some suggestions that will differ some-
what from simply returning to the original statute.

Dr. Garrison.

STATEMENT OF DON C. GARRIS9N, PRESIDENT, TRI-COUNTY
TECHNICAL COLLEGE,-PENDLETON, S.C.

Dr. GARRISON. Mr. Chairman, thank you, sir, and I certainly
want to thank my own Congressman for taking the time this morn-
ing to come and present me. He is very busy when he is Jit home.
His district is up for reapportionment and he is even taking speak-
ing engagements, I understand, over in Georgia. His district may
run from the mountains in the north all the way to the sea by the
time he gets back in the district again.

But I am pleased, Mr. Chairman, and members of the subcom-
mittee, to be the first spokesperson here this morning to comment,
not on the legislation, but on the regulations. Those are our'zon-
cerns. And I speak, as has previously been referenced, as a presi-
dent of a 2-year community technical college, but also, I think, as a
person who is knowledgeable in the general subject area. I have
just come off a 3-year term on the board of directors of the Ameri-
can Association of Community Junior Colleges. I chair our own
state presidents council. I think I am pretty close to the pulsebeat
in,terms of the reactions of community colleges across the country.

My full reaction to the invitation of course is contained in the
documents. I will spend some time briefly toucHng on the eligibil-
ity criteria as it relates to the Pell grant percentages. But there is
another less glaring point here, but equally as great a hurdle as
the Pell grant recipients, because it has to be cleared, that hurdle
has to be cleared, as much as the Pell grant recipients percentage,
whatever it' may be. That is the planning criteria. I plan to deal
with that in a little-more detail and then have-other members on
the panel come back to eligibility. So I won't use my time, too
much of it, on that point.

But I would again emphasize the point thatand it would be the
firsrpoint that. I makethat our concerns are not with the stat-
utes. Our concerns are with the regulations. The eligibility ques-
tion certainly is the biggest question of all, or the biggest concern
of all. Again, the planning function is critical.

Let me just touch quickly on the eligibility criteria. First, the eli-
gibility criteria needs to be based on a point system, as mandated
in the authorizing legislation. Title III has dropped the weighted
factor point system tised in the past.

Second, substantial percentage of Pen grant recipients under
part A and title IV recipients under part B should be 15 to 20 per-
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cent for 2-yvai colleges. This, we believe, would be substaptial
wben comparing all 2-year colleges in the UnitediStates.

Title III has proposed 35 percent under part A and 70 percent
under part B. The question of what is substantial is still up in the
air as far as we are concerned.

If the average Pell grant award is to be used as part of the eligi-
bility criteria, 2-year colleges w ithuut dormsand the majority do
not have dormsshould not be compared with two-year colleges
with dorms. .

Students attending colleges without dorms are limited to the
$1,100 allowance for Loom and board while students attending' col-
leges like the one I represent, with no dorms, can receive whatever
Is charged for room and board. Therefore, students at colleges with
dorms have a much higher average Pell award. -

One last point on the eligibility Pell grant criteria or factor. Title
III is proposing the base year to be 1978-79 for determining eligibil-
ity. This will make any 2-year colleges ineligible because new
BEOG regulations requiring measurable progress- standards were
implemented in 1978-79.

Most 2-year colleges, received less BEOG funiis during 1978-79,
and title III should use, we believe, 1979-80, therefore as a base

. year.
I. I will move to the planning part, and then I will hopefully have

enough time to come back to the substantial or the self-sufficiency
emphasis question. In previous testimony that was offered here this
maning, this statement was made.,,The Department recognizes
that most colleges have an inability to deal with long-range plan-.ning. .

That's almost a quote. Yet, title III has made long-range plan-
ning the second most important, and I would say equally impor-
tantand I hope my testimony will reveal thatthe second most
important step in the evaluation process for all colleges who any

Nosw, the first cvacern regarding the planning area is th,2 long- 4t
range planning qubstion. Title. III legislation recognizes that col- l
leges have an inabilityI am \ quoting from the law.inability to
engage in long-range planning The point was made again just a .----,

moment qp.
This legislation mandates, quote, an institution in its application

for a grant shall, one, set forth or describe how it will develop a
comprehensive development plan to strengthen the institution%
academic quality and institutional management. And so' on .

Now here is what the rules say. I hesitate to quote all the legisla-
tion because I feel you are familiar with it. Here's .vhat the regs
say, the rules, in the Federal Register this past July. One, the Sec-
retary reviews each application for a development grant for infor-
mation that shows whether the applicant's long-range plan pro-
vides for self-sufficiency.

And then, B, in reviewing the applicant's long-range plan, the
Secretary looks for information to show that, one, the institution itidentifies a major problem or deficiencies that inhibit it from be-
comingthis all-important pointself-sufficient and thriving

And, two, the institution proposes effective strategies to over-
come each problem or deficiency. Another major point is made
there, or reg, the Secretary does not consider further, does not con-
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sider further, an applicatibn equal, you see, in importame to the
eligibility question at thut Point for a development grant unless
the applicant's long,range Jan clearly meets the appropriate crite-
ria in paragraph A of this section, the one I just quoted.

Certainly we recognize the importam:e of planning, institutional
planning. Most colleges continue in the planning process. But the
emphasis is on process.

My college, as well as 4-year colleg.s, does not generally engage
in detailed, specificand I think those are two key ,points there,
detailed and speciliciplanning for periods beyond 3 years.

Here are the. rea8ons. One,.in unstable eLonomic times, such as
now, colleges cannot reasonably predict resources from any source,
Federal, State, or local, or private sources. Tw o, we will never
achieve self-sufficiency in terms of our reliance upon State, local,
or. other 'financial resources. We w:11 achieve self-sufficiency in
terms of suppoh tliat we get from title III funds.

' But in additiOn, the planning expertsand we have attached
tliose that we have consulted with, as appendix E, I belie% e these
planning aperts 'argue.this. One, the planning process is more im
portant than t e formalized documeat which results from. this
process a ing has to be a continual process. Planning for 3
years is t e recommended timeframe for a plan to cover.

Another point that the planners agree on, in 2-year colleges the
instructional program must remain flexible, phasing in and uut of
progr:uns. At our institution, as an example, we phased out four
progranis last year so we could respond to higher priority needs.
That has to be if we are to respond to the times as change occurs
much more rapidly day by day.

Another point, scarce resources must be allocated toward meet-
ing the needs of very diverse students, as has been pointed out-
veterans, returning women, handicapped, skill-deficiency students,
minorities, and others.

Very few 2- or 4-year colleges could afford, in the first place, the
resources to compile a 7-year college plan, nor would tney consider
it a useful exercise.- .

Think back for just a moment, if you will, to 1974. How many of
us, in 1974, mould have been able to develop plans that would guar
antee our self-§uffiaiency today. LOok at the changes that hay e
come ebout in that"7-year pd,Kiod of time.

NOW, if colleges choose to use title III funds to develop king-range
plans, bhey will greatly reduce their chances to get a long-teun
grant because the money will be committed during the next propos
al cycle.

Even if there is dpportLifity to get-long-term grant money, a"col-
lege will have to subniit its proposal for a long-term grant before
the year of planning has even taken place, assuming funding y ears
begin in October and the prdposals are due in January, as it seems
now. That is really a catch 22, at that point.

We did a sample of 30 colleges. We surveyed them ourselves. And
it would take 18 to 24 months to complete a 7-year plan in the first
place. And then at its completion, it is outdated.

In a statement to Senator Baucus dated November 28, 1979, the
Honorable John Buchanan, Jr. noted that the House bill on title III
would provide a new structural framework which included incen
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fives to enhant.e lung-range instiintional planning and movement
through the program. A new -1- to 7-year nonrenewable grant is es-
tablished with 25 percent of the program's appropriation reserved
for the category. -

The reserve feature . will insure availability of substantially
larger grants to !encourage multiyear planning with anticipated
movement out of the program.

Now, from this statement we can see that the House bill did not
see long-range planning as an eligibility requirement for a long-

,. term grant but part of the purpose for receiving a grant in the first
place.

If the intention of the legislation is to include goals and objec-
tives of the colleges which are related to title III activities, then
this would be a more feasible, more relevant approach. A college
could much more accurately forecast and plan specific goals and
activities with title III resources and plan for the college to assume
full responsibility for title III activities over the course of a long-
term grant.

If the legislation asked the colleges to show how they will
assume responsibility fr activities begun with title III funds, the
proposed rules should accurately reflect this intention.

Now another major 3rn and probably the most critical one,
is that the proposed ruL note that colleges must submit long-
range plans with their applications. And also it is stated Miss Lie-
bermann of the advisory council says that experts still feel readers
will review long-range plans to determine if they will provide for
self-sufficiency, and if they do not, as determined by these three
readers, two 'no" votes says your application *ill not,even be con-
sidered, just like the Pell criteria.

1

An institution's proposal, at that point is dead. And certainly
this panel of readers will beand this has been pointed out in con-
ferences with the title III staffthey are going to be different frqm
the external readers who read the proposals.

So the panel experts are concerned about the criteria such read-
ers Will use to evaluate a college long-range plar. Planning experts,
when they evaluate long-range lans _are jn the community. They---

_understand -the institutioxithey know the financial data, they
know the State plans, they know the community, and an effective
college plan is simply tied to all these different factors.

Evaluating a plan of a college, a long-range plan, is ordinarily
the purview of accrediting agencies. We deal with that, we have
beep dealing with it for years, and, of course, accreditation is an
eligibility criteria in itself.

So, accrediting agencies, with their standardsand, again, I have
offered my own as just a reference of the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schoolswe have to deal with,

Now, if in fact a plan demonstrates self-sufficiency, as a separate
.eligibility requirement which must be met before the application is
considered, should it not be includekas an eligibility requirement
in the rules? That's not even in the rules, yet it is coming.

Another concern of colleges is the qualification of readers of the
long-range plans. We have different people from different back-
grounds, from private, public, 2-year, 4-year. We would prefer to
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have readers that understand the different mission of these differ-
ent kinds of colleges.

And finally, Mr. Chairman, the other major codcern is the abuse
of this requirement of the long-range plan. 'In an effort to conform
to the rules, this second major hurdle to' get title III funding, col-,
leges which do not have adequate planning resources, including so-
phisticated data gathering processes, personnel, researchers to do
the job, technology and expertise to transform data into useful in-
formation, they may begin to focus on the document per se, to sat-
isfy the title III criteria, to be clear, to make applicalion, or indeed
to employ ghostwriters to do such a plan that probably would not
be worth the paper that it is written on.

A 25-page, long-rafige planning document, the suggested length
of the long-range plan, cannot be effectively evaluated_by field
readers in the short period of time that they would have in the Dis-
trict to do that. It's just, we think, unrealistic. And even then, once
that is done, if they say "no" to us, will wp have an opportunity to
refute any claims that they make when ;they don't really under-
stand the institution?

Title III already requires extensive paperwork from colleges. Col-
leges who submit regular reports rarely, ir everwe have rarely in
the 7 years that we have been involved i5 the title III program and
received ,external evaluation reports at some costsubmit these
and ever get feedback.

Beyond-that, this requirement is an abuse of a Federal or govern-
mental mandate for paper reduction.

In conclusion, while no colleges can object in principle to the
planning process as a legitimate and worthwhile function, they can
and do object to, one, a plan which exceeds 3 to 5 years, two, a plan
which asks colleges to specify financial resources during an ex-
tended period of time, three, the evaluation of the plan by title III
when this already is the function of a college's accrediting agency,
and, four, the plan being a part--and I guess this sums it up very
simply,=,being_a part of th'e eligibility process.

The same principles of planning that I referenced earlierap-
Pendix C is given as a demonstration of this=that we don't object
to.

So the bottOin line is this. What changes do we want? One, just
use those accreditation planning criteria and be done with it. Two,
the format, use the same type of format, the process format, as
shown in appendix C. And then, three, planning should not be a
criteria at all in the apprbval process.

The planning hurdle is as critical as the eligibility criteria.
Indeed, it is au eligibility criteria. Long-range plan reviews by this
panel of three peopleand I have already statedthey don't un-
derstand the college history, and this aspect is not even in the his-
tory of the legislation. It is not in the proposed regs.

But indeed it isI can't say more important than the Pell 'grant
question or eligibility criteriabut certainly equal to it because it
is another hurdle and a hurdle that has to be passed.

I know I have used too much time already and I will just hold
and maybe the self-sufficiency question can he addressed later, Mr.
Chairman. Thank you.
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Mr. SIMON. Thank you very much. The full text of your remarks
will be made a part of the record of this hearing.

[Material submitted by Donald Garrison follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT SUBMITTED £41 ....R. DON C. GARRISON, PRESIDENT, TRI-COUNTY

TECHNICAL COLLEGE, PENDLETON, S.C.

I. TITLE III LEGISIATION AND PROPOSED RULis RELATED TO LONG-RANGE OR
COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING

The Title III legislation (Public Law 96-374) recognizes that colleges have an "in-
ability to engage in long-range planning." This legislation mandates that "an
tution, in its application for a grant, shall-

-ill set forth, Or describe how It will develop a comprehensive development plan
to strengthen the InstautIon's academic quality and institutional management, and
otherwise provide fur institutional self-sufficiency and growth (including measurea-
ble obActwes for the institution and the Secretary to use in monitoring the effec-
tiveness of activities under this titlef; . ." (Appendix A)

The proposed rules (Federal Register, Vol. 46, No. 138, July 20, 1981) note that.
'(a) the Secretary reviews each application for a development grant for informa-

tion that shows whether the aliplicanes long-range plan provides for self-sufficien-
cy

(bi in reviewing the applicant's long-range plan the Secretary looks for informa-
tion show that

the institution identifies the major problems or deficiencies that inhibit it from
becoming self-sufficient and thriving; and

(2) the institution proposes effective strategies to overcome each problem or defi-
ciency.

to the Secretary dues not consider further an application for a development grant
unless the applicant's long-range plan clearly meets the appropriate criterion in
paragraph (a) of this section. ' (Appendix B)

We recognize the importance of institutional planning Most colleges are involved
in a planning process which, continues from year-to-year However, my college, as
well as other two and four year colleges do no+ generally engage in detailed and
specific planning for periods beyond three years because:

ilk in unstable economic times, colleges cannot reasonably predict resources from
the federal, state, local, and private sources,

(2( we will never achieve ' zlf-sufficiency" in terms of our reliance upon state,
local and other financial sources, we will achieve "self-sufficiency" in terms of our
reliance upon Title III funds.

In addition, the planning experts argue-that:
(1) the planning process is more important than the formalized document which

results from this process, planning must be a continual process,
(2) planning for three years is the recommended length oftime for a plan to cover,
(S) in two-year colleges, the instructional program must reinain flexiblephasing

in and out of programs, providing short-term and one-time programsin response to
community and student needs,

(4) scarce resources must be allocated toward meeting the needs of very diverse
studentsveterans, returning women, handicapped, students with bask skills defi-
ciencies, minorities, and others.

Very few two-or-four year colleqs could afford the resources to compile a seven-
year college plan, nor would they consider it a useful exercise Think back to 1974
Flow many of us woUld have been able to develop plans then to guarantee our self-
sufficiency today?

If colleges choose to use Title III funds to develop a long-range plan, they will
greatly reduce their chances to get a long-term grant because that money will be
committed during this next proposal cycle. Even if there is opportunity to get long-
term grant money, a college will have to submit its proposal for a long-term grant
before the year of planning has taken place (assuming funding years begin in Octo-
ber and proposals are due in early January).

A sample of 30 colleges which we surveyed said that it would take 18 months to
24 months to complete a seven-year plan. In addition, at its completion, it would be
outdated.

In a statement to Senator Max Baucus, dated November 28, 1979, the FIdn John
Buchanan, Jr. noted that the House bill on Title III would "rrovide new structur-
al framework which included incentives to enhance long range institutional plan-
ning and movement through the program . . . A new four to seven year, non-
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renewable grant is established with .15 percent uf the plc/grain's appropriation re-
served for this categoty The restive feature will insure avadability ui substantially
larger grants tu encuaragt. multi year plitiming with anticipated movement uut uf
the program From this statement we can see that the House bill did nut see lung-
range planning as an eligibility requirement fur a lung term grant, but part uf the
purpose for receiving a grant.

If the intention of the legislation is to include guals and objectives uf the colleges
which are related to Titk III actties, this Is a more feasible and relevant expecta-
tion A ,:ullege ,;ould much inure accurately forecast- and plan specific goals and ac-
tivities with Title III resources and plan fur th n. college tu assume full responsibility
fur Title HI activities user the course uf a lung term grant. If the legislation asks the
college tu show how it will assume responsibility fur activities begun with Title III
funds, the proposed rule should more accurately reflect this intention.

IL REVIEW OF LONGRANGE PLANS'. BY TITLE III

The peuposed rules nute that colleges must submit lung-range phins with their ap.
plications. At a 'September 24-25, 1981 meeting of the Advisory Council of Develop-
ing Institutions, Ms. Alfreda Lieberniann announced that expert field readers will
review lung range plans to determine if they will provide fur self-sufficiency. If they
do not, the proposal applications will not be reviewed.

This panel of readers will evidently be different frum the panel uf external read-
ers used to review the proposals.

Planning experts are concerned about the criteria such readers will use to evalu-
ate a college long range plan. Usually planning experts du such an evaluation in the
context uf extensive knowledge uf state financial data, state plans, comniunity needs
assessment, etc. An effective college plan is tied to multiple informat Jn sources.

Evaluating a cullege's plan is ordinarily the pervue of the college's accrediting
agency, ShKe accreditation is included as an eligibility requirement, would, nut this
requirement for a satisfactory long-range plan be satisfied? Accrediting agencies in-
clude in their standards all the elements outlined in the proposed lung-range plan-
ning process. (See Appendix D for sample standards set by &crediting agency
Southern Association of Colleges aud Schools).

And if. in fact, a plan whkh demonstrates "self-sufficiency" is a separate eligibil-
ity requirement which must be met before the application is considered, should it
not be included as an eligibility requirement in the proposed rules?

Another concern of colleges is the qualifications uf readers of long-range phins.
Different college-- private, public, twuyear, and four-yearwuuld prefer tu have
readers that understand the varying missions of their colleges.

III. POSSIBLE ARUM OF REQUIREMENT OF A WNG-RANGE PLAN

In efforts to conform to the proposed rules and tu get Title III funding, colleges
which do not have adequate planning resources including.

(1) sophisticated data-gathering processes,
t2) personnel who function as researchers and planners, and
3; technology and expertise tu transform data into useful information may begin

to li focus on the development uf a document tu satisfy Title III rather than un a
planning process MlIch Is relevant and flexible, or i2i to employ, ghost writers tu
satisfy the requirement.

A '25ipage lung range planning document the suggested length uf the lung-umge
plan) ,,annot be effectively evaluated by field readers in a short period uf time, nur
can such readers provide adequate feedback to the colleges. \ VIII the colleges have
the opportunity to refute claims of field readers?

Title III already requires extensive paperwork frum colleges. Colleges w hu submit
regular reports rarely, if ever, receive feedback from Title III staff. Tith: III staff,
with its own limited resources, i.annut adequately evaluate ur respond tu an addi-
tional 25 pages per college.

In addition, this requirement IS an abuse uf a governmental mandate fur paper
reduction."

IV. CONCLUSION

While nu college iii object in principle tu the planning process as a legitimate
and worthwhile function, they can and do object to:

(1) a plan which exceeds 3 to 5 years,
L2) a plan which asks colleges tu specify financial resources during an extended

period of time.
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(3) the evaluation of the plan by Title III when this already is the function of the
college's accretliting agency, and

(4) the plan being part of the eligibility process.
The same principles of planning as outlined in Title III handout on long-range

planning tsee Appendix C) could apply to the activities planned with Title III

APPENDIX A.--cTITLE III LEGISLATION RELATING TO PLANNING

"PART DGENERAL PROVISIONS

APPLICATIONS FOR ASSISTANCE

*Sec. 341. al) Any institution which is eligible for assistance under this title may
submit to the Secretary an application for assistance at such time, in such form,
and containing such information, as may be necessary to enable the Secretary to
evaluate its need for assistance. Subject to the availablility of appropriations to
carry out this title, the Secretary may approve an application for a grant under this
title if the application meets the requirements of subsection tb) and shows that the
applicant is eligible for assistance in accordance with the part of this title under
which the assistance is sought.

"(b) An institution, in its application.for a grant, shall-
-11i set forth, or describe how it will develop, a comprehensive development

plan to strengthen the institution's academic quality and institutional manage-
ment, and otherwise provide for iffstitutional self-sufficiency and growth (In-
cluding measurable objectives for the institution and the Secretary to use in
monitoring the effectiveness of activities under this title);

i2) set forth policies and procedures to ensure that Federal funds made avail-
able under this title for any fiscal year will be used to supplement and, to the
extent practical, increase the funds that would otherwise be made available for
the purposes of section 311(b) or 321(6), and, in no case supplant those funds;

'13) set forth policies and procedures for evaluating the effectiveness in ac-
complishing the purpose of the activities for which a grant is sought under this
title;

'14) provide for such fiscal control and fund accounting procedures as may be
necessary to ensure proper disbursement of and accounting for funds made
available to the applicant under this title;

Cii provide for making such reports, in such form and containing such infor-
mation, as the Secretary may require to carry out his functions under this title
uncluding not less than one report annually setting forth the institution's prog-
ress toward achieving the objectives for which the funds were awarded), and for
keeping such records and affording such access thereto, as the Secretary may
find necessary to assure the correctness and verification of such reports;

'(6) Provide that the institution will comply with the limitations set forth in
section 346;

'17) include such other information as the Secretary may prescribe, and
"(SI describe.fn a comprehensive manner any development project for which

funds are sought under the application and include

OTHER REFERENCES IN 'LEGISLATION TO PLANNING

Sec. 30I(a) The Congress finds that
Sec. (2) The problems relate to the management and fiscal operations of ,certain

institutions, and inability to engage in long-range planning, recruitment activities,
and development activites.

Sec. 31103) Award grants . . in order to assist such institutions to plan, develop,
or implement activities.

Sec. 313(c) Notwithstanding subsection la), the Secretary may award a grant to an
eligible institution under this part for a period of one year for the purpose of aSsist-
ing such institution in the preparation of plans and applications under this part

Sec. Ma) The purpose of this part is to provide for a program of short-term Fed-
eral assistance to strenghten the planning capabilities, management capabilities,
and fiscal capabilities.

Sec. 321(b) May make grants . . . to plan, develop, or implement activities consist-
ent with the purpose of this part.

Sec. 322(10) Inadequate development offices and a limited capacity for long range
planning.

Sec. 323 A grant to enhance the planning capabilities of an institution shall not
exceed one year.
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APPENDIX B. PROPOSED RUSS RELATING TO LONG-RANGE PLANNING

(Faun thv Federal Pgater, July 20, 1581)

§ 624.11 Planning grant.
tat Unless otherwise provided, a planning grant may be used for a project to de-

velop
(P A long rung, comprehensive development plan dong-range plan), as described

in § 624.22; ,
(2) An application for a development grant; or
131A long-range.plaaand.anapplicatiog for a development grant.
(bt The Secretary does not consider awarding a planning grant to an institution
(1) That is receiving or has receiva another grant under the Institutional Aid

Programs; or
(2) Solely to prepare an application for a development grant under the Strength-

ening Program if that institutiA does lat. submit a long-range plan containing all
of the elements described in 624.22

(c) The Secretary does not consider wenrding a planning grant to develop a long-
range plan to a cooperathe arrangemsmt unless the purpose of the grant is to devel-
op a separate long-range plan for each of the participating institutions.
(20 U.S.C. 1057, 1059, 1060, 1062, and 1069)

§ 624.22 Long-range plan.
VI) In its comprehensive loi.g range development plan (referred to in these regula-

tions as the long range plan:, an institution shall de.^ribe its strategy for achieving
self-sufficiency by strengthening its

(1) Academic quality; and
(2) Institutional management.
(b) The long-range plan must include
(1) The institutional mission statement tthat is, a broad statement of fundamental

purpose that includes the social and. intellectual aspirations of the institution),
(2) Long-range and short-range institutional goals;
(3) Objectives for each major unit of the institution;
(4) Time frames to achieve institutional goals and unit objectives,
(5) Resource requirements; and
(6) Evaluation strategies and performance measures.

(20 U.S.C. 1066)

§ 624.32 Long-range plan to achieve self-sufficiency.
(a) The Secretary reviews each application for a development grant for Informa-

tion that shows whether the applicant's long-range plan provides for self-sufficiency.
(P In the case of an application for a short-term development grant, the Secretary

looks- for information that shows whether implementing the long-range plan with
Federal funds is likely to result in that institution moving toward sellsufficiency by
the end of the proposed grant period.

(2) In the case of an application for a long-term development ant, the Secretary
looks for informatiOn that shows whether implementing the long-range plan with
Federal funds is likely to result in that institution becoming selfsufficient by the
end of the proposed grant period.

(b) In reviewing the applicant's long-range plan the Secretary looks for Informa-
tion showing that

(1) The institution identifies the major problems or deficiencies that inhibit It
from becoming self-sufficient and thriving; and

(2) The institution proposes effective strategies to overcome each problem or defi-
ciency,cs

Note Congress has determined an section 301 of the Higher Education Act) that
eligible institutions face problems that relate to declining enrollments, scarce re-
sources, management, long-range planning, recruitment and development. Long-
range plans should address these and'any other problems as applicable.

(c) The Secretary does not consider further an application for a development.grant
unless the applicant's long range plan clearly meets the appropriate criterion in
paragraph (a) of this gection. .

Note.The Secretary does not assign points to this criterion. Rather, the Secre-
tary determines whether or not the applicant meets the criterion.
(20 U.S.C. 1057, 1059, 1060, 1064, and 1221e-3)

3.2
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APPENMX C

Copy of draft ot required components for the institutional long-range plan, distrib-
uted at a NAFEO (National Association for Equal Opportunity I Meeting on Septem-
ber 23, in Atlanta.

This long-range plan should be 25 pages in length as stated by Ms Alfreda Lieber-
mann

TITLE IlL-INSTIT&TIONAL LONG-RANGE PLANNING

I. Institutional mission statement
A statement of purpose of-the institution The-statement should-indicate the fac-

tors that make the institution unique. Specifici4 in the statement can be met by
addressing appropriate items from the following list.

(at Characteristics of the students and community to be served by the institution
kb) Types of programs offered by the institution.
(c) Level of programs offered.
(d) Intended outcomes:
tel Unique educational approaches.

2 Long range and short range goals.
Long range-4 years or more.
Short range-1 to 3 years.
(a) Academic pitgrams.
(b) Student services. ,

(c) Student bedy.
(d) Academic support resources.
(e) Institutional revenues.
(f) Financial assets and liabilities.
(g) Staff/faculty resources to add or, to achieve a more appropriate business facul-

ty. fewer education faculty or staff.
dr) Adramistrative/ management capacities (policies and procedures)

Objectives for each major unit of the institution
In most cases, achieving institutional goals will require the collective efforts of

the entire institution For planning purposes it is useful to think through organiza-
tional unit objectives in two ways. First, in the context of assigning responsibility
for goal achievement to organizational unitsa statement of the strategies to be fol-
lowed in pursuing each goal (e.g.,).

Goal 1steps to be taken tobjectives to be achieved) and responsible organization
units,

Goal '2steps to be taken (objectives) and responsible organization units
Second, in the context of specifying the full ranges of objectives for each unit

these can include objectives to be achieved in support of major institutional goal as
well as objectives that-are important to the ongoing operation of the institution but
have not been singled out for special atj.ention and Incorporation specifically into
institutional goals:

Organization Unit AObjectives to be puursued
Organization Unit BObjectives to be pursued
Statements of objectives usually include the following components.
The change to be affected or the condition to be achieved.
The entity in which the change will be effected.

4. Time frame
An indication, by years, of when goals/objectives are intended to be completed/

achieved.
5. Resources reqrdrernents

A statement of the resources required to meet institutional goals and the objec-
tives of the major organizational units with in the institution The statement of re-
sources takes the form of:

(a) Dolldr resources required each year.
tbi Specific human resources that are to be added and the characteristics of those

resources ta business faculty member, director of alumni relations, etc and the
year each such resource is expected to be added.

(c) Special/major equipment resources needed (instructional, computing, etc ) and
the year of addition.
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, d Additional krevised, (aulities resuurLes needed and the year these facilities
must be available.

In order to make the statement of resuun.e needs in the following format vvith
separate format for each year):

BUDGET PROJECTION

S mum
roled

soMoa

New top kw feclbty
neat nett

Debt

Et cetera..
Total .

(I)

(rcoay ocle gilt= or deietcos

REVENUE PROJECTION

Swot of Reettor Year I Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7

Otts.
State appellation et cetera.

6. Evaluation strategies and performance measures
al Performance measures are stated relative to the objectiv es tu be adneved, and

are outcome-oriented rather then process-oriented, and should Include level of
adnevement. To the extent that goals are clearly stated, performance measures are
usually readily derived. Performance measures Indicate whether or not the desired

,ends have been achlemed. In stating performance measures, state what is "evidence"
glat goals have been achieved, evaluation strntegies indicate how evidence il be
acquired: ."

(1) gbjective data? If so, what objective data and how will it be collected?
(2) ...vubjective data? If so, what data, and from whom will such data be sought?
ON Types of Evaluation. Formative, Summative, Quantitative, Qualitative, Inter

nal, and External.

APPENDIX D

SUMMARY OF STANDARDS, SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS

I. Purpose
Page 4. "Each institution sii.ald clearly define its purpose and should incorporate

this definition Into a statement which is a pronouncement of its role in the educa-
tional world. The institution's integrity is measured not only in terms of its stated
purpose, but also in terms of its conscientous endeavor to fulfill this purpose."

". . . The facility, financial resources, physical plant, and educational program
should be adequate and appropriate to meet the stated purpose of the institution."

Organizadon and administration
Page 5. "The administrative organization of an institution of higher learning.

should bring together its various resources and coordinate them effectively to ac
complish its objectives.

91-62; 0-82-3
-34
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III Educational program
Page 9. The educational program must be clearly related to the purpost of the

institution. The relationship between purpose., program, and their evaluation must
be demonstrated in policies and procedures of 1:untent of curricula, re
quirements fur graduation, instructional methods and procedures, and quality of
work required of the students."
IV Financial resources cr?

Page Id. The financial resources uf college ur university determine, in part, the
quality of its educational program. Conversely, the quality of the educational pro-
gram affects the ability uf an institution tu increase &t finanual resources

V Faculty
Page 1t,. The selection, development, and retention uf ci competent faculty ht all

academic levels is of major importance tu till nstitutions. The relataliship between
faculty objectives and institutional purpose determines in large measure the effec-
tiveness of the total educational program."
VI. Library

VII. Student developnent services
VIII. Physical resources

IX Special actitities
Page .1U. Many institutions have developed a variety uf supplemental programs

tultilluig their stated ubjectivesr their 1:untinuing edikation, public and community
service demands, and their responsibilities to their constituents."

API'ENDIX E

Ideas and facts presented in this testimony ,wr!re gathered from 1,v1leges in South
Carolina and the following educaitonal expert:s:

Dr. Kathy Baratta, Chairperson of the National Council fur Institutional Research
and Planning, Moraine Valley Community College.

Dr. Louis Bender, Professor & Director of Community College Leadership Pro-
gram, Florida State University.

Dr. Walter Hunter, Professor of Higho Education, University uf Missouri.
Dr. Marie Martin, Consultant and former President of Pierce College and Director

of the Community College Unit at USOE, Los Angeles, California.
Dr. Roberta Needham, Consultant, Urns ersity uf North CarolinaGreensboro,

North Carolina.

MAJOR ISSUES WITH TITLE III PROPOSED REGULATIONS

Eligibility criteria needs tu be based on a point system as mandated by the
authorizing legislation. Title III ls proposing to drop the weight factor (point system)
as used in the past.

Substantial percentage uf Pell grant recipients under Part A and Title IV recipi-
ents under Part B should be 15-20 percent fur two-year colleges. This would be sub-
stantial when comparing all two-year colleges in the United State*. Title III has pro,

tposed 35 percent under Part A and '70 percent under Pat B.
If the average Pell award is to be used as part uf the eligibility criteria two-year

colleges without dorms should nut Ile compared with two-year colleges with. durms
Students attending colleges without -dorms are limited to a $1,100 allowanc6 for
room and board while students attending colleges with dorms can receive NV hateNer
Ib charged fur room and board. Therefore, students tn colleges with dorms have a
much_higher average Pell award.

Title III TS proposing the base year to be 1978-7) for determining eligibility. This
will make many two-year colleges ineligible because new BEOG regulations requir
Ing measurable progress'. standards were implemented in 1978 79. Most two-year
colleges received less BEOG funds (now called Pell funds) during 1978-79. Title III
should use 1979-80 as the base year.

Part B Special Needs Program grants should be designated short tdrm rather
than lung-term because the authorizing legislation says Part B is to be a "short-
term federal assistance program." Two-year colleges only qualifying for Part B
should have the same shurt-term options as colleges qualifying fur Part A. A three
year grant under Part A is called short term, so why is Title III calling a three-year
grant under Part B long-term..

I.
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Lung-range planning iequirenients fur two-year colleges are too demanding espe-
cially since legislation dues nut require any lung range institutiona, plan Legisla
non only requires a comprehensive development plan" which is referring to the
college's proposal nut the cullege's institutional plan. Legislative history also points
out that it. was the intent uf Congress tu encourage lung range planning by offering
a fuur to seven year program under Part A. This program would offer larger grants
over a longer period uf time tu encourage some colleges to develop lung-range plans
Title III has imposed the lung range planning requirements un all cullegss applying
fur any program. Planning requiremenks established by regional accrediting agen
cies_should be sufficient-for-Title-1M

_ _ _

In addition, Title III staff have said they are going to review the long range plans,
even befure the proposals are read, and eliminate those colleges frum further consid
eration if the plan dues nut meet their requirements. This step is not called for in
the legislation nor Is It mentioned in the proposed regulations. Title III is really
adding an extra eligibility factor which will .ehminate additional colleges from the

program and discourage many from even applying. Title HI should drop all of this
extra emphasis on planning..

Proposed regtflations discourage colleges frum entering ;Mu cooperative arrange-
ments under Part B because they have designated all grants under Part B to be
lung-term. This means a college participating in a cooperative arrangement (consur
tiumi under Part B can never receive their own Title III grant. Legislation says the
Secretary may make grants tu encourage cooperative arrangements It also says co
operative arrangements shall be,given priority.. Cooperative arrangements should be
encouraged because colleges can share and combine resources to more effectively
and efficiently conduct Title III activities while avoiding costly duplicative efforts

Tale III is planning tu fund all the long-term grants (four to seven year) they can
under Part A and five year grants under Part B. They also are planning to put 80
90% of the funds available under Part A into four to seven year grants The legisla
nun calls fur 25% in fuu: to seven year grants which provides some guidance as to
the intent uf Congress. Putting a large percentage of funds in long-term grants will
force colleges qualifying under Part A to develop proposals that may not be appro-
priate fur their needs. It will also make this a closed prqgram after the first funding
cycle. Unless, of course, Congress apprdpriates additiohal funding which is very un
likely. Title III's approach tu distribution of funds needs to be questioned fiy Con-
gress.

The self-sufficiency eniphasis should be dropped since there is no way to measure
progress toward this goal. The legislation mentions working toward self-sufficiency
nut necessarily achieving it. The legislation does not define self-sufficiency, fiowever,
Title III has defined it to mean 'the point at which, in the determination of the
Secretary, an institution should be able tu survive without funaing under the Insti-
tutional Aid Program." Colleges and Congress should ask the Secretary this gips
tion, 'How will we know a self-sufficient college when we see one?" Self-slifficiency
is just like "developing institution". Nu one was able to define a developing institu-
tion for the last 15 years. The whole self-sufficiency emphasis should be dropi)ed

Legislation says two-year colleges shall receive 24% of the funds available under
Part A,and 30% uf the funds available under Part B. Legislative history ,states that
two-year colleges can compete fur the total Title III funds available for the first time
in 15 years. Tale III has proposed to ovard 24% and 30% of the funds Ally "if sliffi
cient, high-quality applications are received." This is contrary to the legislative his-
tory and Congressional intent uf the Title III legislation. The percentages are mini
mums and there is rio 'mention in the legislation concerning high-quality applica
tions.

Title III is proposing in t4 regulations that proposals be evaluated on a 100 point
scale. However, they have coMpletely ignored the following legislative mandates

Special consideration shall te given tu applications which propose to engage in
the following activities":

(1) Faculty development;
(..2) Funds and administrative magement;
(3) Development afid improvement of,academic programs;
t4i Acquisition uf equipment fur use iitrengthening funds management and aca

demic programs;
(5) Joint use of facilities such as libraries t\d laboratories, and
(6) Student services.
The Secretary shall give priority tu grants for cooperative arrangements when

ever the Secretary determines that the couperat've arrangement is geographically
and economically sound."
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How Title III plans to handle 'special consideration" and "shall give priority"
needs to be dor died the ivgalations so ..olleges can understand the true emphasis
of the total program. 'Understanding the Lomplete proposal evaluation process is a
must for every college not just a select few with inside-contacts.

The Part B legislation o.-incerning eligibility says colleges should have "an enroll-
ment whi6h imludes a substantial percentage of students receiving need-based as-
sistance under Title IV of the Act: Title IIEs regulations concerning Part B

useionly four of- the Tale-IV programs-to-determine-substantial percentage,
they are:

Pell Grants, Supplemental Eduwitional Oppertunity Grants, National Direct 'Stu-
dent Loans, and College Work Study.

Why has Title III staff ignored the following Title IV programs when determining
eligibility for Part B?

State Student Incentive Grunts, Talent Search, Upward Bound, Special Services
For Disadvantaged Students, Special Program For Migrant and Seasonal Farmwork
Students, Veteran's Cast-of Instruction, Guaranteed and Insured Student Lnans, and
Loans to Parents.

Many two-year colleges and their students are involved in these programs. Their
use in determining eligibility for Part B could have a major impact on twayear col-
leges. The intent of Congress needs to be clarified.

Mr. SIMON. Before I call on Dr. Young, president of Pitt Commu-
nity College in Greenville, N.C., I am going to have to go. to a
caucus on the budget. We are talking theory in here. There we are'
talking dollars that can do something with all the theory we are
talking about.

I think what we may need, and I see my former colleague, Mike
Blouin here, some kind of an informal meeting with sbme repre-
sentatives of the Department and, unfortunately not everybody
here, but a half dozen representative groups, or representative
people, whu can talk abcut some of the problems that are emerging
here today. I am going to ask Mike, who is now associated with
some of the colleges, and Bud Blakey of the staff if they can't,
when the hearing is %Ter, figure out who would be a .good half
dozen to meet with the Department of Education, meet with me,
and the other members of the subcommittee who may want to
attend such a meeting, to see if we can't get something worked out
here.

Again, my apologies for being in and out, but it is the nature of
the beast right now.

Greenville is not in your--
Mr. ANDREWS. No, Greenville is not in my district.
Mr. SIMON. I want to welcome you here on behalf of your Con-

gressman. He has been having some health problems and he has
been in and out. We are very happy to have you here, Dr. Young.

STATEMENT OF JAMES II. YOUNG, DIRECTOR OF INSTITUTIONAL
DEVEI.OPMENT, PITT COMMUNITY COLLEGE, GREENVILLE, N.C.

Dr. YOUNG. Thank you. One clarification I would like to make
before proceeding. I was flattered with the memo of the meeting
that came out, however I must correct that. I am not the president
of Pitt Community College, or at least I wasn't when I left 3 days
ago. My title is director of institutional development.

I'd like to preface my remarks with one other statement. There
has been discussion this morning regardipg the various data that
has been used to set some of these percentages. The Department of
Education has admitted that the data that was used was some ag-
gregated data and in many instances incomplete jata.

3 7
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I wish to remind the members of the committee that the'data
that I will be sharing with you this morning is data that is actually
collected from institutions, that were previously eligible for title III
It is the data, the same data, these institutions actually used in fill-
ing out their applications for eligibility. It has been validated and
it was corrected by a survey that I conducted in September, of 20
previously eligible title III institutions. So this is the*real data.

As you are aware, section 312 of the legislation defines an eligi-
ble institution as one which includes a substantial percentake of
students receiving Pell grants. Now this substantial percentage, as
you know, was not spnified in the law, but it was arbitrarily set by
those who wrote the regulations at a figure of 35 percent.

When I saw that, I assumed that the 35-percent figure had not
been appropriately fieldtested. Therefore, I undertook the task on
my own of surveying previously eligible title IH institutions with a
validated and statistically sound survey, a copy of which has been
submitted as an appendix to your document there, to determine
the precise effect of these criteria upon previously eligible 2-year
public colleges.

The firidings of this research, as you will see, clearly demonstrate
that this particular criterion would immediately eliminate a sub-
stantial number of previously eligible public 2-year colleges.

More specifically, it was determined, as you will see in the
report, that by applying the 35-percent criterion to the sample of
20 previously eligible colleges surveyed, 80 percent would be ineligi-
ble if 1978-79 base year data were used for the calculation, and 70
percent would be ineligible if 1979-80 data were used for that same
calculation.

Another vital finding of the research study was the confirmation
of the hypothesis that there is no significant relationship between
the proposed hew eligibility criteria and the former criteria for eli-
gibility under title III.

Failure to establish any significant relationship between the new
and the former eligibility criteria suggests that a totally different
group of educational institutions may very well now comprise the
target population to benefit from title III.

It is my belief that Congress had no intent whatsoever of redefin-
ing the type of institution intended to be served by title III. Howev-
ei, the research findings would suggest that such a change has, in
fact, occurred.

A second part of the proposed legislation and the proposed eligi
bility criteria which should be examined is the criterion related to
the average size of Pell grant received b, students at a particular
institution.

First of all, the regulations, again, use language which is not in
express harmony with the language used in the legislation The
law specified an average Pell grant award which is, quote, high in
.comparison to the average Pell grant at other comparable institu-
tions.

The regulations however demand a Pell grant award, quote,
greater than the average Pell grant received by students at compa-
Yable- institutions.

../4 These, gentlemen, are two entirely different standards.
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More important, it appears to have been assumed that by com-
paring these avelages among so-called comparable institutions,
thatiSlw criterion would in fact be equitable. This is grossly inaccu-.
rate.

For example, fur public 2=year colleges, the average Pell grant
could N a ry by as much as 40 pexcent for the same student based
solely un the particular institution or system of attendance of that
student.

More specifically., ful commuting to your college, the variables in
calculating the cost uf edhcation upon which the size of Pell grant
is determined are tuitiun fees, room and buard, bookS, and miscella-
neous expenses. 4

The latter two of.these are a fixed flgure. Therefore, thc only
variable in the formula becomes tuition fees.

A student with the same financial need as reflected in its eligibil-
ity index could recetve a substantially different Pell grant awi...rd
based on the State in vyhich that student attends a public 2-year
college.,

The same student, as demonstrated in the chart in the testimony
I have submitted, could receive a Pell grant ranging from $732 in
North Carolina to $1,132 in the State of New York.

Obviously the proposed regulations would severely penalize low
tuitiun institutions, those whose fee structures, I remind you, have
been held lqw in order 6st increase access for disadvantaged and mi-
nority students, supposedly the target population for title III.

This has already been pointe.d out. Most of the alarm and the re-
action to. the title III.program has focused upon dramatic changes
in the eligibility criteria. In my document I have specifically sug-
gested the effects of some ef these criteria upon the Nation's 2-year
pulMic. colleges.

I submit however that the whole eligibility problem can be
traced back to a single genesis, the failure of Congress to adequate-
ly define the specific category of higher education institutions in-
tended to be the beneficiaries of the title.

Under the previous regulations, as bad as the definitiOns may
have been, we, at least, had 6 relatively clear-cut understanding of
the proposed target populations. Those were, and I share with you
some of the quotes from the previous regulations, at developing in-
stitutions Which were so-called because they were struggling for
survival,. they were isolated from the main currents of academic
life, that possessed the desire and potential'to make a substantial
contribution to higher edvcation. And then it said, they are distin-
guished from other institutions of higher education by enrolling
and graduating significant numbers of economically deprived stu-
dents.

The current legislation, however, simply describes the target pop-
ulation in this very general manner. It says that Congress finds
that many institutions of higher education in this era of declining
enrollments and scarce resources face problems which threaten
their ability tu survive and that these problems relate to manage-
ment and fiscal operations.

It goes on to say that these institutions, whoever they might be,
play an important role in the American system of higher educa-
tion. Clearly, gentlemen, this language is permissive and ubiqui-

39 .
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tous enough tu encurnpu;s irtually any institution of higher educa
tion in this country. An postsecondary institutioris %face problems
which, quote, threaten their sun ival. Any college or university
could conceivably identify problems hkh, quote, relhte tu manage-:,ment and fiscal operations.

I know of no indication that it was the intent of Congress to
change or tu redefine the segment uf higher education institutions
for which title III was intended. In my experience with title III
since 1969, I have workcd with numerous sets uf regulations and in
fact with different pieces of tkle III legislation.

However, the target group of eligible institutions has rethained
virtually the §ame, regardless of the criteria used to define them.
And they have always been those institutions which were strug-
gling to survive or isolated frum the mainstream of higher educa
tion, but which pros ide access and instruction tossignificant num-
bers of disadvantaged students.

If indeed Congress intended to open up title III eiigNlity.tO all
institutions of higher education, the current langt age is very ap-
propriate. 'If, however, the intent was to apply a new program
format to tssentially the same former target group of colleges, the
current language is totally inadequate and contributes in a signifi
cant way to ourcurrent dilemma.

Until we adeqUately define what group of institutions are intend
ed to be served, everyone will continue to use these ambiguities tO
promote an endless array of eligibility criteria and there will be no
sound basis for eliminating arly of those proposed.

I therefore, on behalf of the public 2-year colleges across this
Nation who have previously been eligible to participate in title HI,
present the following recommendations to thep.S. Congress.

No. 1, that section 301 of the legislation,be amended to, more pre-
cisely define the specific group of institutions intended- to benefit
from title III, and thrkt this definition be consistent in substancg
wikh tho'se definitions of "developing institutions" nistorically used
ant Cigh the previouS existerh:e of the title III program.

Recommendation No. 2, that the criterion related to average
aniount of Pell grants either be eliminated or adjusted appropriate-.
ly in older that it not penalize institutions solely because they
charge a lower tuition than other institutions of comparable type.

Recomthendation three, that Congress direct the Department of
Education to establish the substantial percentage of Pell grants
and or campus-based program recipients at such a ,level that the
criterion wOuld not eliminate from eligibility any college which
was previously eligible under, the fiscal 1981 eligibiI'ay guidelines
with the possible exception of those institutions who were so eligi
ble hg being grandfathered into eligibility:

Four, in lieu of recommendations two and three,, that the Con-
gress.direct the Department .pf Education to reyert to the eligibility
system and eligibility tables used to determine- title III eligibility
for fiscal year 1981. In such a case, no colleg44would have to be
grandfathered, as all interested insthutions cotild he asked to reap-.
ply for, eligibility using the two tables.

It was mentioned earlier this mo ;ning that the Department per-
celled that that could not be done ander the statute. I tend.to dis
agree. The statute says a Pell grant which is high in relation to the

4



average. Now, the old eligibility tables not only had E and G, but
looked at the average Pell grant per FI'F. You were judged, there-
fore, in relation to other institutions. The amount of points that
you received, for your Pell grant average was an amount of points
in relation to the Pell grant averages.of other institutions. I see no
way that that is in conflict with the law under part A.

The only difference that we would have, as I see it, of going back
to last year's'eligibility tables, is under part B where you have to
have a table N4hich includes the campus-based programs. But that
criteria could be addended as a separate criteria and we could Use
last year's table for the part A eligibility criteria and 'hat would
then go back and encompass those institutions, public 2-year insti-
tutions as.far as I know, who were previously eligible and intended
to benefit from the proem.

Thank you for your time and attention.
Mr. ANDREWS (acting chairman). Thank you, Dr. Young. Without

objection, the full text of your remarks will be made a part of the
record of this hearing.

[The prepared statement of James Young follows:]

4 1
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PREPARED STATEMENT SLIMMED BY DM. JAMES H. YOUNG, DIRECTOR OF
INSTITUTIONAL DEVEWPMENT, Prrr COMMLNITY COLLEGE, GREENVILLE, N.C.

a
-

Section 312 of the Title III legislation defines an "eligible institution"
as ow., 'Nohich includes a substantial perceLtage of students receiving awards
uncle- subpart 1 of part A of Title IV...."

This "substantial percentage" was not sOtified in the law, but appears to
have been 4rbitrarily set by the regulation writers at 352. It was the assump-
tion of thp commenter that the 35% figure was not appron 'ately field tested
to deternihe its true effect upon institutions of higher education (especially
those institutions which had been previously eligible under Title III). There-
fore, I conducted a survey to determine the effects upon previously eligible
public Iwo-year colleges. Findings of this research (attached as Appendix A)
clearly demonstrate that this criterion would immediately eliminate a substan-
tial member of previously eligible public two-year colleges.

More specifically, it was determined that applying the 35% criterion to
a sample of20 previously eligible institutions, 80 percent (16) would be irt-
eligible if 1978-79 base year data were used for the calculatiOns and 70 per-
cent (14) would no longer be eligible if 1979-80 base year data were used.
When one considers the disqualifying effect of this criterion upon institutions
whi,h were clearly eligible in the past, it becomes obvious that its application
as a benchmark for judging eligib.lity of the general population of public two-
year colleges would be totally io_onsistent with the historical classification of
"developing institutions."

Another vital finding of this research study was confirmation of the hypothesis
that there is no significant relationship between the proposed new eligibility
criteria and the former criteria for eligibility under Title III. Failure to
establish any significant relationship between the new and former eligibility
criteria suggests that a totally different group of educational institutions
may now Comprise the target population to b-befit from Title Ill. It is my
belief that Congress had no intention of re-defining the type of institution
intended to be served by Title III; however, the research findings would sug-
gest that such a change has, in fact occurred.

Secondly, the legislation simply required a "substantial percentage of stu-
dents receiving awards under subpart 1 of part A...." It says nottAng about a
percentage of th.se students "eligible to apply" as specified in the regulations.
Basing,an institution's financial aid efficiency upon this population base is a
fallacious measurement. Many factors influence.whether or not a person "eligible
to apply" will, in fact, apply. The institution has no control whatsoever over
the motivations cf its students,/yet it is having its performance basedcn this
phenomenon.

A second part of the proposed eligibility criteria which should be examined
is the criterion relating to the size of.the average Pell Grant received by stu-
dents at a particular institution (see Section 625.2 (2) (ii)).

First, tfie regulations again use language which is not in express harmony
with the language of the.legislation. 'The law specified an average Pell Grant
aware which is "high in comparison cc/7 the average Pell Grant at other compar-
able instittitions. The regulaticns. however, demand a Pell Grant award "greater
than the.average" Pell Grant received by students at other comparable institutions.
These are two entirley different standards.
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Additionally, there is no basis for calculating the "average Tell Grant."
Is it an average award per FTE or is it simply the total ?ell Grant dollars
divided by the _umber of awards? Each of these methods of calculation could
yield substantial differenees at any given institution.

More important, it appears to be assumed that by comparing these "averages"
among "comparable institutions" the criterion would be equitable. This is grossly
inaccurate.

For example, for public tvo-year colleges, the average lEOG could vary-by as
much as 40i for the samm student population, based on the particular institution
or ystem of attendance. Specifically,_for-commuting two-year colleges. the
variables in calculating th. "ciiiii'of education" upon which the ite of the ?ell
Grant-is-based are tuition and fees, room and board, and books and miscellaneous
expenses. Ttie latter two are fixed at $l,500; therefore, the only variable in
the formula becomes tuition and fees. The following table demonstrates'clearly
how a itudent with the same financial need (reflected in his/her eligibility
Index) could receive a substantially different ?ell Grant award, based on the
state of attendance. ,The same student could recieve a ?ell Grant ranging from
$732 in North Carolina to $1,132 in New York. .

Obviously. the proposed regulations would severely penalize low-tuition insti-
tutions---those whose fee structUres were held low with thc intent of increasing
access for disadvantaged and minority students (supposedly the target population
for Title III1).

lEOG Award Differential For a Typical
Two-Year College Student lased on State of College Attended

(For A Full-Time Student With A lEOG Eligibility Index Ranging from 0-500)

TUition Fixed Costs-for Cost of Mount of
tate and Fees Room Board Books Education SEW

Vorth Carolina

South Carolina

$143

$452

$1,500

$1,500

$1,643

$1,952

$92

$908

Wrginia $341 $1,500 $1,841 $832

Tennessee $319 $1,500 $1,819 $832
,

Colorado $519 $1,500 $2,019 $932 .

New York S903 $1,SOU $2,403 $1,132

Dele,are $529 $1,500 $2,029 $932

Georgia $460 $1,500 $1,90 $882

Indiana $736 $1,500 $2,236 $1,032

nuyland $542 $1,500 $2,042 $958

Penrsyltenia $728 $1,500 $2,228 $1,032

,

ASource: 1981 Community, Junior and Technical College Directory.
American Association o Community and Junior Colleges.
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Aside from the eligibility criteria, there are some other portions of the
proposed rules with which 1 have seMe concern. It appears that the requirement
for external evaluation has been deleted from the regulations. This requirement
is a vital safeguard to the integrity of the program and should be reinstated.

t-In Section 624.23 there is a prohibition stating that "an application may
not include anv activity that duplicates, in whole or part, an activity that was
funded previously under the Institutional Aid Program." The phrase, "in whole
or in'part", if strictly enforcedmay be too restrictive. Some portions of new
program activities may, because of their nature, resemble portions of previously
i'unded activities, yet be essential to the operation of the new activity Which
has A totally different thrust. Perhaps such language as "significantly dupli-
cates" would be more operationally realistic.

Also potentially troublesome is subsectioa E of Section 624.42. This says
"a grantee may not use funds under any Institutional Aid Program for....Ceneral
operating and maintenance exprnses." This term needs to be more adequately defined.
At what point do recurring costs (such as external evaluation or the salary of a
project director) become "general operating and maintenance expenses." Again a
strict interpretation of this language could severely handicap the operation of
a project, especially a long-term multf-year grant.

Most of the alarm and reaction to the new Title III program has focused upon
sdramatic changes in eligibility criteria. jn this document I have specifically
suggested the effects of some of these criteria upon the nation's public two-year
colleges.

I submit, however, that the whole eligibility problem may be traced back to
a single genesis--the failure of Congress.to adequately define the specific cate-
gory of higher education institutions intended to be beneficiaries of this Title.

Under the previous regulations, there was a relatively clear-cut understanding
of which types of educational institutions composed the target population, The
regulation (45 CFR 169.1) states:

169.1 "These institutions are called developing institutions because -

(a) They are struggling for survival;

(b) They are isolated from the Lain currents
of academic life; -

(c) They possess the desire the potential to
make a substantial and distinctive contri-
bution to the higher education resources
of the nation;

(d) They are distinguished from other insti-
tutions of higher education by enrolling
and graduating a significant number of
economically deprived students; and

(e) They are making a resonabie effort to
improve the quality of their programs,"
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The current legislation describes the target population in Section 301. It

reads:

"Sec. 301. (a) The Congress finds that -
(1) many institutions of higher education in this era of

declining enrollments and scarce resources face problems which
threaten their ability to survive;

(2) the problems relate to the management and fiscal oper-
ations of certain institutions of higher education, as well as
to an inability to engage in long-range planning, recruitment
activities, and development activities;

(3) the solutions of.the problems of these institutions
would enable then to become viable, thriving institutions of
higher education; and

(4) these institutions play an important role in the
American system of higher education, and there is a strong
national interest in assisting them in solving their manage-
ment and fiscal operations;

(b) It is the purpose of this title to assist such
institutions through a program of Federal assistance."

Clearly, this language is permissive and ubiquitous enough to encompasi
virtually any 1-stitution of higher education in the nation. All postsecondary
Institutions "face problems which threaten their survival." Any college or
university might identify problems which "relite_to management and fiscal
operations."

I know of no indication that it was the intent of Congress to change or
re-define the segment of higher edUcation institutions for which Title III
VAS intended. In my experience with the Title III program since 1969, I have
worked with numerous sets of regulations and with different pieces of Title
III legislation, However, the target group qf eligible institutions has re-
mained virtually the same. Regardless of the criteria used to define them,
they have always been those institutions which were "struggling to survive"
or "isolated from the mainstream of higher education" and which provide access
and instruction to signficant numbers of disadvantaged students.

If, indeed, Congress intended to open up Title III eligibility to all
institutions of higher education,the current language is appropriate. If,

however, the Intent was to apply the new program format to essentially the
same former target group of colleges, the cLarent ladgusge is totally inade-
quate and contributes to our present dilemma.

For until we adequately define what group of institutions are intended to
be served, everyone will use the ambiguities to promote an endless array of
eligibility criteriaand there will be no sound basis for eliminating any of
those proposed.

I, therefore, on behalf of public'two,lear colleges across this nation
which have been previously eligible to participate in Title III, present the
following recommendations to the United States Congress:

1. That Section 301 of the legislation (P.L. 96-374) be amended to more
precisely define the specific group of institutions intended to
benefit from Title III, and that this definition be consistent In
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substance with those definitions of "developing institutions" his-
torically used throughout the previous existence of the Title III
program.

2. That the criterion related to average amount of Pell Grants either
be eliminated or adjusted appropriately in order that it would not
penalize institutions solely because they charged a lower tuition
than other institutions of comparable-type.

3. That Congress direct the Department of Education to establish the
"substantial percentage" of Pell Grants and/or campus-baaed pro-
gram recipients at such a level that the criterion would not elimi-
nate from eligibility any college which,was eligible under the FY
1981 eligibility guidelines (with the poppible exception of those
institutions which were so eligible by &Eng "grandfathered" into
eligibility).

,or

4. In lieu of recommendations 2 and 3, that the Congress direct the
Department of Education to revert to the eligibility system and
eligibility tables used to deteriine Title III eligibility for
fiscal S'ear 1981. No college would have to be "grandfathered"
as all interested institutions could be asked to re-apply for
FY '82 eligibility\using these tables.

4 6
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APPENDIX A ANALYSIS OP HYPOTHE.SIZED EFFECTS OF PROPOSED FISCAL YEAR 1982
TITLE 111 REGULATIONS UPON rIISTORICALLY ELIGIBLE TWO-YEAR COLLEGES

;rationale for thu study

Upon exaItuatiou of proposed regulatton, tor the Institotxonal Ale! Pro-
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iI the `e.outheast, 4,4,1 ii i1i ally ic use Priwarily such eolleges in North

t.arolion and South earolisa.

aecondly it waa tie...idea to restriee tinc saa.ple to only those schools who

were both currently a d hiatorically eligeble to participate in Title III programs.

Obvioualy this criteria As vital L. re t,.i /la LAterinetint; the lindioga of this

study. All institutiona in eh, sasple were clearly designated as "developing insti-.
tutwns" during 13So-01 and ail institutions had beep developing institutron for

at least three years si'in.e Lu. ite.eption ul the 'Title 111 program. As will be noted

in statistical data later in this report. Ctn.; average "el .gcbil cry score" for these

instituti.ns (based on Apiii /obi deaignation As Ueveloping, Institution Tables)

was .,12.b..7. lois cc well in extess.1 the 174 paints required tor designation.

A typed reapo.se tear tote Appendix A1 was constructed to insure uninimity

nt data collreted 4.,,d calls were -rade to 28 public two-year colleges. Special

kart wan tage i te de min. I. 4... data ciements requested, especially the element re-

quest ing the t.,Lci 1 inber ol students eligible to apply tor lirtn, in each base year.

This wss de in. U an 4 andaylicated andaal headcount of students enrolled for

ix or wre eiedit floats, rxcepi those who were ineligible to apply according to

the provisius ot 3.. CHi tr90.. and 690.5 (Pell Grant regulations)

Telephone response, were received tr, c.1 institutions. Threersehools were

eliaated from a-nilysin because oi c e,mpletc data, leaving a find. sample pop;

ulation or twe^ty 1,1)" inst .tut.00s.

In addit ion tv supply i. t, OAR r.A1 ntoreat ion about size of Institut men and

awrber of years a a 1,tle Lu .stctutm0n, each college provided five basic data

These five itess were provided tor two "base years," 1978-79 and 1979-80.

lac rive Iteris were:

I. Total iiubcr .1 ,tudents cli,,ible to apply tor 11b0G in base year.

Number of elAgible students who received Basic Grants in base year.

3. Percent ot eligible students who were awarded Basic Grants in base year.
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4. Total aaciunt et BMA. AronLka award"d by testitution in base year.

5. VIE enr.Llmeat in basc ycar. used tot calculating average size of BEOG/FTE

crlat,ts listiag all data elements,collected tor each base year areattached as

APpeadtx B to this icpurt. Institutiefis are identifted by randomly assigned letters

oh this chart to p:eoLtve anynonimity. 4.c Appindix for list of participant schools.

Hypotheses Examined

In an attempt I. isola, . specttic putenCtal etfects of.the proposed regulations

upon previously eligible puolic two-year colleges, rive primary hypotheses were

farmulated.

HI: That the proposed eligibility criterten, "at least 35 percent of
its undergraduate students who wen. enrolled 35 at least half=time
students and were eligible to apply tor Pell Grants in the oase
year received Pell Grants in that year;" would eliminate from
eligibility significant numbers of institutions which had pre-
viousl) been unquestionably eligible tor participation in Title III.

H : that there ts au sr4,r'rttcant relationship or association between
the proposed criterion, "At least 35 percent of its undergraduate
stade,ts Otto Were enrolled 35 at least half-time students and were s

elicible to apply tor Pell Grants in the base year received Pell
be4ate in that year," and tfie eligibility criteria used in the
preetedieg year El9SU-81,.

H . That mnere is a 1,1,1.1y signiticant relationship between an institution's
avera6e bro.O auscaula 4nd the percent of students eligible to apply
tor Pill Grants who receive Pell Grants in that year.

That LO ordet lot an iastitutton to quality On the basis of the pro-
poS.d .ritkriv,i, "at least 35 percent of its undergraduate students
Ono wire cnrolled as at least hali-timc students and were eligible to
apply tor etil ,4,Ints in the base year rcceived Pell Grants in that
yrar,." tLat i,otrtntroa would have had te have been arong those insti-
tutioas .4ich et r.i 4i6oilitaatly higher than the 14 points required
oo U., preotous elt,&bility scales.

H : That thcre is a3 ds50,7AdElOn bets...en size et institution and the
probdbi Lty 1.10. Lilat tut Lon meet Litt, the proposed new criterion,
"at least d) i,ercent of LES under graduate students who were enrolled
ds at least nalt-ti.le studcrits and were eligible to apply for Pell
Grants tn the 04se fear received Fell Grants in that year."

4 9
woo.
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Analysis and Interpretation

The data collected in the survey were analyzed by the office of the Director,

Pitt Community College Management Information Lonsortium (itself a Title ill sponsored

activity). This section of the report contains findings of these analyses as they

relate to the proposed hypotheses.

Findings Regarding Hypothesis 1

H
1

: That the proposed eligibility criterion, "at least 35 percent of
.

its undergraduate students who were enrolled as at least half-time
students and were eligible to apply for Pell Grants in the base
year received Pell Grants in that year:" would eliminate from eligi-
bility significant numbers of institutions which had previously
been unquestionably eligible for participation in Title III.

For both base years considered, the institutions examined were clearly

eligible by all former program criteria. The "eligibility scores" for the twenty

institutions ranged trout 185 to 26b with a mean score of 212.647. This score,

based on April, 1981 eligibility tables, Is significantly above the minimum

qualifying score of 174.

Examination of data for base year 1978-7,9 revealed a range of 40.43 percent

(from 11.49% to 51.924among the precent of students who received Pell Grants.

The mean percentage tor the population of'institutions was 26.316.. As demon-

strated in the histograr. presented as Table I, iixteen of ouritwenty previously

eligible institutions (802, would no longer be eligible based on the 352 criterion

for base year 1978-79.

Using 1979-80 as the base year, it was found thaL the range among the percent

of eligible students receiving Pell Grants widened to 47.54 percent (from 15.732

to 63.272). However, the mean percentage of such students rose to 33.0812.

Although the mean percentage rose, analysis indicated (See histogram, Table 2)

'that 70 percent of our previously eligible institutiona would still be disqualified

using the base year 1979-80.

,91-625 0-82--4
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********* * ****************** ************************************* 5

TABLE 1

ILLUSTRATION OF INSTITUTIONS PROJECTED AS ELIGIBLE

VS. INELIGIBLE ON PROPOSED "35Z CRITERION"

BASE YEAR 1978-79
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TABLE 2

ILLUSTRATION OF INSTITUTIONS PROJECTED AS ELIGIBLE
V$ INELIGIBLE ON PROPOSED "35I CRITERION"

BASE YEAR 1979-80

IST0ORAh

k*m
4

.1r4v4
yfe.4.*

1 A 0

....*

.....I .....+4,4. 4. .

PERCENT--

- 70.0
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Therefore, the data uve.anei...!ngly support the hypothesis. When one considers

the disqualilying effect of this criterion upon InStitutions which were,clearly

eligible in th past, it becomes obvious that .ts applitation as a benchmark for

judging the eligibiliiy oi the general population of public two-year colleges

would be totally inconsistent ,ith the biatorical clasiification of "devoloping

inatauttons."

tindings Hegarding Hypothesis 2

H2. Mat there is no s1611111=1: relationship or association between
the proposed criterion, "at least 35 percent of its undergraduate
students who were enrolled as at least half-time students and were
eligIble to apply tor Pell Grants in the base year received Pell
Grants in that year," and the eligibiligy criteria used in the
precepling year (1980-80.

Historivally, "developing institutions" have been defined as colleges and

universities whi,h:

(a) provid, educational programs to sioificant nombers of conomIcally
alsadvantaged students, and

(tO 114ve firS4L, ,u4au,triaL or other limitations which inhibit the instl-
tutions "ability L. survive" or to ...me into the "mainstream of American

Higher Fducativo".

Although aithir L prep.sil regulation th, ttra "developing institution" is

tot.bs supercteded ottn .h, "tli,Ible institution", there :s no reason to

b,lieve that the urig..al intt.4 th, target populatron ot institutions

t. b ervo: .74 4...WG,L. Inas, It s,emed reasonable to examine the

lationship, tqlwtc.t th, tik i1 opos,4 L/101)41,1,,y CriLlrld and the previous

,114Ibiliti

(lt should bt. tPrt JULhur IS not coovin,ed that the previous

eligibility crit,ria, ,suirit and average BEOG,FTL7 aro true indicators of a

"developing :n.titati.u" as histori,ally delined. However, since ased, I shall

examine their reiati.nship to the proposed standards).

To test this h)p.theais, Um previous criteria, reflected in InstIturional

eligiblltcy ,CQrs. ,otrolAted with the nib: scandlcd. the 352 DEOG award

criteria. tor tnis dtwlys,ts thre, institutions were extracted from the sampfe.

BEST i et,
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These schools Ad been "trIndfathoree into eligibtligy in .980-81 and tHerefore

did not repott.valid,eligibili y scores based on the April 1981 tables.. The

sample size (N)., oss'i7 for.both\Base years examined.
.

The correlation coifficikat ...0as Used as the measu'ie of.association be.wed

variable X (eligibility.s.ore) and,variable Y (pricent of elik,ale students re-

ceiving Pell.4rants). Analysis'indiated a positive correlation coefficient of

only .146 for the.base yedr 1978-79. :Examination a' the data for 1979-80 yielded

a positive correlation of .1el. which, 'Though higher', significantly lacked the

magnitude to demonstrate au; rcas.ntablc ,statistical association between the variables.

Therefore, the conclus.ion drawn la that tha,hypotheset is valid. There is no

petcetved relationship bttwteh the pro,Jsed eligibility criterion and the previous

standards for eligibility to participate in Title III.

Findings Regarding Hypothesis 3

g : That there ts a highly siknificant relationship between an institution's
average BLOG aaard/FTE and the percent of students eligible to apply
for Pell Grants who receive Pell Grants in that year.

Ihe premise for tesong this hypOthasis LS that one should expect an extremely`

linear relationship between the averaie BEOG puel Pit and the percent of eligible 1

students receiviog BtOt. tf the latttr criterion is to be considered consistent6y

p.edictive. If the .orrtlation Ls sobstantiall; positive, then hne Cao mike sta-

tistical predictions rtgardint, the likelihood of an institution with a given

averaie BEOG/FTE attaining the sptcified 35Z criterion.

bsin:1978-7) bast year daea, the correlation co'efficient between variable X

(percent of eligible students receiving BEOG) and variable Y (average amount of

BEMPTE) waS positive at the level of .772. Although not excessively high, this

coefficient is a relatively strong measure of association.
1

Based on these data thelaverage percentage of eligible students receio.ng

BLOC for the samp,PC population is 26.3115 percent. ,The avera;e gE0G/F4 is $171.20.

5q
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Using a predictive regression model, in this base year, for an institotion to

reach the 35% level on variable It, its average 860G/FTE would have to be $287.43.

When the sawpie institutions are plotted against this predictor (see Histogram,

Table 3) eighteen 00%) would be ineligible and two (10E) would be eligible

(based on a .777 correlaoion).

ror base year 1879-8Q, tne mean score A variable A (percent of eligible

,tudents receiving 8E0b) is .1.3.02 and the mean ot variable Y (average amount of

blOweriE) is $225.80. /he correlation ter LI", base year is .687; again a reason-

ably accmptable association'.

for 1879-8y, therefore, in order to prel,ct a 35% population of eligible.

studentS receiving BEOY, an institution would have to have an average 860G/FTE

ol $233. When sarple institutiens are plotVed against these criteria. (See

Histogram, table 41 twelve (601) would be ineligible and eight (407.) would be

eligibl( (based on a .087 coetticient of correlation).

rheritere,althou0 there is a relatively substantial rclationship between these

two variables, the diver..4,t isteG.I.TE needed by an institution in order to qualify

is signiti,antly abeve the average tor our historically eligible institutions and

the data tcnd to farther coaicr, tat deleterious eff)cts ot the 35% criteria as a

:,asure ot eligibility ter previously eligible schools.

.

findings Regaroing Hypothesis 4

a : iha erdtr tor JA institution to qualify :on the basis of the

4 propose.) nJ criterion, "at least 35 percent of Its undergraduate
students who wire carolled as at least h'alf-time students and
were eligible to apply tor Pell Grants in the base year received
Fell wrants in that year," that,knstitution 'Would have had to
h.we been amonq those institutions which scored significantly
higher than the 174 points required on the previous eligibilit-

scales.

Although the previous 4iigbility tables and scoring system would no longer

be ysed under the propos.ed Fegulations, one should reasonably expect the new

criteria not to substantially :Ater the basic characteristics of institutions

, that qualify for participation in the program. If the characteristics of

55.
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TABLE 3

ILLUSTRATION OF INSTITUTIONS PROJECTED AS ELIGIBLE
VS INELIGIBLE BASED ON AVERAGE BEOG/FTE

. BASE YEAR 1978-79

HISTOGRAM
FREeivENCY

I*4###
I*****
I*1####

PERCENT

90.0

I**Aft#

15 4,****4
I***** !

I*****

4- 67.5
1***1.

I. 4p04.4

lor44.14

'*11.14. 1

**t*** 43.0
Ti.****

****

56 ,

BES1
iviadai:
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TABLE 4

ILLUSTRATION OF INSTITUTIONS PROJECTED AS ELIGIBLE
VS. INELIGIBLE BASED ON AVERAGE BEOG/FTE

BASE YEAR 1979-80

,

4. .4.
.

f .4

)4.
,(4*. 4. .
lf a < *

57

H 3STOGRAM
P;ERCIWT

-r 60.0

... 45.0
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participant institutions aro not appreciably altered, then there should be a

highly significant relationship between school's qualifying under the ew criteria

and th'se qualifying under the previous standards.

This premise was investigated by using 1960-81 eligibility scores as a pre-

dic:tor of.tbe likelihood of institutions attaining the 35Z criterion. Three of

the sample schools were eliminated from this analysis since th'ey were "grandfathered"

in 1980-81 and did not havg an accurate eligibility score to report. This left a

sample size (N) of seventeen institutions.

Using base year 1918-79 data it was found that an institution with an eligi-

bility score of 174 (the previous minimum for qualification) would predict only

25.31 percent of eligible students receiving,Pell Grants. On this basis, in order

for an institution to project a 35.0 percent of eligible students receiving Pell

Grents, its 1980-81 eligibility score would have to Nuve been 336.

When the sample institutions are plotted against this predictive model

(see Histogram, Table 5) none of them would project eligibility.

For base year 1979-8U, an institutijn with the previously minimum eligibility

score of 174 would prorect 31.46 percent on the new criterion. In order to project

the proposed 35.0 percent on the proposed criterion, an institution in this analysis

would have to have had a 19$0-81 eligibility score of 212.

If the 17 colleges in the sample are plotted against the 1979-80 base year

model ksee Histogram, Table 6), then ten of them (58.8Z) would project as ineligible

and seven (41.2%) would appear eligible.

Therefore, when one considers the obvious incompatibility between tne 1980-81

eligibility standards and the proposed 35T criterion, further doubts Surface

regarding the appropriateness Ot the proposed regulations as determinants of

"developing institutions." As demonstrated, the new standards could conceivably

have eliminated all of our previously eligible colleges using 1976-79 base Year

data and a majority of them usiisg 1979-80 data.

5
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TABLE/5
ILLUSTRATION OF INSTITUTIONS PROJECTED AS EILGIBLE

VS. INELIGIBLE BASED ON PRIOR (L98o-81) mIGIBILITy SCORES
BASE YEAR 1978-79

FREWENCY

17 +*****
I****A

I*****
1*****
!*****

1!) 4*****
1*****

1*****
11****
1**14N4

+*****
1*.rat,
.****

:****
1***T4
.****

OF-00.*
+**4*4
1*****
1**411*

T*****

i.****4

:*44***

T4****

y.0

59

HISTOGRAm
PERCENT ,

+100.0

+ 75.0

1

30.0

A

+ 25.0

+ 0.0
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TABLE 6

ILLUSTRATION OF INSTITUTIONS PROJECTED AS ELIGIBLE
VS. INELIGIBLE BASED ON PRIOR (1980-81) ELIGIBILITY SCORES

BASE YEAR 1979-80

FREOUENCY

10 -1-rm*
I*****
!*****
1**4*4

4*****
'I*****
5.***4
1*****
if*-4** ****
* *11..4 /-0#4,4

1**4* f*A*4

.***f*

***4*
!**114**

1f**** APP..e*
I****4 *,*.

--..**11.

1444** ii*e*.,

4** *444.

t4A.*
It.**

A.,* I-

HISTOGRAM

G 0

PERCENT

+ 58.8

! 44.1

294

- 14.7

0.0



lt is the opinion ol this author that tongressional intent in the 1980

Title /11 amendments Was to eventually eliminate participating institutions by

"graduating" them trom the plogram. liowhere is there evidence to support an intent

to eliminate signifi4ant numbers of piev.ously eligible schools by the establish-

neat of excessively prohibitive initial eligibiliey standards.

Ilindings Regarding Hypothesis 5

H : That there is an asc0ciation between size of institution and
the probability of the institution meeting the proposed new
criterion, "at least ,35 percent of its undergraduate students
who were enrolled as at least hall-time students and were
eligible to apply for Pell Grants in the base year received
Fell Grants in that year."

This h,pothests was examined because the aothor speculated that the new

criterion might make it more diiticult for larger institutions to qualify because

the required percentage Ls a factor related to the divisor in the equation (which

can be veatly influenced by numbers of part-time students enrolled). To test

thio nre.fs. ,11! 411Jiyoll variant.. (ANOVA) was conducted to examine the pro-

bability of projected eli,ibility as a factor of institutional size.

The sample institutions were divided into three groups: 1) Small-Those

with aa kn. of o-999, 2' Medium-Those with an FTE. of 1000-200U, and 3) Large-Those

with ra 4re2te: than 24uu. Relationships between the variables (X-institutional

size ttTE), Y-ptrcent of eligible students receiving BEOG) were then submitted

to three-grrup ANOVA.

tor the base year 1970-79 the mean of variable Y for the small institutions

was 28.52X. For the medium group it was 25.44, and for the small group It was

24.002 (see statistics, Table 7). Therefore an inverse relationship at the

coefficient ot -.263 was found between institutional size and the percent of eligible

students receiving BEOG (This relationship is plotted on Table 8).

it should be pointed out that this relationship was not established as being sta-

tistically significant. However, this problem appeared to be primarily a factor

of the'size of (11) in our sample.
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TABLE 7

,GROUP STATISTICS FOR THREE-GROUP
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

GROUP

Base Year 1978-79

MEAN S.D.

Small 28.5238 10.129

Medium 7 25.4457 12.0423

Large 5 ,24.002 6.6379

Base Year 1979-80

GROUP MEAN S.D.

Small 7 35.1671 10.2325
1

Medium 7 33.8914 17.0542
1

Large 6 29.7017 10.0078

a

4'6
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** ****** ** ******* * ********** ***************** ******* *************

TABLES

RELATIONSHIP OF INSTITUTIONAL SIZE AND PROBABILITY OF

QUALIFYING ON PROPOSED "35Z CRITERION" '

BASE YEAR 1978-79

X BY Y PLOT

1

.71.
1

1 **RA
*4****

+ ******
***A**

:4.97+ 4 *******
*******

4**444*

*4

6 3

:.9e.o0 171:5.,10 3979.:3 47:5.02
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TABLE 9

RELATIONSHIP OF INSTITUTIPNAL SIZE AND PROBABILITY OF
* QUALIFYING ON PROPOSED "35% CRITERION"

BASE YEAR 1979-80
-

X SY v P L

-

#

44,44

4

44*4+
**-444 ,

*4****
*4444

ezSi COPY AMIABLE

44AS4
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so

/or base year 1979-do 4 similar trend appeared. In these data, the mean of

variable Y tell trom 35.loZ tor small
Institutions to 33.8% for medium Xite schools,

to 2$ 7U% in the small colleges (see Table 7). The correlation coefficient for

..this'base year was again negative and slightly
stronger (-.303) than in the1978-79

analysis. The relationship of instituti,nal sire/Co projected eligibility for

1979-8U is graphically depicted in Table v.

again it should be mentioned that
these relationships could not be escabliAed

with statistical significance in out sample population. Nevertheless, our hypothesis

appears to be logical. There is OS demonstrated in the foregoirni graphs/ a con-

sistent tendency of inverse relationship between institution sire and percent of

eligible students receiving Pell Grants.
Further studies with larger sample

populations would be needed to determine
if this relationship would persist and

theretore becone statistically significant.

Conclusions and Necommendations

4., basic co,elusion drawn from
this study IS that the proposed eligibility

criteria lor the Title II. program are arbitrarily 4nd disproportionately punitive

to public too-year ealletes ahich have historically been clearly eligible to

participate in the program.
the relationships herein examined among and between

saes . variable; as prior
yl.gibility scores, average fhoG/FTE, and percent of

Fell Grants clearly demonstrate thy effects that the

propesed ld ha:e oo e,stitticsonc. This a, especially significant in

light wi the Ijct 1.44t the amaies wen. Condictcd the actual institutional

data whieh woad nave to be ,Jsed by thcse colleges tn calculating their individual

elegiaility status.

The fact that significant nuabers of the institutions Le this sample could

ae elininated from
eligibilitv under the new system must be given serious

atte:alon. This is paramount b.ea0se all of these schools were clearly and

historically Liible Title Ill institutions. Therefore, application of the new

,g,
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standards to t o of iv,ikillki h, hi,her edu,at 0,, would

obviously have even ,,rt drasat.c

based el tht.e it,diugs it ts r<coccenakd that stetral alternativ.a be

exarkkued. tkrst th. ,,khkikty .1 kik Mkroi kat Go ,h, 1,,islation rtr.ovin, the

liandate tor tht. ',vbwto..tkAl iikf,ka1.4k,k vi k .t awards under subpart 1

ot A el title IV should b, txu-a.uti. It this crittrien is rt-oved, consideration

could b, given to riturnini t. thk ikttWiouf. kikkktiuk wikkh altheu0 pv,skasIn6

their own Iiiitations, Wet been ?;enerally aCcepted.

It the -sandate to retata f.he "substantial percentag," is upheld, the actual

percintuz, ,utett shoulu ,b4ieusly be lewert4 . based on tht r,sear,h sitad in this

report, tor public two ,JE th, ptr,knia4e which uould sorrelatt with

the previous elbtlity r.. cutsql et 174 iuiints aould be 25.J1 ter bast year 197d-

14Pi 4.4 JI.4 tor .1.7t-,J.

el thk ialsulatien methods/Ivo ,hich Ls linally adopted tor

tY OSZ; any iut,qt peints, avkl,iges, or other quantitative elikibility criteria
--\\

to be used sh,ult e, "titld-ltst,t4" in a significant number ot represtntattve

Anstituttens hi,ntr edukkftikii, wbin6 jetudi inbtitutivnal data. Thla report

clearl) de.kvortif.ttrk thk pvtkotivAl cfkiaber vf (cry: involved kn setting such

crxttria according to ,tter tstx%atts ot etftet.

91-62.; 0-82---5
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ALPHABETICAL LISTING OF INSTITUTIONS
IN SAMPLE POPULATION

I. A. 4ander City State Junior Lollege

2. Be.-tort Technical tollege

3. Lolduell Community College

4. Lollege of the Albecarle

l'Iorence-Darlington ItLhnical Jollege

b. Greenville Tichnical College

7. Horry-Georgetwan Technical College

6. Limes Sprunt Technical College

). Mayland Technical College

U. Midlunds Tecnnical College

U. Piedmont Technical College

12. Pitt Community College

13. Roanoke-Chowan TechniLallLollege

14. Sampson Technical Colle4

15. Spartanburg Technical Coclege

lb. Sumpter Technical 011ege

17. Trident Technical Colleg

16. Wayne Community College

19. Wilkes Community Coll:egel

2u. Williamsburg Technical Co

Appendix C

Alexander City, Alabama

Beaufort, South Carolina

Lenior, North Carolina

Elizabeth City, North C'arolina

Florence, South Carolina

Greenville, South CarOlina

Conway, South Carolina

Kenansville, North Carolina

Spruce Pine, North Carolina

Columbia, South Carolina

Roxboro, North Carolina

Greenville, North Carolina

Ahoskie, North Carolina

Clinton, North Carolina

Spartanburg, South Carolina

Sumpter, South Carolina

Charleston, South Carolina

Goldsboro, North Carolina

Wilkesboro, North Carolina

Kingstree, South Carolina

4
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Mr. ANDREWS. We next have Dr. Vincent Darnowski, president
of Housatonic Community College located in Bridgeport, Conn, Is
that correct?

STATEMENT OF VINCENT S. DARNOWSKI, PRESIDENT,
HOUSATONIC COMMUNITY COLLEGE, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

Dr. DARNOWSKI. Yes, sir. The identification is correct.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
It is a great privilege and pleasure to be able to provide some

views on the proposed regulations governing title
I will not read my comments Which are written, I feel somewhat

frustrated actually because they echo so much both D'r. Young's
and Dr. Garrison's comments.

I'd like to also indicate that Dr. Garrison asked me to apologize
for his having to leave but he had an 11 appointment with Senator
Thurmond, so he did move on to that particular meeting.

I'd like to restrict my comments to relatively few and not expand
terribly. But No. 1, looking at the proposed regulations from the
point of view of the institutions, certainly in Connecticut and New
England, I could report without a doubt that within Connecticut no
community college would be eligible under the proposed regula-
tivas, whereas under the preNious regulations they all would have
been eligible.

Mr. ANDREWS. May I interrupt? I am still trying to get the big
picture. Where would the money go essentially? To 4-year institu-
tions? What are we basicajly talk:ag about? Apparently we are not
talking about a reduction in money?

Dr. DARNOWSKI. NO. The funds are available.
Mr. ANDREWS. Apparently we are talking about something

against something and I am trying to identify what.
Dr. DARNOWSKI. OK, what we read the regulations as saying to

us very clearly is, look, you can no longer be eligible to compete for
the available funds because we've changed the ground rules with
regard to eligibility.

Mr. ANDREWS. To favor whom over you?
Dr. DARNOWSKI. That's a good question. I really don't know be-

cause I don't think anybody knows. This is the difficulty we've got
to deal with. My testimony talks of the fact that 35 percent, 40 per-
cent, 10 percent, 5 percent, that's a very, very arbitrary set of crite-
ria. Where did the 35 pf rcent come from, as Mr. Erdahl pointed
out previously and as someone else pointed out? It came from a col-
loquy on the Senate Floor. That really doesn't have much basis in
statistics from any.body. It is simply somebody's attempt to define
or get themselves out of what I would call--

Mr. ANDREWS. For some purpose, I dare sax.
Dr. DARNOWSKI. I couldn't say. I really don't knov,. I think we

are in a semantic trap. I think somebodx said "'substantial," And
nobody has been able to define the term 'substantial."

I've heard all kinds of things. For example, my understanding
wzs that at some point there was discussion about the 35 percent
or some other percentage. It wasn't the number of people eligible
to apply but rather wasI think you can probably replyeligible
to receive, and I think that makes a big difference. You know, we
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come from the Gold Coast of Connecticut. My students aren't going
to be affected by the eligible tu apply thing. They virtually all are
eligible to apply. We'v e got a v el-) low-income community in the
Bridgeport area. So in other of the schools in Connecticut, a lot of
people might not be eligible to apply simply because their family
income is sufficiently high to immediately eliminate them. They'd
be turned away.

There are a lot of reasons people don't apply. For example, in
Connecticut, we prov ide, or the State provides, a certain percentage
of our tuition income tu low income students for the forgiNeness of
tuition. As soon as we take care of that very low group, immediate-
ly their Pell grants are going to hit the floor. And our comparable
Pell grants couldn't necessarily meet some of these particular crite-
ria.

That's not, again, my institution, but it is at other Connecticut
institutions. I don't know. Frankly, I think it was an arbitrary deci-
sion and I think that the Department's gotten hung up on the arbi-
trary decision. I think we've got another semantic problem and
that is, I don't think that the legislation forbids the use of a table. I
think there may' be some problems with the old table when you
look at part A and part B and so on, but there was no reason why
a new table couldn't be set up.

The fact of the matter is, I stole one from one of the other com-
munity colleges, and added it to my testimony, and frankly I think
that could work. But I think we are in a time bind. We've only got
a few days, a few weeks, before this thing has to become operation-
al if we are going to get funds in October of 1982.

And so we've got to find some way of at least beginning to solve
the problem. I think Dr. Young's suggestions get to that point. The
eligibility really is what most of us are concerned about. I really
disagree with this whole business that it is in disagreement with
the legislation. I think it is a disagreement with the interpretation
of the legistation which has led to the regulations.

I think we are, again, getting into semantics. I really don't want
to get into that kind of a discussion. It's a trap.

You can use all kinds of Ardsticks but I think they have got to
be applied fairly and reasonably. I think the old approach where
you get the information for all the institutions and then pick a
number out of the data which has been generated by those institu-
tions as the point at v,hich there will be a cutoff and then allow for
some kinds of appeals. I think that is reasonable.

I think this business of just saying 35 percent, you just don't
know. And that is my No. 1 point. My No. 2 point was Don Garri-
son's point about planning. I think what they are asking for in
terms of what we'v e seen so far in the planning documents we are
supposed tu rill, are really going to lead us into three possibilities.

No 1, as Don mentioned, going out and getting a ghost writer,
hich I think is madness. No 2, fitting your plan to what you think

your proposal is going to be, which I think is self-defeating. And
third, I think we hav e got to face the reality of what planring is
today.

I attended a bank board meeting a week ago. And they came up
with this beautiful long-range plan, their goals and objectives and
so on, and I asked, out of curiosity, what are your time lines? And

7
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they gave me a fudge answer. And afterward the guy who was re-
sponsible for the plan came up to me and said, you know, I hope
you realize that in the very changeable banking envircinment that
we are in, putting on time lines and all that kind of thing doesn't
mean an awful lot right now because things are changing too rap-
idly.

Well, the same conditions apply to us. We don't know in Con-
necticut right now what our 1981-82 budget really is because of
local fiscal concerns and we are operating in an environment
where une of my colleagues puts down his annual objective, survii-
al..

Title III is supposed to help us in the matter of survival, and I
am saying, I am asking really for my institution and probably all
of the other community colleges, give us a chance to participate in
this impurtaat program by making the eligibility requirements
something rethunable, something that we can hang our hat on and
see that then.. is a uniform application. Let's not get into the use of
arbitrary yardsticks.

I think yardsticks can ,be used to measure and to punish. I don't
think anybody is out to punish us as such but I think if you put up
that yardstick as a hurdle, then either you get over it or you crash.
And I just don't think at this point that that is reasonable.

I guess that sums up everything that I was going to say.
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, Dr. Darnowski. Without objection, the

full text of your remarks will be included in the record of this
hearing.

[The prepared statement of Vincent Darnowski followsj

ItEPARED STATEMENT OF VINCENT S. DARNOWSKI, PRESIDENT, HOUSATONIC
COMMUNITY COLLEGE, BRIDGEPORT, CoNN.

I am Viment S. Darnowski, President of Housatonic Community Co/lege located
in Bridgeport, Connecticut.

It Is a great pris liege and pleasure to be able to provide views on the proposed
regulations governing Title III, the Institutional Aid Program The correpondence
rixeived about this hearing indwated an interest in hearing about the "practical ap-
plication of many uf the 1Education) Department's interpretations Before re-
sponding direct', un the four issues outlined in that letter, let me indicate that the
application uf the proposed regulations would eliminate all the community colleges
in Connecticut from partamation in the Title III Institutional Aid Program As a
practiLal rnauer, there would be nu need to discuss any other element of concern for
Huusatune: Community College or any other Connecticut Community College if the
regulations as presently proposed for eligibility standards were to be applied

In the past several years, five of the twehe Connecticut Community Colleges have
participated in the program. This participation has occurred through indiv:dual in
stitutiunal grants or through consortia. In all instances, the effect has been to
.trengthen offerings to disadvantaged students in a variety of program§

The loss of eligibility by Connecticut Community Colleges and others across the
country is bived on a sort of "Catch 22":

Tuition <HA other costs at the community colleges are kept low to make possible
attendance bylblacks, hispanics and other disadvantaged persons,

Students receive relatively low Pell Grants as a result of low costs and the fact
that they a`re commuters;

Me institutwn ts laimked from a program which would help provide better serv
ices tor those who need them beLause it ,s making access only part of the job, easiei
for low.income people.

To turn to the several issues outlined:
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INSTITUTIONAL ELIGIBILITY

Institutional eligibility is to be determined un several errtena. The llbt: uf Pell
Grant measures points at establishing that there are numerous JtutlunW in an insti-
tution who need the support services provided through the Title III histautioal Aid
program. The use of measures of E & G expenditure is designed tu nicheate that the
Institution itself is in need of additional funds to provide appropriate sex vices.

The use of these yardsticks becomes questionable when they are nut used to meas-
ure but to punish. The Pell Grant measures come into question when the arbitrary
figure of 35% pl. at least half time students who were eligible to apply fur Pell Gran .

measures come into question when the arbitrary figure uf 3,1% of at least half-tara:
students who were eligible tu apply for Pell Grants reeeived Pell Grants is used.
There are any number uf reasons why Pell Grant ehgible students will nut apply fur
aid, an; number of reasons why they will nut receive the grants. The use of the Pell
Grant datz in this way tells nothing about the needs of the students in the institu-
tion but seems to,say "Here is a hurdle. Clear it or crash."

To settle on 5%, 15%, or 35% ..1 this matter does not resolve the fundamental
arbitrariness. It tells little about the AudentsOn one hand, this requirement in the
regulations might be eliminated. As a substitute, consider a point systein such as
that on Attachment I. Such use of data is at least refleetive uf the economic demo-
graphics of an institution seeking to be eligible.

To turn to another eligibility criterion, when Pell Grant levels at institutions are
compared, strict comparison in types otTinstitutions should be made. Residential col-
leges should not be compared to non-residential colleges populated by commuters.
The cost ofattending each will vary cbnsiderably.

Another point structure for determin.ng eligibility when comparing institutions
on the basis of average Pell Grant should be considered. Such a point structure is
included in Attachment I. The need for a structure is made evident by the competi-
tion for these funds which develops each year.

The comparison uf Edueational and General Expenditures E & G required as a
third criterion for eligibility, should also be accomplished by means uf a point
system Such a, system is outlined in Attachment I. It is difficult tu see how the
"double weighting'. called for in the regulations can be iiccomplished without such a
system.

INSTITUTIONAL SELF SUFFICIENCY

An institution has a set of normal funding sources which will vary with the
nature of the institution These will mclude tuition, state ur lueal suppurt un an ap .
propriated basis fur pubhc institutions, private funds ur endowments fur independ
ent and some public institutions Other funds, designed for research ur development,
should not be counted on as a regular part of its income. They are too transitory
and too subject to changes in funding source priorities.

For this reason, no institution should expect to never graduate frum the Institu-
tional Aid Program until or unless the regulations are totally rewritten and the
intent of Congress is differently spelled out, Certainly, the land grant program pro-
vides for long range Federal funding for some institutions but that is not at all par
allel to this program.

To graduate from the Title III program, an institution should demonstrate
through its own planning processes that there is a specific set of ubjeetives or goals
when it enters into Title HI. At a number uf points along the way, probably annual-
ly, while Title III funds are flowing to the institution, measures that had been previ-
ously agreed upon should be used to measure progress. This puts an obhgatiun un
the institution to do planning both of a long-range and a strategic nature.

There is one caveat At the present time, no institution can be precisely sure of
what a five year period, fur example, will bring it in terms of enrollment, programs,
and support from its "normal" sources. What should be required by the Title III
program in institutional planning should be first, a set of reasonable, "do-able'
long term but measurable goals. On an annual or bi-annual basis, the institution
should submit a strategic plan by which it will make speeific measurable strides
toward achieving those goals. In all probability, it will have to be recognized by ev-
eryone involved that not all goals can be achieved completely by an institution re-
ceiving a developing institutional program grant.

From all of the aboye must come the recommendations thet
a, participation in Title III be finite,
(2) the Title III program be finite in time; or,
(31 that the Congress address anew the question of intent.

914625 osz---6
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EXPLICIT STATUTORY SET ASIDFS

The wordmg in the purtwn ut the iegt.lations voncerned with funding availability
changes. in my view. the intent of Congress The legislation says that "the Secretary
shall make available certani fund levels fur Junior and conimunity colleges and
historically black institutions. The regulations make these levels of funding contin-
gent upon whether sufficient high quality applications are received

It does not seem that the Department of Education has the power to change this
intent ot Congress In other areas one may quibble about the shading of meaning
but here it is rather precisely stated.

Further, the Department of Eduvation, as any grain giving organization should
make explicit immediately what the maximum level of funding will be for each type
ot grant. This infornmtwn s critival fur the planning by institutions which the regu-
lations wish to.seem to encourage.

THE DEFINITION SUBSTANTIAL

If there is an area which i, open to semantic debates, and the regulations, it is
this word substantial One can wonder about substantial effort by a family, sub-
stantml contributions by individuals tu fund raising drives and substantial numbers
or percentages of students.

The question is what again was the intent of Congress It is strongly recommend-
ed that to meet the Intent of Congress and to reward those institutions with the
greatest numbers uf Pell Grant recipients. that a sliding scale of points for institu-
tions having higher percentages of Pell Grant recipients be developed To arbitrarily
set a number such as 35% and to use it as a cut, off seems most unreasonable

The some could be said for the matter of student financial aid levels A sliding
scale providing funds where they are most needed as determined by the scale would
be much better than cutting off at some fixed point. The matter of scales for these
criteria is addressed in another portion uf this statement as well as Attachment I

One final comment. The regulations as written effectively eliminate the possiblity
ot consortia binder Title III. The legislation seems very clear that development of
consortia is to be encouraged.

The people who write about the future of higher education seem to say that
during the '60s we will need more and more consortia There seems to be little
doubt that cooperation on a vanety uf levelsin programs, staff, libraries, laborato-
nesmust be entered into by institutions of higher learning in the next 10 years
Writing the regulations for Title III and the way they .have written seems to fly in
the face of such efforts

It is recommende8 that the ,egulations be rethought and reworked with reference
to consortia. However, unless they are ip very specific ways, the effect of the Title
III regulations will be to thwart some of the most important developments that
might occur in the difficult and.confusing years ahead.

ATTACHMENT I

SVGGESTED REWRITE FOR SEC. 625.2 DESIGNATION OF ELIGIBILITY

qv) The Secretary designates an institution of higher education or a branch
campus as eligible to b., considered for a grant under the Strengthening Program

11 It satisfies the basic institutional eligibility requirements in 34 CFR 624 2;
421 u It has an enrollment vv Inch includes a substantial percentage of Students

receiving Pell Grants in the base year The Secretary assigns points to the institu-
tion on a scale of 0-100 points on the basis of the number of PeA Grant recipients
per Fr k, undergraduate student. The points awarded are based on the institutions
percentile ranking when compared to all other similar institutions

un The average Pell Grant received by its students in the base year was high in
comparison with the average Pell Grant received by students at comparable institu-
tions in that year. The Secretary assigns points to the institution on a scale of 0-100
points. The points awarded are based on the institutions percentile ranking when
compared to all other similar institutions.

131 It has an average educational and general (E&G) expenditure per full time
equivalent iFTE, undergraduate student in the base year that was low when com-
pared to the average at institutions that offer similar instruction The Secretary as-

signs points to the institution reflecting the institutions position on the per-
centile scale when compared to the same averages of all other institutions that offer
similar instruction,
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flol In determining institutional eligibility, the Secretary gives the factors de-
scribed in paragraphs a 121 )1) and ui) of this section double the weight of the factor
described in paragraph a 31 of this set.tion The following chart Illustrates how the
Secretary assigns points for the above factors:

Paten* ank (3)(3) (3)(2)(1) (3)(2)00

99 5 0 100 100
99 1 98 98
98 2 96 96
2 98 4 4
1 ' 99 2 2
0 100 0 0

fel A total of 150 pointsthe combined total of all three factorsWill be the mini-
mum for institutional eligibility.

Mr. ANDREWS. I must leave. I am even later for a 10 meeting
than I was for this one. And I have constituents waiting in my
office as well. I am very sorry.

You obviously have a very serious problem which not only exists
in terms of time I think, solution-wise, Dr. Young, in your state-
ment on page 4 and continuing on page 5, you address this. As our
chairman, Paul Simon, suggested, perhaps a half dozen or so people
could meet and go over this with the Department and reach an
agreement.

My assumpticn is that, No. 1, there seems to be virtual unanim-
ity There may be some degree of difference as to what has to be
done, but there is agreement to do something at least essentially
along the lines that all of you are suggesting. The method, I would
think, would not be to introduce a bill in the House. I would think
that would not be necessary. There will have to be a conference,
will there not, on the appropriations bill in question;

So if the Senate could get incorporated into the appropriations
bill, even if it is vetoed, if we could get into the appropriations bill
the language to this effect and then carry it over into the supple-
mental bill which is the one, I guess, under which we will get such
funds as are received.

In the cbnference committee, the House conferees, would surely
approve an amendment that has been added by amendment in the
Senate I think we would accomplish the purpose without the ne-
cessity of a separate bill. I believe it would be difficult to get
through the Rules Committee, due to time constraints here, and
get a separate bill through the House, and I don't believe that that
is necessary. Is that true?

Mr BLAKEY. Basically I believe that is correct. A regulatory solu-
tion, however, is certainly more preferable.

Mr ANDREWS. As I understand it, it would be accomplished in
the Senate. I am sure, I feel confident that the House conferees
would agree Then I think the battle would be over. Maybe I am
looking at that as being easier than it is going to be but I believe
we would cooperate with the Senate. I do not believe anyone would
oppose it.

With that, I am going to ask Mr. Blakey to continue with run-
ning the hearing I will be meeting with Mr. Simon and other ap-
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propriate people and I will consult with you as to when we might
do that. Thank you.

Mr. BLAKEY (acting chairman/. Mr. Badwound, will you continue9

STATEMENT OF ELGIN BADWOUND. PRESIDENT. OGLALA SIOUX
COMMUNITY COLLEGE. PINE RIDGE RESERVATION. S. DAK.

Mr. BADWOUND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I realize we are in
some time constraints and I will try to summarize my testimony

Again, I am going to be echoing a lot of the comments that ha, e
already been made.

I would like to give some background information on Indian col-
leges because I think, I view these institutions to be unique from
the traditional institutions and I think this needs to be seriously
kept in mind, and some of the recommendations I will propose I
think will hopefully be a lot clearer with this information.

I am the president of Oglala Sioux Conimunity College, located
on the Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota. I am also presi-
dent of the American Indian Higher Education Consortium which
consists of 17 tribal colleges representing the States of North and
South Dakota, Montana, Nebraska, Arizona, California, and Wash-
ington.

The testimony that I am about to summarize here is general tes-
timony and the recommendations are those that affect most of the
tribal colleges. I have also asked each individual college to submit
more specific individual testimony as obtained through their re-
spective colleges and I think most of them have agreed to do that.

The tribally controlled community colleges have participated in
the title HI program since around 1972. This program has caused
us to have a gre'at deal of success in helping to develop human re-
sources on Indian reservations. The colleges are contributing also
to the higher education iesources of the Nation. They have given
the Indian people on the reservations a sign of hope, a chance to
improve their job skills, and upgrade their education by providing
services that were previously inaccessible to them.

Tribal colleges are providing in aluable training to tribal govern-
ments enabling them to effectively deal with the major develop-
ment issues that are confronting them.

The goal of tribal governments as a whole today is self-sufficien-
cy and the tribal colleges are contributing significantly to the at-
tainment of this goal.

Tribal colleges, due to the unique relationship which Indian
tribes have with the Federal Government, rely a great deal upon
Federal pi ogi urns for their financial support, thus, the significance
or title III funding, as well as a variety of other Federal programs

The impact of the new proposed regulations or title III as amend-
ed is simply that they make it extremely difficult, if not impossible,
for tribally controlled community colleges to participate in the in-
stitutional aid program.

It is our understanding that title III is supposed to help those in-
stitutions which ,are struggling for survival, to help bring them into
the mainstream of academic life. Tribally cOntrolled community
colleges probably meet the definition of struggling institutions far
more than other institutions of higher,,education, and yet our insti-

7 7
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tutiuns are tlw very ones whiLh are being put in precarious posi-
tion uf possible exclusion from participation in title III under he
new proposed regulations.

I would to now move to the sections which appear tu be causing
the most problems at this point, in my discussions w ith the other
colleges, and again, these are not necessarily the only sections that
are causing problems. Again, these are picked out because they
pertain to more of the colleges.

Section 625.5 of part A has the requirements that 35 percent of
undergraduates, who are at least one-half time and eligible, re-
ceived Pell grants. There is a requirement that the average Pell
grant receied is greater than the aerage of comparable schools, a
requirement that an aerage E and G per FFE undergraduate ex-
penditure be less than a graduate of comparable schools.

And also we understand that title III had identified 1979-80 as
the base year from which the compute the percentages. These re-
quirements pope problems in that Many colleges have only recently
become eligible tu administer financial aid and the base year
chosen will eliminate their eligibility.

We iew the base year identified to be arbitrary and it may not
reflect the financial needs of an institution in subsequent years.

The 35 percent Pell grant requirement will also eliminate some
colleges from participation. E and G expenditures are higher than
minimum aL must of the tribal colleges. This is due to the fact that
tribal colleges characteristically serve large campuses, in essence,
Indian reservations, with small, very small student populations.

Reservations are at the lower rungs of the economic ladder na-
tionally and the institutional cost of providing education to the stu
dents is unusually high compared to traditional higher education
institutions.

In line with this, also, the i00 FFE requirement for section 626.2
of part B, again W ill eliminate many tribal colleges due to their
very small enrollments.

I would like to summarize my comments by reiterating that the
Federal Government has obligated itself through treaties to pro-
vide education to Indian tribes. This has resulted in a unique rela-
tionship. It is important to keep this relationship along with the
characteristics of tribal colleges. We feel that they warrant careful
attention when determining eligibility requirements not only for
title III but other programs ihsofar as tribal colleges are concerned.

I would like to offer some recommendations in terms of the prob-
lems being experienced by these colleges.

No. 1, the American Indian Higher Education Consortium and
its member institutions recommend that a technical amendment be
offered tu the Congress which would amend section 342 "waiver au-
thority and reporting requirement" by deleting section 342(b)(1)
and adding the following. That section 342(b)(2)(31(410) be renum-
bered accordingly and that a new section 342(c) be inserted after
342(b) Which would read:

The Secretary may waive the requirements set forth in sections 312(20/,
3.:2iax.:nb. and .3.2.2tait2.ithi, m the i.ase of an institution located un or near an Indian
reserNation or in a bstant 1,11 population llf Indians, if the Secretzry of EduLation
determines that the waiver %111 substantIallv int.reabe higher edui.ation upportuni
ties appropriate to the needs of American Indians.
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No. 2, the American Indian Higher Education Consortium recom-
mends that in determining the eligibility for tribally controlled
community colleges participating in parts A and B, the Secretary
of Education, through regulation, as it is not precluded by law,
grant tribally controlled community colleges a waiver from the pro-
visions of 625.2 and 626.2 until such time that tribal colleges have
had access to the funds necessary to establish an accurate data
base by which to establish their eligibility under this section

No. 3, the American Indian Higher Education Consortium also
recommends that a technical amendment be offered to Congress to
address sections 3:12(2)A0(1,2,3,D(I) and section 322(a)(2)(A)(iii)(I) so
as to clarify the fact that tribally controlled community colleges
are not governed by State law. Such language would amend the
above-stated sections by inserting after "within the State" and
before "an educational program," the following language. "or char-
tered by a tribal government." Again, this will serve to clarify and
recogpize a unique relationship which exists between the Federal
Government and the Indian tribes.

Nu. -I, the American Indian Higher Education Consortium also
recommends that a special set-aside provision, that is, 5 percent, be
established by regulation fur tribal colleges. It is our understanding
that a special set-aside for black institutions has been established
by regulation. Again, this set-aside will demonstrate the Federal
Government's recognition of its educational obligations toward
Indian tribes.

I would also like toeven though it wasn't inch,ded in the writ-
ten testimunytu reiteratt some of the concerns on planning, and
I think this has also anoth,r crucial impact on tribal colleges.
Speaking from experience, as one of the earlier gentleman com-
mented, it is almost impossible in this day and age to put together
a long-range plan, particularly in the case of tribal colleges who
rely a great deal upon Federal funds. The uncertainty of those
funding sources has an effect.

For example, part of our budget comes from the Bureau of
Indian Affairs budget and I think it is very clear why we were,
having problems this year since the budget has not been approved
We have no idea at this point what our funding sources are going
to be from those sources that come from the Bureau budget.

So when you try to sit down and do a plan around this kind of
funding instability from the external sources, it's next to impossi-
ble.

I would also like toI think the recommendation of the joint
meting with theas requested by the chairman of the subcommit-
tee, I think that is a valid reconimendation. I would like to partici-
pate in that, if possible, and I think, that would be one way of
trying tu arrive at some substantial recommendations as to how we
address these problems and how we proceed and how they are to be
offered, how recommendations will be introduced once we agree on
what those lommendations might be.

Thank y very much for taking the time to hear our concerns
and I'd be glad to answer any questions you may have.

Mr. BLAKEY. Thank you very much. Without objection, the full
text of your remarks will be made a part of the record.

[The prepared statement of Elgin Badwound follows]
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PREPARLD SI A I la SY EI BAIA% UL ND, PRESIDENT. OULALA SIOLX
COMM NITY COI t Eta Fon FRIDALI Col\ rrtuu.,L COMMUNITY COLLEGES IN THE
UNITED STATES

Mr Chairman, distinguished Members of the Subcommittee, my name is Elgin
Badound I am President of Oglala Sioux Community College located un the Pine
Ridge Reser%ation in South Dakota. I am also President of the American Indian
Higher Education Consortium which consists uf 17 tnbar colleges representing the
states ut North and Suuth Dakota, Montana, Nebraska, Arizona, California arii
Viashington It is indeed an honor tu 1.vme before your prestigious Subcommittee ca
speak un behtdf uf the Oglala Sioux Community College and the other Tribally Con
trolled Cumniunit) Colleges in the American Indian Higher Education Consortium

I vsuuld like tu take this opportunity tu thank the Members of the Subcommittee
and their staffs fur taking the time tu hear specific 1:oncerns of tribal colleges per
taming tu the proposed rules and regulaons fur Institutional Aid Prugrams s au
thurized under Title III of the Higher Education Act as amended.

1ribctll cuntrulled community colleges have participated in the Title IIIBasic
Institution Development Programs since 1972.

As a result uf Tale III funding, tribal colleges have been able to strengthen their
academic programs and are nusiv providing successful educational experiences for
American Indian Students The'Tale III Basic Institutional Development Program
has helped many of the tribal colleges tu upgrade their capabilities to better manage,
and account fur federal funds through iiiiproced fiscal management systems. Im
proveinento have cll.() been realized by the colleges in the area uf managing student
financial aid programs

Tribal Colleges have had a great deal uf sucavss in helping to develop human re
sources un their respective resercations and are contributing to the higher educa
nun resources uf the nation They hace gicen the Indian people on the reservation
tu sign uf hope. a chame tu improce their job skills and upgrade their education by
providing services previously inaccessible tu them. Tribal colleges are prociding in
valuable tra,ning tu tribal governments enabling them to effectively deal with the
major development ibiles on fr on ung thetn. The gual uf tribal giPiernments self suf
fi ac) and the tribal ul leges are contributing significantly to,the attainment of
this goal.

Tribal colleges, due tu the unique relationship which Indian Tribes have with the
tederal gucernnient, rely a great deal upon federal programs for their financial sup-
port Thus, the significance of Title III funding as well as a variety of other federal
programs.

The impact of the new proposed regulations uf Title III uf the Higher Education
Act of 11)65 ct, amemicd IS simply that they make it extremely difficult, if not impos-
bible, fur tribally cuntied tximmuruty 1,ulleges to participate in the Institutional
Aid Program. It is uur understanding that TAle III is supposed to help those institu
tams which are struggling fur surcical and to hem bring them into the "main-
stream ut academic life. Tribally controlled community colleges probably meet the
definition uf struggling institutions far mure than other institutions of higher
education and yet uur institutions are the cery ones which are being put in the pre-
carious position of possible exclusion from participation in Title III under the new
proposed regulations

The proposed rules and regulations pose a series of problems for tribally con
trolled community 1.ulleges and I will now discuss the the specific sections which are
1:ausing the problems. Section C25.,2 uf Part A has the requirements that 33 percent
cif undergraduates, s hu are at least time and eligible, received Pell grants, aver
age Pell grant received greater than average of comparable schools, average E & G'
FM undergraduate was less than average of 1;umparable schools. We understand
that Tale HI has identified 179-80 as the "base year" from which to compute the
percentages Mese requirements pose problems in that many colleges have only re
ently becunw eliibk tu administer financial aids and the base year chosen will

eliminate their eligibihty We clew the hase year identified to be arbitrary and may
not reflect the financial needs of a college in subsequent yeam. The 33 percent Pell
grant requirement will alsc eliminate some colleges from participation "E & G ex
penditures are higher than minimum at must tribal colleges This is due to the fact
that tribal colleges characteristically serve large 1.ampuses ireservations) with small
student populations Resercatiuns are at the lower rungs of the economic ladder na
tiunally and the institutional cost uf pruciding education tu students is unusually
high compared to traditional higher education institutions In line with this, the 100
FTE minimum requirement fur Section uf Part B again will eliminate many
tribal colleges due to their tmiall enrollments
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suniniaty. I would like to telterate that the federal government has obligated
ss. rtself ,thrinigh tteatie, to ptukidt education tu Indian tribe:, This has resulted in a

unique relatrunship nu, together with the special characteristics of
tribal colleges %%arrant careful attention when deter mining eligibility requirements
bur Tale III. Higher Education ALA as amended ur other fedei al programs insofar as
tribal colleges are concerned. Based un uur expressed concerns, I am hereby submit
um; the following recommendations fur your review, consideration and action

The Ameraan Indian Higher Education Consortium and its member institu-
tions recommend that a technical aniendinent be offered to the Congress which
would amend Section ..t-U walker authority and reporting requirement" by deleting
section .112ibii1 i and adding the following That Section 3-12(bi, i2), 13, (4). (5% be re-
numbered aia.ordingly and that a new Section 3 l2ici be inserted after 3 12(b) "tc) the
Secretary may %%ante the requirements set forth in Sections 3I2(2011, 322tax2431 and

in the case uf an institution loi.ated un or near an Indian Reser% ation ur
in a substantial population of Inditins. if the Secretary uf Education determines that
the o,ao.er e. Ill substantially increase higher education opportunities appropriate to
the needs of American Indians."

The American Indian Higher Education Consortium Rh:omitids that in deter-
mining the eligitialit) fur tribally ..ontrulled community colleges participating in
Parts A & B. the Seretary uf Education through regulation (as it is not precluded
by law, grant tribally controlled community Ulleges 41 waiver from the provisions of

& 026.2. until such time that tribal colleges tune had access tu the funds neces
saty tu vstalliZ.h all accurate data base by which tu establish their eligibility under
t hi,. Section

The American Indian Higher Education Consortium also recommends that a
tednuval amendment be offered tu Congress to address Sections 312(2hAft1,2,3,iMP
and Section so as tu clarify the fact that tribally controlled commu-
nity colleges are not governed by State law Such language would amend the above
stated sections by iliserting after 'within the state" and before "an educational pro-
gram the following language, ur chartered by a tribal government" This will
clarity and recognile the unique relationship which exists between the federal go%
ernment and Indian tribes

The Ameraan Indian Ifightr Education Consortium also recommends that a
special set.aside provision. e.g a percent. be established by regulation fur tribal col-
leges It is uur understanding that i special set-aside fur Blai k Institutions has been
established by regulation. Again, this set aside will demonstrate the federal govern
ment's recognition of its educational obligations toward Indian tribes

Thank you very much fur taking the time to hear our concerns. I will be pleased
to answer any questions you might have.

Mr. BLAKEY. I have just one question. One of the things you,
really didn't address and Bub Young had said he would before he
left and then he didn't, maybe the panel would like to respond on
the question of' self-sufficiericy.

My understanding or reading uf the statutory limitation is that it
is ery clear that if you apply for a -1- to 7-year granLand you get
one, you're not supposed to apply again. The regulations go some-
what beyond that and I'd like tu have your comments on the whole
question of self-sufficiency.

Mr. DARNOWSKI. My testimuny does address this to some extent.
ib very simple from my point of view. Number one, somebody

talked about bad education, that is, not graduating, not becoming
self-suffiLient.- I thnut making significant moves towareself-suffi-
ciency or graduationbut I think the important thing I am trying
to say is "significant moves." I think that's bad management be-
cause I think this whole thing is supposed to be aiming at improv-
ing management.

But I think there is another caveat and I don't have an easy so-
lution to offer in this case, and that is that none of us ever achieve
uur goals 100 percent. If anybody expects us to achieve them, I

think they are really blowing smoke:
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Sy, I think there are twu or three ways that one might address
'his. Number one, to first look tit segments of the program within a
given institution, and those where the institution, through some
planning process, and I think it is a strategic planning process, has
made moves toward something like 90 percent or something of this
sort, toward meeting those goals, fine, That's part of the institution
graduating, if you will, from a program.

But there may be other elements of the institution which still re-
quire help and support and I think that should be noted and pro-
vided for. I don't think everybody canyou just do. n't mov e uni
formly forward and you don't ever reach your goals on a 100 per-
cent basis.

So I would say, sure, you have to make every effort to meet the
goals and the requirements, and I think this requires, froa the De-
partment, two things. Number one, a good system of ev aluation,
and two, the thing that Dr. Young mentioned, an.excellent method
ology for feeding back to the jnstitutions in a given time frame.
Say you are in the 5- or 7-year program and you are moving
through your third year, they feed back to you how well it seems
that you are doing, rather than stuff disappearing down a dark

Aunnel and never bouncing back.
You know, it is very frustrating.
Mr. BLAKEY. Thank you. Dr. Young?
Dr. YOUNG. Let me clarify my position. I have no particular

qualms with the underlying concept of graduating from title III. I
think there are points in time when institutions should move
toward eventually graduating. I am not sure the wai it is crently
structured is the appropriate way.

I am a little uneasy with the definition of self-sufficient, which
appears in the regulations, and because I am, let me share that
with the group because everybody here may not be aware of it..
Self-sufficient means the point at which, in the determination of
the Secretary,-an institution would be able to surv he without fund
ing under the institutional aid program.

That's a rather arbitrary and a potentially capricious set uf cir
cumstances. I am not comfortable at all that the Secretary is going
to determine that at one point my institution can nu longer surv ive
if we cannot get title III funding. So I do have a little bit of a hang-
up with that, if you will permit me saying so.

As"couple of things that I'd like to point out here that were al-
luded to and perhaps were not clarified in testimoily, if I limy take
about 30 seconds. We were talking about this concept of those eligi
ble to apply for Pell grants. I think 'the inference was made that
that, had somethint; to do with serving low income students. I.,et me
remind the group that thtigibility to apply is in no way hatsu
ever related to incOme. Everybody, unless they are a foreign stu
dent, a religious student or whatever, if they are taking 6 or more
hours they are eligible to apply. Their income may be $390,000 a
year. Therefore the criterion in no way reflects whether an institu
tion serves disadvantaged individuals.

The other question is, my Congressman from North Carolina,
Mr. Andrews asked, Where would the money go if these institu
tions were not allowed to be eligible? That is a good question. The
law set aside a minimum of 24 percent in part A, a minimum of 30
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percent in part 13, for 2-year colleges. If the law stands as it is, if
the regulations stand as they are, 90 percent, 80 to 90 percent of 2- '

_year public colleges would be ineligible to apply So what we may
have accomplished in the last 3 ye.Ars or working very hard-to-get
our, set-asides, what we may have ts approved money set aside and,
no one to give it to.s

I think this needs to be brought to the attention of the people
who will be making further deliberations on this issue.

Mr. BLAKEY. Mr. Badwound?
Mr. BADWOUND. I guess ag....7n it's an integral part of any institu-

tion of higher education to do planning. I know it is a very impor-
tant part of the .management process. But again, I think the heavy
emPhasisVm planning is itind oiscary, because it says if you don't,
if people don't approve of your plan, you are not eligible, and it
stops right there, and again, 1d like to say that people who are re-
viewing, the readers, reading these plans, have to be aware of the
needs of particular institutions. With respect to, again, tribal col-
leges, and the unique situation they are in, and the relationships
that they have with the Federal Government, I think that that
would have to be very carefully scrutinized when these plans are
being examined.

Also, the term "self-sufficiency," again it is hard to define exact-
ly what that means. I really have problems with that. I think a lot
of the schools do. Again, in determining when an institution is pro-
gressing toward self-sufficiency, I think the evaluation criteria in
determining whether that is happening or not, should be carefully
scrutinized in relationship to the needs of different kinds of institu-
tions.

BIAKEY. Thank you.
no you have something to Scld, or a question?
Ms. VANCE. I have a question for Dr. Young, with regard to part

A of the tide Ifl program, and the requirement that the average
amount of award which is ,high in cOmparison with the average
amount of all other grants. You have made the point, and several
other witnesses have made the point, that the Pell grant is not a
good index for measuring the average am9unt of 'the award because
whether you go to a low tuition institution or high tuition institu-
ion you end up comparing apples with oranges. Have you thought

of tilt possibility, what the impact would be, if instead of using the
average amount of the Pell grant you used the average eligibility
index factor for the Pell grant which would be the same regaidless
of where. the student chose to go to school? Have you thought
whether that would be a more equitable manner to measirre the
comparison of average grant awards.

Dr. YOUNG. It may in fact be more_equitable. I've got a feeling
statistically and informationally it may encompass even more prob-
..mns than what we have now in terms of collecing the data. That
eligibility index on the student's application, SER for financial aid,
is a rather arbitrary number. For example, the students who re-
ceive a maximum grant under Pell can have an eligibility index
ranging from 0 to 500, and when you start averaging with that
much latitude, I am nut sure how valuable such averages would be.
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So I think from a statistical point of view, we may in fact create
more problems by going that route than ;the problems we have
now.

Ms. VANCE. The range is in fact anywhqre betwepn 0 and 500?
Dr YOUNG. That is for a full-time studer4 in a 2-ye4r college this

year, who would receive a ma:timum Pell award. Thp index then
goes much beyond that. That's just the first isegment.

Mr BLAKEY. On behalf of our members, I'd like to thank the
panel for coming such a long distance. As the chairman indicated,
we have no control over w hen the Budget Committee or,any other-
committee decides to schedule a meeting and unfortunately every-

\body evidently picked today.
I'd like to thank the three of you and ask that the next panel

come forward at this time, Dr. Henry Ponder, president of Benedict
College in Columbia, 3.C.; Dr. Charles A. Lyons, Jr., chancellor,
Fayetteville State University, Dr. Charles ;H. Oestreicht, president
of Texas Lutheran, and he will be accompanied by Dr. Thomas
Englund.

Is Sister Colette Mahoney here?
[No response.]
Mr. BLAKE 1 . Dr. Ponder, why don't we start with you. We have, I

know, two more people who are still waiting to be heard. If I could
ask yot; again, to follow the admonition of the chairmFtn and we'll
insert all of your is ritten testimony in the record and ask you if you
will summarize your statements.

'We'll have questions if you strike upon things that we feel we
need to clarify. We'll proceed.

Dr. Ponder.

STATEMENT OF HENRY PONDER, PRESIDENT, BENEDICT
COLLEGE, COLUMBIA, S.C.

Dr. PoNDER.'Thank you, sir.
My name is Henry Ponder. I am president of Benedict College in

South Carolina. I am very pleased to appear befo...e this group, rep-
resenting the United Negro College Fund. This is an organization
of 41 predominantly black institutions all private and all fully
accredited and the total enrollment of these institutions is in the..
neighborhood of 50,000 students.

Title HI can be compared in its uniqueness to that of the Morrill
Land Grant Act of 1862. It can be said that title III is the Civil
Rights Act for black higher education institutions.

The law was written at the height of the civil rights movement.
This change in spirit was a result of years of discrimination. The
intent of the law was to redress the injustice practiced upon the
black colleges. We think this spirit exists today.

The Department of Education recently produced its preliminary
,.egulations for title III and we believe that many sections of their ,

proposed regulations fail to reflect the true intent of Congress. I ,

would like to point out those sections of the proposed regulations ,

that we believe contravene the true intent of Congress.
designation of eligibility. Under the proposed regulations,

the Secretary considers that an institution has a substantial per-
centage of Pell recipients if at least 33 percent of its undergraduate
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student- were enitAltql tiZ, at least half-time students and were eligi-
ble to apply for Pell grants in that year, end of quote

Title III funds must be focused on Institution with at least 45
percent Pell grant recipients. During congressional debate. the
Congress defined what substantial percentage means and I have
hears discussion today that it was never defined. They determined
that 45 percent would be the base number and 'you can get this
from the Congressional Record, June 23, 1980, pageS7890,

Two, designation of eligibility special needs program_ The pro-
posed regulations state an institution seeking designation must /
meet four tests. One of these tests requires that an institution must
enroll a substantial percentage of students who receive Pell grants
and a substantial percentage of students who receive assistance
under the,,campus-based programsSEOG, NDSL, and CWS, col-
lege work study. The proposed regulations then declare that "the
Secretary considers that the institution has a substantial percent-
age of students receiving assistance under the campus-based pro-
grams if at least 35 percent of its undergraduate students who
were enrolled as at least half-time students and were eligible to
apply for 'student financial assistance."

The base of eligibility, we believe, should be students enrolled
and receiving financial students rather than students eligible

Three, restrictions on the use of funds. Under the proposed regu-
lations, general operating and maintenance expenses are restricted
This language, which is nut a part of the Education Amendments
of 1980, is inconsistent v, oh the pressing needs of small, developing
institutions. The Senate recognized this when it reported that these
institutions need general operating funds. Due to small endow-
ments, low tuition, and serving large numbers of the historically
economically disachantaged students, these institutions face a spe-
cial burden and require masshe general and maintenance' funding
This restriction should be removed.

Long-range plan. Under the proposed rules, the Department at-
tempts to force institutions Jut of title III. This is clearly inconsist-
ent to the law. The Department's regulations should adhere to the
law requiring institutions to develop plans to increase their self-
sufficiency.

Five.,challenge grants. Under the proposed regulations, the chal-
lenge grant progi am is described as prov iding Federal financial as-
sistance as an incentive fur eligible institutions of higher education
to seek alternative sources of fundiiig to become self-sufficient The
challenge grant funds should ht. permitted for indirect endowment
building similar to the rules under w hich tbe National Endowment

, for the Arts operates;
Six. strengthening developing institutions programs The pro-

posed rules prohibit current SDIP grantees from applying for parts
A and a There is not any language in the law which mandates
this prohibition.

Seven, terminal grants. Designation of funds for long-term termi-
nal grants should not be used to force institutions oat of title III
Part A of title III has two funding programs 1 to :3 years, and 4 to
7 year grants. Part B has a funding program for 1 to a years_ The -I
to 7 year and the 1 to 5 years are terminal grants and are the most
heavily funded of all three programs.
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The program iN snnply to attraLt institutions to the terminal
grant But two prublenis ,u Ise heie. First, institutions with long-
term needs beyond 7 years sill fOLLIs on one of the I to 3 year. re-
newable grants. Two, those institutions who hae 1 to 3 year needs
will focus on the most lucrative 5 to 7 year programs, deleting
funds that could be used for those institutions with long-term prob-
lems.

The United Negro College Fund therefore recommends that the
regulations specify that dr:. Secretary set a range, perhaps 25 to :35
percent, of funds designated r the longer cleelopment grants.

Since I am trying to help ,Aith the time, I want to say that the
United Negro College Fund belie,es that the primary purpose of
the title III program in its inception was to provide financial assist-
ance for the historically black colleges and uniersitres. Only to a
partial extent has it succeeded in achie\ing this end. Because it is
difficult to define the terms "desreloping or "struggling- succinct-
ly. the array of colleges and uniersities recei% ing title III.awards
has become verY broad.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask that when this committee that
the chairman suggested is set up, the United Negro College Fund
would like to have a representative at that meeting.

Again, it has been a pleasure to appear before this committee.
Mr. BLAKEY. Thank you very much, Dr. Ponder.
The full text of your remarks will be made a part uf the record of

this hearing.
[The prepared statement of Helry Ponder follows.]

PREPARED STATEMENT ot IJ PoNVER, PREAUENT BENEDDI CvLIMDIA,
,S C ON BE'HALF OF THE UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE FUND

name is linr% Ponder I arn President of Beneditt College in South Carolina
I mi pleased to appear before :,uu to ktimment on th prelumnary Tale III rt.Fula-
tions Institution.a Aid Program uf the Higher Eduwtion Att The United Negro
Cullegt Fund represents a kunsurtiurn uf 11 predornanantl:, blakk ulleges and uni-
kersittes MI are priate and fall:. 4kSreditoi The:se UNCF Anstautems pro% ide
quality 1Amitem fur "i4)..fin) students Our institutiuns are III the finest pluralit:. in
this nation

Tale III tan bt km.pared in as un,,tut,ro.,,,, iv that of the Morrill Land Grant AO
of 14: It tan be said that Tale III the Citd Rights Att fur Rlatk Ingher Cdticd
twn Anstitutlikihert- is 4 !ear strident tunsensusAimung edukuturs of the ualue of
Titk III Cm d d An Tale III is the prokund and sound lifiler1W1k spirit express-
mg a fundanwntal riatiunal kummarnerit t.. thikankin and t_u it winker:kat attess
and opportunit) kr etlakatiorA. Former President 14.ndun Johnson ploposed
tem for a program ta ,titngthtn dt %eloping InAttutovnt, An his edutation ft-les:mgt k
the Cungres, An .JdflUdI It Ile stated that Man) uf the Nation's smader
had betome tz.Aated from the main kurrents atadenik lite. Hsi ert tttrugglam
tUr surto,a1 "he Presiden; htitited that Federal aid kkas essential to ass,st states,
and proAate sourtes At. sulking these problems The Strengthening Dektiluf ing heal
totems Progr.un bekame Lea On NUNVItiblq 1:167., The legislatike hedeo of Tale
III reflect, the, commitmnt

The I.i ratt,n the: twight of the kitil rights nioternent T6i thange ix
spirit it is a result ol tears ul distraranatiun The intent of the lint VL tu redress
;he injwittke prattmed apun the Wad% totleget. This spirit kuntinutls toda:. The
House reaffirmed as kurranament Lu Blakk College, ID) a duubk-v.eighted Peli ',aunt
LrIttid on Part A Th Senate kinked as btrung Atuppurt %then it enacted hold
harmle-, proo.,un n Part 11 during reauthorization of Tale III Mu,t retentdt. it
t-tited oterktheliningl,, rt, .oto. :5.ID million in Tale III on behalf of Blakk college-.
The past tid/Sta41.etfatoin demonstrated its support for Blatk tollege, in Tale III
through the kreatiun l'hallyna Grant program, This Atte'. 41 pint Uticf. Depart
grunt of Lthikatem propti-,A1 in strengthening tht,At

a i;42 funds trum tht pr. e 'or The kurrent Admanstratioa kaird man,
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statements n Itipp.tt at Black colleges It has referenced Title 111 to be a Black col
lege support program It has lecognited the importance of Title III bty increasing its
funding for the explicit support ot Black colleges

The Challenge Grant program at Title Ill must be allowed to assist in the en
haneement ut the Development tlepartments of participating instititions and for in
direct endowment building This would per.ait institutions to sustain, in the futere,
the responsibilities with which they are to be further burdened due to the inflation
and increi.tsing general operating cceits

Title III went through une of the mast extensive reviews of its existence 2vi7hen it
was substantially altered, with the passage of the Higher Education Act of 1965 as
Amended in leti The development of this new legislation took about two years
with oversight hearings Tale III has now been expanded to include a wider uni
verSe at institutions Junior and community colleges now haye a larger si'it aside

The United Negro College Fund at this time supports the current language of the
Title III Act as agreed to by the higher education community.

The Department of Education recently produced its preliminary regulations fur
rate III and we believe that many sections of their proposed regulations fail to re
flect the true intent of Congress;

1 would like to point out those sections of the proposed regulations that we beliece
contravine the true intent of Congress

1 DE,NIGNATION OF Et:GIBILM I VOL 41). NO 13S, MON ,11.,LV 20, 1981, P 3747D

t rider the propused regulations, the Secretary considers that an institution has a
substantial percentage ot Pell recipients if at least 35 percent of its undergradaate
student, who were entelled as at least half time students and were eligible to apply
tor Pell Grants in that year

Title Ill funds must be focused on institutions with at least 45 percent Pell Grant
recipients During t, ongressional debate. the Congress defined what ''Substantial
Percentage means Thev determined that 45 percent would be the base number
Nate Cong Rec June 3, Wsu. p S-7s90

II PE:4IGNATION OF ELIGIBILITY SPECIAL NEEDs PROGRAM

The proposed regulations state an institution seeking designation iaust meet four
tests. One at these tests requires that dh igmtltution Int14 enroll a substantial per
eenwge at students who receive l'ell Grants and a substantial percentage of stu
dents who receive assistance under thy Campus Based Programs :SEOG. NDSL. and

The proposed regulations then declare that the Secretary considers that
the institution has a substalitial percentage of students re.eicing assitance under
the ti amPus Based Piograltis It at least 35 per, ent of its undergraduate students
who v.ere enrolled 41.4 .1( 0raq halfime students and wire eligible to apply for stu
dent financial assistance

The hai, at engibility shouid be students receiving financial assistance rather
th,rm students eligible

M RE2+TRIC1'IoNs oN THE (SF .11, P 3747-

nder the proposed regulatiorm general operating and maintenance expenses are
restricted This language, which is not a part iit the Education Amendments al 1980,
is incensistent with the pressing needs uf small. developing institations The Senate
revogni:ed this when a reverted that these institutions need general operating ex
penses Due to -.mat, endowments, low tuition. and crying !ar.e numbers of the
histaricany and econoinicaoy disadvantaged students. these nstitutions face el spe
:al burden and rekolt, s: genera, amid maimenance funding This restrittion

sh,aki be remoced

n, F.Mabt I LAN

Under the proposed rows. the Department attempt., t0.0 t0.0r aistit IOW, t.411Z

stli. Ill This is cleans inconsistent to ttu 'The Department's regulations
should adhere t, the I ilt,(4tato,bs r<, Jett 14 plans to increase their
"el(

% 0 11%1U r.FLANT, stun-Ala A. 1 I 17-1.+1

( rider Up- the Chalienge Grant program is de:scribed as pro
%Kling Federam tianahciai a.,,i,larice as an ncentice f"t elaiible institutions of
higher "°10.0-.0r 0"n '1'40 alternative sources af funding t. hecerro selfsufficient



Challenge Grant funds should be pt. mated for indirect endowment building. similar
to the rules under which the National Endowment for the Arts operates.

VI STRENGTHENING DEVELOPIN(. INSTITUTIONS PROGRAMS tSDIPu , P 37471

The proposed rules prohibit current SDIP grantees from applying fur Parts A and
a There is riot any language in the law which mandates this prohil3ition.

VII. TERMINAL GRANTS

Designation of funds for long term terminal grants should nut be used to force in-
stitutions out of Title 111 Part A of Title III has two funding programs. 1-3 year and
4-7 year grants. Part B has a funding progrrm fur 1-5 years, The 4-7 year and 1-5
years are terminal grants and are the most heacily funded of all three programs.
The,program is simply to attract inotitutions to the Terminal Grants. But two prob-
lems arise:

l Institutions with long term needs beyond seven years will focus on one of the 1-
3 year renewable grants while

those institutions who have 1 3 year needs will focus on the most lucrative
5 7 year pi -.grams. deleting funds that could be used for those institutions with
long-term problems.

The United Negro College Fund, therefore, recommends that the regulations
specify that the Secretary set a range ,perhaps 25 35 percent) of funds designated
for the longer development grants,

The United Negro College Fund believes that the primary purpose of the Title III
program in its inception was to provide financial assistance for the historically
black colleges and universities. Only to a partial extent has it succeeded in achiev-
ing this end Becausi. it is difficult to define the terms 'developing or struggling
s ,ccinctly. the array of colleges and universities receiving Title III awards has
become very broad Larger and larger numbers of smaller college3 and universities
serving a more middleclass student population are applying fur and receiving
graats under Title III In addition, Congress has mandated Junior and community
colleges a guaranteed floor allocation of 24 percent of the assistance under Part A
Strengtherung Institutions, and 30 percent of the assistance under Part BSpecial
Needs,

In addition, colleges and universities which provide educational services for Spun-
is}, speaking and American Indian students have become eligible for nth.: Ill funds.
Clearly, the program must have some targeting to remain effective. If the number
of schools th expanded too much at the present level of funding, we are fearful that
future grant sizes will diminish and so will program effectiveness.

The programs in Title III have worked. The L-Iutted Negro College Fund wishes to
enhance and strengthen the programs. In the pat ten years, the average enroll
ment per I. institution has increesed 7 6 percent, attributable to Title Ill, while
the average enrollment at private four year colleges nationally increased only 0 5
percent during the same period.

Within the same period. private black institutions have managed to restructure
their curricula in the past decade to meet. the nce.er distribution of job opportuni-
ties for blacks in the labor market In 1978. almost one-fourth .23 3 percent, of de-
grees earned were in business administration, more than three times the 6 8 percent
of graduates at our institutions receiving business degrees in 1966 Fifteen UNCF
institutions offered and awarded degrees in the health profession, compared to only
two in 1969

Title III is an importani companicn program to the other student financial aid
programs The importanci. of fuming higher education for the economically (head
vantaged students and of funding institutions that serve thie students cannot be
over emphasized Braiging into the mainstream of our society through higher educe
Lion the sons and daughters of the poor, we strengthen the economic base of our
natron- We at.la all available talents to serve and resolve problems in our nation
,By expondins opportuniiies. we give hope and encouragement to many, who other
wise would be disinterested or disenfranchised

The hustorically black colleges and universities are differeht. They emphasize sup-
portive teaching programs for students who are generally pour and need a support
ive environment to attain their full potential its productive, self-sufficient citizens
They offer an effective experience which natures and motivates students to achieve
The hiso.,rically black institutions are committed-to teaching and often, e*etaally in
Ow private institutions, to creative and novel forms of remedial education They
provide acle.SS and opportunity for many who otherwise vivuld not receive a college
education
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I he number 4.1 oraitotions both %%Ming and able to produe Lollege graduates out
ui ,mh population, e, indrd and their salue in creating trinsard mobility cannot be
oser-estiumtell flie,e are the plak,, on %ho.11 Title III should be focused

Mr. BLAKEY'. Next we will hear from Dr. Lyons.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES A. LYONS, CHANCELLOR,
FAYETTEVILLE STATE UNIVERSITY, FAYETTEVILLE. N.C.

Dr LIONS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure
to have the uppqrtunity to appear before the subcommittee. My
name is Charles Lyons, chancellor of Fayetteville State University.
I also represent the National Association fbi Equal Opportunity in
Higher Education, an association of 111 historically black colleges,
enrolling some 200,000 students.

May I say. and I am nut going to read my testimony, we have
passed It in for the record. I will go over a portion of it and make
some comments:

In many ways. we are the forgotten institutions of higher educa-
tion in this counto, in spite of the calue we have been and contin-
ue to be as a national resource for carry ing out the Federal policy
of providing educational opportunity fur all students who are quali-
fied. The Congress. and especially this subcommittee, have been es-
pecially sensitive to the importance of Federal support for the
policy of equal opportunity in this country where higher education
is concerned.

In reference to title IIL the Congress has found that, one, institu-
tions of higher education with substantial percentages of students
from low-income families are contributing to carrying out the Fed-
eral policy of providing educational opportunity for all students.
Two, institutions of higher education enrolling substantial percent-
ages of students from low-income families face unique burdens
w Inch prevent raising necessary financial rewurces to meet the
ever-increasing cost of educating such students.

And further, part B of the legislation recognizes that institutions
which enroll a large number of students from low-income families
face a special burden. These institutions cannot raise their tuition
leels to keep pace with inflation and increasing educational costs

thout diiv Ing many students away from the dream of a higher
education. And yet these institutions provide a very real service to
the Nation, fur they keep the doors of higher education open to the
poor

These institutions do nut need project grants. They need operat-
ing assistance. Part B would provide that assistance.

I cite that. Mr. Chairman, as a base. and these are the words of
the Congress and not mine.

Now, let me say that I agree with what has been said by Dr.
Ponder w ith regard to the basis uf eligibility. I think the projection
he has made in his paper with regard to the 13 percent, I think is
correct. We have some real problem with what has been projected
in the proposed notice fur public rulemaking and we have some
problems with what has been projected by the Department of Edu-
cation on this particular point. We think that -13-percent rule is
much more nearly what we ought to be dealing with.

The other point I would make is that vw t. hae some real concerns
about some of the projections which show that at least 30 of the

Its!J



lustotkally blatk ,olIeges will be eliminated from the program.
Now, that seems to me to be totally inLonsistent with the intent of
Congress It s...ems to be inLonsistent with the President's Execu-
tive order with regard tu the support for the historically black col-
leges. And we are pleased to see that the Department of Education
is proposing a way to be sure that those 30 institutions get included
under this legislation

One Loncern that I would have and my association would have is
that the remedy not be worse than that which we are trying to
remedv. And that is that by getting the 30 in, you bring in with
then] ..).00 or .100 more institutions which tend to increase the uni-
verse of institutions substantially and dilute the money that is
available for the institutions that are in the program.

I would say. finally, that with regard to self-sufficiency, we be-
lieve in self-suffiLiency. It depends upon how you define it. I have
some real cornett] and problems, Mr:Chairman, with the defini-
tion of self-suffkiency as equated with graduation or termination
from the progtarn. If we are talking about viability and thriving,
and the ability to do some things N, ell for a group of low-income
students, then I believe in self-sufficiency. But I have some prob-
lems with equating self-sufficiency W, ith graduation or termination
from the program

Equal opportunity is a national policy, support for equal oportu-
nity and higher eduLation is a nati.mal policy in this country,
historiLally suppot ted by this Government. And I don't believe that

e can graduate from our responsibilities of prov iding educational
opportunity for low-incorne and needy students.

We are going to have the poor with us forever and I don't think
that we can graduate from our responsibilitie.i of meeting the
needs of the poor.

Now. it doesn't Wive to be through title III, but it seems to me,
the Go% et nnwnt. ii it is hue to its commitment to higher education
opportunity, we',e gut to have some mechanism to meet the needs
dans group of students the same Aay as we commit ourselves to a
Iand grant college system and commit the Government to the
reLeilt development aLtivities of major universities in this country.
These institutions don't giaduate from those programs and I don't
believe we should graduate.

Finally. Mr. Chairman, I would hope that under the special
needs program that the black Lolleges and universities NN ould not
receive 'ebb than WO perLent of funding received by them in fiscal
year 1979. I know that the legislation speaks in terms of 50 per-
cent. but in line ss ith hat Dr. Ponder indicated about the history
of this kgislativn, I believe that 100 percent of funding received in
1070 1.ou1d be more neatly equitable according to our calculations.

Again. I appreLiate the opportunity of appearing here this morn-
ing and presenting these temarks. I do have sorne remarks that I
won't gne this morning with regard to the impact of title III legis-
lation on a gn en institution. If I may have the opportunity, I

would like to prepare these teminks and submit them as a part of
the reLord as proof positive and demonstrated eid.nce of what the
title III money has done on one particular campus.
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Mr BLAKEY We w ill keep the record open for at least 10 days for
receipt of mate! Lii in addition to your testimony, as well as in addi-
tion to any other testimony today.

Dr. LYONS. May I also say, Mr. Chairman, that I would hope that
the National Association for Equal OPportunity in Higher Educa-
tion would haNe an opportunity to be a part of that panel that
Chairman Simon spoke of.

Mr. BLAKEY. It's fatter than a half-dozen right now. [Laughter]
There lb an obious need and an Lib% ious interest on the part of

the people here today in pai ticipating in a resolution uf this prob-
lem. We will make eNery .dfort to acconunodate those who has, e in-
dicated that they w ish to participate on the committee.

Without objection the full text of your remarks presented today
will be made a part of the record of this hearing.

[The prepared statement of Charles Lyons follows]

PREPARED STATE 4ENT PRI.,SENTED BY DR CHARLES A. LYONS, CHAN( ELWR,
FAYETTEVILLE STATE UNIVERSITY, FAYMEVILLE.

( haat min and thembers of the Subtunumttee on Post Setundary Edutation,
my name t harles A Lyons. and I am Chancellor uf Fayetto.ille State University.
Fatettet ilk North Carolina

I thank VOL.{ tor the opportunity to turnment un the Department of Ediitation's
pripused regu.ations tur Title III of tht: Higher Education Act uf 1 9S0, particularly
with respect tn eligibility criteria

Fast. houev el. permit me to destribe the histuritAlly bliwk tolleges and unit ersi-
ties, %%hith typify. I beli%t, tilt kinds uf institutions Congress intended to assist in
the Strengthening. Specml Needs and Challenge Grant Programs of Title III. The
plurality of the Ann rkan Imputation and the tommensurate plurality of the educa-
tional needs ut ths population led to the creation of the Insturwally blavk colleges
and ersities. %%}iii.fi at une time %%vv.. the only source of higher edutation for
Blatk Anieritans nd %%hitt] utitinute to :,erte a large number of black and non-
hlatk students %%nil instruttional programs to meet their specific needs.

HisturLtally black colleges and universities have provided eduuitiunal opportuni-
ties to people who talwruise vvould ha%e been denwd leZ":, in an environment char-
acterved b uliposition. legislated linntations, and ci onstant shottage of resources
The attomplishments ot these institutions have far exceeded v%hat should be expect-
ed as proportionate to the Inputs

The histuritally black colleges and universities have, by thir txistence, contribut-
ed to the strength of America s diversified higher educational s!.sItal ThP bask
theme of democracy in higher education has given rise to the creation uf many di-
verse kinds ut institutions %thith priAide vital edutational opportunities to our plu-
ralistit society The Presiderit s Task Forte un Edutation, in its report uf August
197u. stated that

Tht diversity ot Anieritan higtwr edutation is central to its strength This diversi-
ty has gro%%n !runt a tradition that encourages institutional creativity,
sen-deternimation. and autonomy These tharatteristits are vital' to the strength of
our institutions and should explititly be entouraged and strengthened by national
pohcy

Within this context ot diversity. the historically black colleges and universities
have made significant contributions to our nation They have served as "opportuni-
ty colleges. prov.dliu, education to thousands uf able and deserting youths II it
%%ere not bur the bLitk tolleges and lltilVersIlles, Ilia often pro%ided education un-
a%ailable eise%%here, our nation %%Amid ha%e suffered an incalculable loss These in
:.titutions have also reached out be;.und the boundaries of the campuses to pro% ide
muth needed servites adult edutation. agritultural extension programs, community
service. and tethnical assistante to gu% eminent agencies at all levels

Despite the contributions made Liy these institutions tu uur nation, they appear to
remain the sonww hat forgotten set tor of higher education uhen one examines the
types and amounts ot financial support received by them Since historically black
instittawns du not benefit from th various natiunvide fund-raising efforts ur the
majur iaving irom individuals, foundations. and turporation:, federal support as-
sumes a larger and extremely important ruk in the overall range of support. The

91
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input-Unice .4 kilelat cuppoil as appait fit to the Congtess when It stated in refer-
ence to Title III

The Congress finds thitc
1. Institutions ot hi0Firf educatom with substantial percentags of stwlents from

low income families: are ,ontributin to carrying out the Fedetal policy of providing
educational opportunities for all students who are qualified, and

Institutions of higher education enrolling substantial percentages of students
from low income families face unique burdens which prevent raising necessary fi-
nancial resources to meet the ever increasing cost of educating such students.

Further the report stated that
Part B of this proposed title recognizes that instituions which enroll a large

number of students from low /Anoint.. families face a special burden, These institu-
tions cannot raise their tuition luyels to keep pace with inflation and increasing
educational costs without di i ing many students away from the dreams of a higher
education Vet, these institutions provide a very real service to the nation, fur they
ketp the doors of higher education open the pour. These institutions du nut need
project grants, they need gentlal operating assistance. Part B would provide that
as."1.4ance

I am sympathetic with the concetns_expressed by the Department of Education
which torn, a basis of the proposed Amendments to Title III of 'the Higher Educa-
tion Act One concern is that institutions that Congress presumably iatended to
benefit from the Title III programs will nut qualify as eligible applicants These in-
clude :to or more historically black colleges

The second l"i0. ern expressed by the Department ut Education is that "Institu-
t...le:do not ge netally collect data that must be used to determine institutional eligi-
bility in the manner described in the law. To correct the second problem, a techni-
cal amendment would be introduced to strike out the phrase, ''idetermined on the
basis of thi of the sum of the credit ti Airs of all part-time students divaded

and by striking out the word 'ur iergraduate" eaeh time it appers in
order that 11_le computation of the full time equilalent enrollment would be done in
cont,oriance 0,ith the di e2r..,e practices of institutions and would recognize that many
institutions, in fact, du not separate undergtaduate from graduate students in CUM
puting their FTE enrollment

I have nu objeetions to this teehnical amendment. I feel that it would clarify and
simplify the implementation of the Title III legislation without changing its intent. I
do have problems. however. with the proposed Notice fur Public Rule Making
NPRM My poSition is that an institution should haye 43 percent of as enrollment
half time and full tune students, reeeiv4ag Pell Grants to be eligible to participate
in the Strengthenmg Institutions Program It should have 43 percent of its enroll-
ment receiving Pell Grants or other campus-based student flaancial aid to qualify
for participation in the Spec. al Needs Program.

I am cony mced that a 43 percent eligibility criterion would include .n the eligibil-
ity pool nut only niost of the historically black colleges, which typically have 80 to
Jo percent of th'eir students on financial aid, but also large numbers of other Institu-
tions that serve low income and disadvantaged students. On the other hand, the 13
percept criterion is nut so low that it would result in enlarging the eligibility pool so
greatly that At would threaten the adequacy of funding of those that are truly
needy My position is that institutions should have 45 percent.

The base of eligibility should also be set as thnse, students enrolled, rather than
thos,e students for student assistance. 1,71.er the proposed regulations, a rich
institution enrolling lu,00u students may have 1,000 students eligible for Pell
Grants, oi whom o3o actually receive grants, thus, this institution would be eligible
fur Title III and to compete with a small deyelopmg college of 1,000 students, 900 of
whom are eligible for Pell grants, 800 or more of whom actually rwevie them We
repeat, the base should be the enrolled students. One would then compute the per
sentage of Ilio-te who are eligible for, or actually receive, student assistance tPell
Grants lot the Strengthening Institution s program and Pell Grants and other
campus-based student aid for the Special Needs program).

May I also take this opportunity to comment on some additional points in the pro-
posed Amendment which would eliminate the requirement that the uyerage amount
of the. award should be high in comparison with the average amount of all grants
awarded to students in comparable institutions. I am particularly grateful to the
Department of Education for articulating and reinforcing President Reagan's cum
mitnient to the historically black colleges, and fur alerting congress to the fact that,
1,1thout modification, the current Title III legislation would make ineligible some 30
historically blaek colleges and thereby run counter to the spirit of President Rea-
gan's Executive Order No 12320
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ibiht ot these bi.it k *Mew-. would concurrently brill, into the eligi
flie stiecitn trifled. pioisrsed, 11.eil,O,v( inch iiould presumably iitinue the eli

bait!. pool seYeral hundred a.i,fitoffial aistautions, many of which. I ehoe. ha% e no
history of ser%ing substantsal percentages of low-inionw students Furthermore.
such a dramatic increase in the size of the pool. with limited budget authorizations
and appropriations tur the program, would reduce the effectiteness of the program
tor ali One lesson our nation has learneda lesson. I believe. which is a corner
stone ot Presnient Reagan s philosophy and policy is that to attempt tou much for
too many %sill result in doing too little tor too few who are truly, needy We propose.
accordingly. that an alternatiye approay I, be sought to retain the eligibility of the
lusty/m.114 black colleges currently in the prograinind at the same trme wand the
drastic enlargement ol the eligibilgy pool There ate seYeral approaches One 1,S to
proYnh. a walyr tor thy historically black colleges Another is Au grandfather thq,se
institutions in the program based upon their inclusion in the 197s 79 period

I agree with the concept that selfsufficiency means Yiable and thriYing IfoweYer,
1 object to the connotation that self-sulticiency should therefore be construed as
being ineligible for future Title III funding

I agree that the institutional aid programs should assist institutions in solYing
problems tliat threaten Meir, ability to surYiie and stabilizing their management
and fiscal operations / also agtee that se/I-sufficiency could by interpreted as the
abiitt 'Ot an institution to surYive without Title III funds This does not mean, how
eyer, that the institution would be without need of Title III ur Lally r types of kderal
assistance or that it is Wild nut be enhanced or further strengthened by Tale III
funds The Regulation should rei11...ie anly that institutions mode toward self suffi
ciency

Finally. I Ak,cild hope that under the Special Needs Program. Black colleges and
universitieN, Attuld not receive less than 1n0 percent of funding receiced b,v them in
fiscal )t;tr I!)79

Once again. thank 'OW 14/1 tlit tqfpurtUnit!. to appear before this subconinnttee,
and to express mii concerns p.garding the Title III regulations I will by happy to
answ any questions you may have

Mr BLAKEY. Dr. Oestreich.
STATEMENT OF CHARLES U. ()ESTHER'''. PRESIDENT. TEXAS

LUTHERAN COLLEGE

Dr, OESTREIL H. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Lals.o appreciate the
opportunity to be here and present some views about title III. I

have submitted the pages of testimony, which you have received. I
will not read them.

Mr. BLAKEY, Without objection, the full text of your testimony
will appear in the record of this hearing as though read.

Dr. OESTREIUL Let me du ci brief summary. On page 1 of that tes-
timony It says, among other things, that 55 relatively unknown,
nut well-know n colleges, including my own, have benefited from
small grants under title III.

Page 2 of that testimony says that we believe that large percent-
age set-asides create some inequities that should be addressed.

Page 3 of that testimony silys, in part, we strongly support Sena-
tor Denton's amendments as proposed by the administration, sshich
are being considered to get at some of the problems.

Page .1 of that testimony 'says that we strongly prefer that the
1979-80 data base be used. We think that that year reflects current
economic conditions more fairly and supports the integrity of the
middle-income assistance act which is already law.

On page 5 of .the written testimony are highlighted a few things,
that we think that the %surds "substantial percentage" in the regu-
lations should be in the 25-percent range for reasons that .have
been given here and reasons which are cited. We think that this
will provide a healthy level of competition for the funds and main-
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tam !post cut tent institutions with ilt kast an opportunity to
a1-114,

I hae a few additional comments related to sOMO of the things
that ha%e been discussed here. I need to say that my iwxt coninwnt
here is purely a per?onal opinion. nut trying to speak on behalf of
all of CIC or NAICU or anybody else It just seems to me that if we
i.vant institutions to nio%e MuI t- toward self-sufficiency that we
should gie,,urne :serious consideiation to mure small and medium-
sized grants with perhaps a maximum grant going to an institu-
tion again. I am expiessing peisonal opinion herein the
$250.000 range. And I say that from analyzing our own develop-
ment and strengthening as an institution anc from looking at
oth rs, that's the %%ay our particular church su ports our kinds of
oilieges. Texas Lutheran. Dana College, Wartbutg, institutions like
that recei% V a level of suppuit in that range based upon just their
existence, base0 upon the numbei of students that they serve and
based upon the numbei of minority students. For example, Texas
Lutheran Cullege receives approximately a $100 bonus from the
Anuman Lutheian Church for each minority student enrolled and
that kind of pi essui e on us as administrators does move US toward
self-sufficiency and is some kind of help for us.

And, finally, in conclusion, I would like to say that 'St. Mary's
Uniersity. Incarnate Word College, Our Lady of the Lake, Texas
Lutheran, and St Edwards, probably most of you in here never
heard of those institutions, are all located in the Austin.'San An-
tonio area and by %ery lough estimates., I estimate that they will
enroll 10,000 Mexican Amerka-q students before 1990. I- -raise the
question, Should those 10,000 Mexican American students be set
aside and their institutions baii,A from support under title III by
other set-asides? 0

Thank you
lThe prepared statenwnt of Charles Oestreich follows.]

PRI.1,Ht 0 .tir ri sit sr ot DIi ( HARI I.:- H OF,STRM( II, PROLN I', TIEXA., Li TIILKAN
( of 11.4,F. Ai 4 4 NI Vs11. 0 til 1)ft TlioMAs 11 ENOI t NI), ExElt. TI% F. DIHE,Crolt, SiltA1.1,
( of I b.f., ( o'ssoftiIi 'I o's liF.HALF oF TIM NATIONAL ASzaK IATIoN oF INDEPENDLIsT
CoLLFa.F.4 AMI L. \ It FJOUTIE-... TM (fol N( IL oF INDLII,NDFAT CoLLFA,FS, TIIF, ASs(v, I
Arlo \ oF CATI101.1( (.:01.1,(4,,, csu U:sit EtisITIEs, AND TIM NAttoxxl. Assoe ulefTON
tik S( IP .01:4 %!sl) 04 14,(1,,, oF' TIM UNITED MrTIIODIST Oil Ftrli

Mr i thorni,in alai members of the subcommittee. iii, nano- is Charles Oestreo.h.
Ana I It ti PresoWnt 44 r('.1, Lutheran College I ani pleased to be able lo appeal
betore j.iei this mot-Klink behalf of the- s.-il colle,,,s and unoiersities. hi state asst.,-
k.iations, ,ind 2' *vend parpose assekiations which comprise the National Assoei
ation of Independent Colleges :end Ulmer:saws iNAICC, I hate.. the pritdege of
sen if-4, ,n the Board of Directors of one of those special purpose associations. the
Coaioil ,d Independ, OI Co1h-gv, ,forplerl the Counell bar the Adt ancement of
Small i iilli ,ses an .irganliatiiin hall has a membership of more than .0 small.
indepentlete lifieral arts institution.

A. pu.,..1,fli uf Texa, Lutheran College., Lalso speak to ,%iiii from tlw perspeetie
id an institution %Ini.h. tor six ears tias been" a. member of thee Small College- Con-
siii twin, a proiect funded le.% Tale III. for the past t%so years, Texas Lutheran has
--erxed as eiiiiiiimaing institution for the project

!while gettoig tii Ow heatt of ni% testinionj I -sinipl, ,,,,,,,,h to go on reeord as
sat,aii., !Jim ilii Small ( idle ge t onsortiuln ha:, denionstrail.d that (%On relatielj,
sniah amounts id Tak III funding, when elfeetiel utilized, can hav a significant
inipaet on institutions This project has ser%ed as maw, d's +- ;.111..tn. independent.
tour var liberal arts i.olleges and has helped them anpro%e %arlotes aspects of their
,peratior,s I.N. hope, Title III v.ill aleia:.s pro%ide opportunit3, kr consortial arrange-



[tient, tibilei it 1, 4 tsminel iaii littera. t itith k.ath other. share ptograms
speide.lit% dr,a411. a toe. fit ii 11,4 its and benefit mutuallt from Title Ill funds

NAlt. I. illstit Litton, hate j-atttw ipatt,d i and benefited trom the Title Ill program
,ince rts r?atidd in L itt thaitt Mai uhich do not have sizable
ennott merits. the Title 111 grant has become a netessart source ot retenue to help
detriop better programs of instruction and.to reach the point of academic and II
nancial tiatnfitt It is ha' this reason that fie are so cvn...ernI,d about pen-ding legis-
Ian% e ,irof tegulahrs hange-, to the eligibility taiteria in 6tir formal comments on
the Notice ot Proposed Ruleniaking awl al the statement it hich tie filed for the
Senate E.:dui:Awn Subconunittee heariliks held ht Senator Denton on October n, ite
reiterated our iOrton It Meng to maintaining Ink 111 eligibiIitt for tin Large-4 possi
ble pool ot in.ditution, We ba%e taken that position an the bthay of a Neil, firm
belief that it program ry.ttictiolet are inipo.ed linut the number of Insti
tutions eligible to compete tot rah- Ill funding. ii7.titutions it ith legitimate needs-
lor such funding ma% he inadtertanCy denied act:ess to the program

poll NTIAL ISMIMATIVI CHANGES

to that end, ii. li.iie traditionallt opposed .pecifit percentage ;vt asides in the
authorizing kgi.lation tor partit ular types of institutions in order.thbt the !united
amount of. funijs appropriated bt tbe Congress Illat remain at aili ilt for competi
thin anwfig all types of aka it tst Ions that mat hate need fur those lu ...-

Prior to the enactment of the Education Amendments ot 19slt_ all t pes of institu
ti,o,,,enda at,..... tk. the competition tocappropriated funds Nott, specific percentage
set ttg,ides.a. mandated fo, f it 0-,Neat institutions. to be used only for those types of
ant;aution it the ..i.t aside funds are not atiarded in any git en year. they must he
held in re,erte tor the same purpose until the next attard cycle a Near later 0,..e
pi...tut-Qin% that anses is that it unit a let% tt% o-year institutions qualify for funding
unaer the syt aside the i l'suit l °kilt] be that tert large attards ttould be made to a
strtatt Illitnher of intaitutions so ihat the set-aside monies %%Quid not hate to be bekl _.......

ot cr tannpounding that problyni is thy fact thot, in the Education Amendmht1044
lut.it t ohLtre,,, iiiiwght t*. az-,ttre he.ttorttailt and traditionally Black inialtutions4hat
thet %nada mit sutler a Ii i.. in real dollar terms as a result of expanding digit) flit
While that goal gnat be laudable, . en combined it ith the percentage set asides for
tom t ear colleges, it has resulted ni Just oter $:iefinillron of the $1.1.0 million appro-
priation re Mt heing.a% ailable for lt,mpttition among all other institutions, many of
t hii h mat shm% gxyater need tor funding than do soave of the institutions cot ered
by the percentage set-aside It thes subcommittee contomphdes legislante clianges to
ti r authorng stature fie urge %oil to look closely at the inequities created bt ill

u liaised, be held oter until thy tollott mg year, and .th the possibilitt ,that excessrte
tf e leghlated percentage set-asides, "2,1 the requirement that set aside fund's, if

aNtard- tourn he made to a test institutions in order to at oid hat ing set aside funds
ni IA oter ,

W=th re-q1ct to ottan pi...Ito.- legislatite changes to the authorizing statute. de
hit,. 1.xithheid comment on th.. lour amendments offered In. Selland- Den tkin at the

hearing until,. iie could study the Administration s etplanatiens and
anal3,-d-.1,xhicitt %%ere inesented at that hearing We hate rm. toted Assistant Ecuca

Secretar% Muladc:-. usfinicuti and determined-that tho lour amendments hate
n.t.i it in t hat the% r ett-iit e k tir tow restrictions-ft-4mi the i-I i1ihi lits liter ia. %%About
= tianging in ant tfai the-purples ot the Title Ill program ,The amendments. as in.-
trIderstand thyni, %%mild letup% thy higher than ateragt attar .1- portion of eligt
hi:at criteria lrom Parts A sthdi.II of the titk, ft ould permit the naloulatitIn of "full
nine equisalent. in the mait(ter l urrent Is in use at eat h last itittion. and tiould
aQof% fin inclusion ot graduate students in 'the calculation af and institution's
Mt' FIE itt 1-,a1-1,1 al., ci ah the manner in %%huh t iquallt all colleges and uniter

silt., it,* theit jetatzetitte Hid a.counting, We hate torlmlunik.ited +Alt ,upport to .
senator D. nt on and ,ItI.;t iiiii Iii solppitri the c bang., tt it h t he 11,11M. limit-ryes on
thy FY 14.2 Afipropriations bill z

t

1

. 1.011NTIU ItFA:t. L 1Ton't cif kNitEs '. ,,
I rt kt *Ting ).1. It b ,Iiii etpr.ss intent to maintain eligibility tq astai .... a pill of

inntonons ce., 1,,,,,bi... cit. hat t been t ett toth.etned %tali proposed eligibilitt cyjne
riti ,,,,,.,,,o,d ii) III, -lint ,Iii Nati, e t Proposed Ruh-making ,NPIINI,

i. otpressed our tiincerri to the Department about the choice of -ha., t,,,,ir to
b, used in calculating the institutional and student fa, tilts in the eligibility formu
1, . We urged the Sec IrVitirt to .-Aect academic ;ear 1979 sti as the base year to re-
flect the most current federal student aid funding pitture as a result of the enact
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Mr III4tirs Thank %ou I will ask a few questions ol the panel
Fust, I think the earlier panel made a suif,g1.41011 and the admine,
tratiort referred to it and there was a great deal of discussian and
debate about what s'Abstantial means. 2.7i, 35, 1.7) percent What
would be :wf.ir rea.:tion to, in ellmt, ie%eiting to what ct.-ed to be a
point system' In other words, school; with larger numbers of stu,
dents with high aterage Pell grants get more points and thkew with
smaller numbers get Jess points' I will ask the IllPrnber! of the
panel it you could Comment on that

Dr PoNDER itte tiNt titIt'A ion I would raise I think h is been
nali-ed tin, morning Could we realI, get all of that lliaing In time
fOr to get tin, izoing" that gets to be one of those curi.s that

woNe than the disease.e% en it it turn. out to be gui,d -
tilm. apart from that. I think that that could be a back-ott posi-

tion I would not run,trom ti,ot It would be sers goid We aro in
this new and this worhed, it can work, and think the probkm
%soh swit,hing iron one to another caum.,:s someone el,e to lek.ide
that it .00ld he better if you did something eke 1.±.rth It

Nov.. l'think if we switch from this. 17, percent to something elm%
that', %%hat', going to happen And I think as m% testimony. mi.
written I t.nt urn. .ft.4V. ill -a%, e. e e realls kkked this around an
awful irrt oF time., 011d -otni IA 4 hat r army cit ,otne of these
thunz .:. that workoid I think 3. percent v. dl c.citk Thae-- tnN feel-

,Mr 131.AhM .Dr
Dr I.A10%, WO. IA.- feel fay her stronk,,ds abnut t he percent

Mr Chairman. and v.e think it isifl is IA We think thvre a it
of f4etting unti tht proLzrain those inAitutions that isk,r, tr.di!.
vencled 1)3, l'ongre.t., to he in the proaam We don't hase t* pro-
jected -cituton t,, that We are r,it unaltorabh ,ppe,ed n, the point

:
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system. It has woiked in the past. My only problem, my basic prob-
lem would be, how much time do we lose if we attempt to shift
gears at this pointl
- There are many institutions right now that are waiting for some
means of determining whether they are going to be a,)le to apply
and my institution is 9ne of those. My grant runs out this year
And how much time are we going to have to put a proposal togeth-
er and then have it read properly by people who really and tru:y
understand and have a sensitivity to the type of institution they
are dealing with and the kinds of proposals and plans they are
dealing with.

So I wquld have that kind of concern and problem with it
M. BLAKEY. Dr. Oestreich.
Dr. OESTREICFL I can't comment on the complexity of all those

regulations that would be affected. I am not that knowledgeable
and wouldn't mislead you on all of that. I concur in what they sail
I think, it is important that we move in a timely fashton Dr. Eng-
lund may be able to comment more on some of that.

Dr. ENGLUND. I think one of the nice things about going back to
the sliding scale is that you don't get the absolute in-or-out-by-a-
shm-margin kihd of thing that appears will happen with these new
regulations. For example, if it is a 35 percent kind of thing, is an
institution that is at 34.8 percent really going to be out? I think
that is one of the problems with the sharp cutoffs in the current
regulations.

On the other side of that coin is the sliding scales permit the
BEOG scores or the Pell grant criteria and the E. & G. criteria to
kind of offset each other and it does in fact, I think, give some equi-
table judgment about certain kinds of institutions.

So you might be a little bit out on one of those scales. The other
one can help you. And you get institutional need versus character-
istics of the student body offsetting each other.

One problem we have seen is that with those scales they seem to
work against small institutions, particularly on the E & G vari-
able, because of some of the fixed costs at any institution But
there, maybe the E. & G. waiver wpuld help solve that problem I
personally don't think we have a problem with that and I think I
could say that on behalf of the people we are representing.

Mr. BLAKEY. If I could ask you one other question. There has also
been testimony this morning about planning and planning require-
ments. All three of you have addressed the question of self-suffi-
ciency. It seems to me in the context of the regulation that there is
anppbvious relation in there in that they are asking you to demon-
strate on the one hand how you are going to he self-sufficient by x
period of time by virtue of that long-range plan, and then the Sec-
retary is going to make a determination as to whether or not that
plan is "acceptable," in one form or the other.

One, would you comment, if you can, on the relationshiplbetween
the two, and I guess even more importantlyDr. Lyons addressed
it forthrightlymaybe the other two could as well, as to whether
or not you think as long as the service continues, as long as you
are continuing to serve the kind of students that are used to identi-
fy the institutions, should the institutions stay in the program or
should they in fact "graduate?"
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Dr. PONDER. Thank you wry much, Mr. Chairman. I don't be-
lieve any institution of higher education w uuld object to planning I
don't, believe that. I think the problem here is planning for your
graduation fi MI a prog-am gets to be something that is a little dif-
ficult. I know by nature, by definition, we are developing institu-
tions. That's why we are in the program to begin with. Now you
want to ask me to look down the road and say, 5, 10, 7 years I be-
lieve is the mIrximum here, I would have reached the point where I
will not need any more support from the Government in this pro-
gram.

I think that's really not addressing the problem from that stand-
point because schools do not graduate from need, they graduate
from one ievel of need to a higher level of need. Whatever institu-
tion you can think of, today's budget is more than 10 years ago,
and it is because.they are constantly doing new things. Twenty
years ago we didn t know what the computer area was and now it
is one of the most expensive areas we have, yet we have to train
for it.

So you cannot graduate from it. My colleague Dr. Lyons men-
tioned the land-grant program. No one is talking about graduating
schools out uf the land-grant program. There is a need there. We
have youngsters that are coming to us that need help and that's
what these programs are designed to do.

So I think planning is great. We will do it. And all of us would
agree with that. But planning to graduate from a program, I think
someone started talking about that in a context that they really
did not understand w hat was going on and that has crept into the
discussions and I hope it never gets into the legislation.

Mr. BLAKEY. Dr. Lyons, do you want to add anything to your ear-
lier statement?

Dr. LYONS. ,Yes, I'd like to comment on planning. I think plan-
ning is a good thing. But I see planning in the context that we are
dealing with as a management tool, rather than planning to sepa-
rate from the program. One of the things that I will address in my
extended remarks, which I will present later, is the whole area of
planning and what we have done in this area, and how effective it
has been for us at that institution to make decisions and to manage
that institution better. So I see planning as a management tool

One of the problems I have with what appears to be one of the
requirements in the proposed regs is that if you go for the long-
range grant of 7 years that you will have to do a 7-year plan. The
problem I would have with that, as an institution that is part of a
State system that has us on a 5-year planning cycle, from 1980 to
1985, plans that I have just completed, it would require us now to
go back and do an additional couple of years, probably redo the
whole planning cycle. I would have a problem with that.

I don't see planning in this context as one where you are plan-
ning to terminate yourself from this program.

Mr. BLAKEY. Thank you. Dr. Oestreich.
Dr. OESTREICH. I agile with much of what the gentlemen have

said here. I think so far as the planning documents arid the paper-
work that are being called in, it is way too much.,I wish someone
would put a limit on the number of pages that they are allowed to
submit and make it be a small one.
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I taught chemistry for 10 years and the students were required
to answer the questions on the paper provided and I didn't need
glasses at that time and didn't want to have to buy any to read it.
And I think the same kind of guidance would be good and helpful
to all of us that have personnel working on this.

I don't think that institutions 1,vill graduate either. I think that
they will move from one plateau to another and those institutions
that make a real commitment to seeve economically disadvantaged
people will probably continue to be under real economic con-
straints. I think I have a license to say some of that. I think Texas
Lutheran College and the 50-some Lutheran colleges in the Nation
are servittg a greater percentage of economically disadvantaged
students than the rest of them. We have made that commitment.
We have kept our tuition low. And so we will continue to haveeco-
nomic difficulties and appreciate assistance from any source in pro-
viding quality education for them.

Ms. VANCE. 1 have a few comments that I would like to make
and questions I would like to raise, oased primarily on Dr Pcnder's
testimony. Dr. Ponder, on page 3 of your testimony,- you talk
under poigt No. 1about the designation of eligibility. For the
record, I Would just like to comment that the colloquy on the
Senate floor certainly was something that did take place, and yet
was not a reflection of House sentiment on the percentage factor.
During the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, which
began at the very early part of the 96th Congress, the House Sub-
committee on Postsecondary Education conducted over 35 days of
hearings.

The first couple of days that were conducted were devoted to title
III. And it was during those hearings that we began to review dif-
ferent proposals regarding the reauthorization of title III My point
in mentioning this is that, from the very first part of the 96th Con-
gress, through to the end, we were trying very desperately to get
good, solid statistical data from the Department of Education, then
the Office of Education, as to how these different proposals would
affect different institutions.

And I think it is important to note for the record that the statis-
tical data that we sought over that period of 2 years, arrived in
somewhat a preliminary form during the evening of one of the last
nights the conferees met to resolve the differences between the
House and Senate bill on the whole Higher Education Act. My
point is, it is very difficult to determine congressional intent as to
the definition of substantial percentage when after 2 years' time
we were unable to get any good quality data.

At the staff level, both House and Senate staffs were aware of a
great discrepancy, in statistical data which made arriving at a sta-
tistical percentage difficult. It was certainly the informed judgment
of House and Senate staffers that any specified percentage was
merely a best guess effort.

So it is not surprising to me that, given perhaps the inadequate
data that was provided to us at the close of the 1980 conference, it
is a little difficult now for the present administration to handle im-
plementing this, program.

My, point in saying this is that the record can show that there
was no data available and if we tightened the eligibility require-
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ment tuu much it w as largely the fact that we were not good guess-
ers.

The other istAie I would like to brini up, on page 6 of your testi-
mony, you talk about the need that the regulations target 25 to 35
percent uf the funds for longer development grants. With regard to
part A of the program, section 347(d) of the act requires the Secre-
tary to set aside 25 percent of the part A funds for the loni-term
development grants. So your recommendation, in fact, has been
taken care of by statute. The purpose for doing that, as I remem-
ber, was an attempt to sweeten the pOt of the long-term develop-
ment grants. If institutional grantees were not ready to take the
risk or the gamble of jumping into a 4- to 7-year grant, one-time
grant, resulting in an applicability pool that was not sufficiently
large to warrant all the funds, the funds would be able to be main-
tained in the program for later use, instead of returning those
funds to the Treasury.

So I think in part we've addressed some of your concerns and I
would appreciate a comment from you if I have incorrectly read
your statement, but these were the concerns I had after I read it.

Dr. PONDER. You read my statement correctly. But I will say you
really highliOted why this bill keeps coming up for so much dis-
cussion. We all hae different interpretations of what the intent of
Congress was at the time. For example, I specifically believe that ^
th-e intent of Congress when this bill came up in 1965 was for it to
be for black institutions. You can get no one to make that state-
ment now. Now you are talking about another discussion that we
had where you are saying the 45 percent is not necessarily it. I
don't know whether it was or not. I'm just one of those little coun-
try boys that believes what he reads in the Congressional Record
and it is there. I pick it out as a direct quote, that it is there. Now,
what the intent was, I have ta leave chat to you because you were
present. But for all of us who are reading it, we say that Congress
defined what substantial percentage was. That is the way I would'
interpret that statement.

You would say that this Government could not provide the kind
of data that was necessary to make this kind of a decision I have
confidence in my Government also and I believe it can give you
any information that you need to make any decision that you need.

Mf;. VANCE. We had that hope, too.
Dr. PONDER. Apt they didn't, 4nd again, I am just a country boy

That's all I know. That this Government can do that if it wishes.
Now, you tell me that it didn't. Now, I have to take what you say

and say that I am willing to accept the 45 percent as a substantial
percentage. My interpretation would be that anything less than
that is not substantial. When you start dropping too far below 50
percent on anything, it cannot be substantial.

In the American system of saying things, anything substantial
usually is more than 50 percent, and I can conceive that 45 per-
cent, we can go there, but when you start dropping below that, you
have to say, there is no way you can define that a substantial dis-
tance from here to the Capitol Building, from here to the Capitol
Building, is outside that door. That's not a substantial distance So
we must be a percentage somewhere close.
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MS. VANCE. Thank you. One other question I would have on the
planmng issue, for any of the panelists, and that is, Would there be
any objection to the plonnmg requirement for a long-term grant if
there was the ability to revise the plan so that you weren't tied to
whatever requirements you might have suggested for a 4- tb 7-year
grant?

Would that alleviate your concern sufficiently?
Dr. LYONS. If I understand your question correctly, I think the

planning requirement would need to bear some relationship to
some other requirements that we have in our own State situations,
especially if we are part of State systems. As I say, we have a 5-
year planning cycle in ,ur system and we are required 'to do a 5-
year plan. We have done one.

Now, if there was some way that we could coordinate the plan-
ning requirement fur the lung-term grant Iv ith the requirements of
the systems that we maybe a part of, I think it would be meaning-
ful to the institutions. And then, again, I'm not altogether sure
right now of what all would be included in the planning require-
ment. Are we really talking about an in-depth long-range plan such
as we are required to do in the State system or are you ctalking
about a much smaller effort on our part, to cover whatever time
period we are talking about? Iathink that needs to be defined

Ms. VANCE. Dr. Englund.
Dr. ENGLUND. I think one of the problems is that the proposed

regulations do invite planning by formula. There is a grocery list of
items there in the regulation that must be in your long-range plan
And it essentially requires, no(just invites,, an institution to take
the documents that it has, and make them fit. We talked about
ghostwriters this morning and that is another opportunity for out-
side people to get on the title III bandwagon and to profit from it
by helping institutions meet that requirement.

Maybe inotead of requiring the institution to submit their entire
long-range plan for the next 5 or 7 years, what ought to be re
quired is some kind of demonstration, how the activity that is re-
quested fs linked to the long-range plan.

There may be a subtle difference but an important one. If I am
asking for a faculty development program, or a management infor-
mation system, or a package of student services, somehow or other
in the application, we demonstrate that those are priorities for our
institution in relation to some existing long-range plan.

I hope tfiat is not a distinction without a difference.
MS. VANCE. Thank you.
Mr. BLAKEY. If I get the drift of both of your !after two responses,

in your pse, Dr. Lyons, the plan has already been submitted to the
Carolina system?

Dr. LYONS. Right.
Mr. BLAKEY. If we were simply, through these regulations, asking

you to submit that plan in connection with your request and, as
Dr. Englund is indicating, relate the two, the grant application and
your plan, that would be preferable to requiring you to go back to
square 1 and draft a whole new plan for purposes of submission for
this application. That would basically incorporate both of your sug-
gestions and overcome at least part of the paperwork problem that
Dr. Oestreich referred to.
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Dr. LYONS. Yes. I think that would be satisfactory.
Mr. BLAKEY. Let me again say very quietly, thank you for being

with us today. We appreciate your takingThe time. All of you have
eome from a considerable distance to be with us. We appreciate
your comments and prov iding the subcommittee with this testimo-
ny.

We will go now to our last two witnesses, Dr. William Stewart,
president of Kirkwood Community College and chairman of the
board of the action consortium, and Dr. Zuniga of the East Los An-
geles Community College and on behalf of the Hispanic Higher
Education Coalition.

If you would both come up at this time?
I would like to say, arid I think I can say this on behalf of the

chairman, that Dr. Stewart has been in the forefront of the effort
to bring some sense to our.consideration of the proposed title III
regulations as well as the Department's consideration of these reg-
ulations. We certainly appreciate your having gone out of your way
to be helpful to us in the context of these discussions.

Your statement will be included in the record in its entirety.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM F. STEWART, PRESIDENT, KIRKWOOD
COMMUNITY COLLEGE. AND CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD,
ACCTION CONSORTIUM
Dr. STEWART. Thank you Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-

committee. .

I am here today as a community college president to-express my
specific concerns with the proposed regulations for the title III pro-
gram, as they appeared in the Federal Register on July 20, 1981.
As chairman of the board of directors'of tue ACCTion Consortium,
I also speak for the 200 2-year colleges that the consortium has
helped during the last 6 years. Ii. is good to note that many of those
institutions have giaduated from title III. People talk about no one
ever graduating. That is not true. We have helped many colleges
through our consortium who have completed projects and are out
on their own.

At this point I am going to depart from my prepared testimony
that we will make part of the record here to say some things about

, cooperative arrangements that hal,e not beeii covered today that I
think are very, very critical to be heard.

Our major concern is that cooperative arrangements are being
completelyt discouraged in the proposed regulations, when the legis-
lation states they should be encouraged and in some cases given
priority.

First, the point should be made that title III does not have, nor
will it ever have, enough money to fund individual grants tqoal4 of
the 2-year colleges that need title III assistance. Cooperative ar-
rangements are one way to help many of these colleges.

Second, there does not appear to be any emperical evidence owe
the last 1.1 years of title III to suppoyt the idea that an individual
college grant will create more or better results than assistance
through a cooperative arrangement.

The AUCTion Consortium has been very successful as document-
ed in our third-party evaluations. All these evaluations are on file
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in the title III olfke. nue III staff have also said that AC.CTion is
une of their must sucvessful projects. ACCTion was one of the top
60 projects sekLted by title III to win k un submissions tu the Joint
Dissemination Review Panel and the National Defusion Network.

These success stories are all available if anyone would like to see
copies. ACCTion is unly une exampk of cooperative arrangements
funded b titk III. The Council of Inter Institutional Leadership
can document many more case studies which show that title III
funds were used to start cooperative at rangeinents that have grad-
uated from the program. This council works with approximately
140 cooperative arrangements across the United States, not all
under title III by any means. I recommend that Lew is Patterson,
executive direLtur of CIL, be allowed tu submit written comments
to the record that will document these facts.

Naturally we all question why title III ik discouraging coopera-
tive arrangenrtnts. 'And among our questions, is it the intent of
Congress to discourage cooperative arrangements?

Some of the proposed regulations that discourage cooperative
agreenknts, as we see them at this time under part A, in the
Strengthened pi ugram, the 4- to 7-year projects, they call long-term
colleges, only have une chance at lung-term projects so they will go
fur an indiv idual grant over a cooperative arrangement. It is im-
phut there that they will du that Tather than seeking any kind of
a cooperative arrangement, although that might be by far the most
cost- effective approach tu go w ith the money that is available.

Title III plans tu be 80 to 90 percent of the $60 million for Part A
into 4- t6 7-year projects. The legislation only calls for 25 percent.

If the funds allocated to 4- to -year projects are not spent, the
balance will be carried over to the next year, for 4- to 7-year proj-
ects, and the balance nill not go to the 1- to 3-year projects under
which most consortium arrangements would be funded.

Under the 1- to 3-year projects, if only 10 to 20 percent of part
funds are available for shurt-term, very few cooperative arrange-
ments will be funded if any at all, plus some of this money will go
for planning grants.

Under part B, the special needs program, the 1- to 3-year proj-
ects, title III has defined these grants as lung-term. Colleges eligi-
ble fur Part B have nu short-term options so they can only receive
lung-term grants. They will all go fur an individual college grant
over cooperative arrangements. No one is going to choose a cooper-
ative arrangement ()vex an individual grant, the way we see it.

Legislation refers tu part B as a short-term Federal assistance
program su in title III tu call it lung-term, we don't understand
that.

We have in addition prepared a point system that follows the
intent of Congress, in uur opinion. We believe the sy§tem needs to
be reviewed by the subcommittee to determine if it does meet the
congressional intent concerning weight factors. We would recom-
mend that the subcommittee ask title III staff why the system that
we have prepared, and I w ill submit in the testimony today, could
nut be followed to help that one particular part of the discussion,
today.

Also, we think our system would not require any legislative
amendments. This is a regulation problem in our opinion.
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We hme a re% things -and I am not going rehash the testimo-
nythere are surne problems that we think need to be addressed.
Regarding the question uf the eligibility criteria for part A and B,
each part .A and B, has three specific criteria as mandated by the
legislation. I am not here to question the legislative mandate;
rather, I am here to question the Department of Education's inter-
pretation of that mandate.

I would hope that this subcommittee will require the title III
staff to respond, both verbally and in writing, to every one of these
concerns. Each point is critical tu the future of this program as it
relates to 2-year colleges.

I will wind down. We have a listing of some key areas which you
need to look at and you need-to get the answers to. I would submit
the rest of this as written testiniony to be considered by the sub-
committee.

Mr. BLAKEY. It will appear in the record in full.
[Material submitted by William Stewart follows:]

4,
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PREPARED STA l'EAttas1 WILLIANt F Sn. ART, PREsIDENT, KIRIMOOD CONIMLNITY
COLI.EGE, CEDAR RAMS, IOWA

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the Subcommittee.

I am here today as a community college President, to express my

specific concerns with the Proposed regulations for the Title III

Program, as they appeared in'the Federal Register on July 20, 1981.

As Chairman of the Board of Directors of the ACCTion Consor,tium, 1

aiso speak for the 200 twolear colleges that the Consortium has

helped duringsthe lostsiX.years.

Let me start by saying that my staffs at Kirkwood and ACCTion have

researched every document available concern-Mg the legislative

history of the Title III Program. They have read and.reread many

times the hearing transcripts, committee reports, Congressional

records, and conference committee reports, to try to understand

the Congressional Intent of Title III. We have compared this history

very closely to the proposed regulations and have found many

inconsistencies., These Inconsistencies were brought to the attention

of the Title-111 Office and the Congress in my letter dated September

1st, 1981. I ask that this letter and attacnments be mado a Dart of

the record of this hearing. This material exPresses our concern

about the following:,

The eligibility criteria problem.

The problem with referring to Part B as long-term.

-Institutional long-range planning reouirements.

The unfairness iCusing 1978-79 as the base year.

The seeming Prejudice against consortia.

The over-ewhasis on self-sufficiency.
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I would hoPe that this Subcoirrnittee will require the Title III

staff,to respond, both verbally and in writing, to every one of

these concerns. Each point is critical to the future of this

program as it relates to two-year colleges.

Today, I wish to address Just orje of alese concerns--the question

of the eligibility criteria for-Part A and B.

Each Part--A and B--has three specific criteria as mondated by the

legislation. I am not here to question the legislative mondate;

rather, I om here to question the Department of Education's interPre-

batioh of that mandate.

Trying to understand what the Department is proposing has been yery

frustrating. The data presented in the. Federal Register have been

insufficient to allow.any college in America tO cleocly determine

if it is eligible. The Department has had almost two yeors-to

develop these regulations, yet the information supplied is skeletal

at best. Kirkwood and ACCTion have.continuallyiftquested specific

figures from the 1111tle III Office concernipuy4rage Pell grants and

average E and 6 expenditures per FTE for two-year colleges. The

response is always the same--they are not ready to release that

information at thls time.

It should come as no surprise to anyone that without this information

it is lomossible to determine with accuracy the total impact these

Proposed regulations will have on two-year colleges. However, we

have been able to sample one group of over 100 presently eligible

two-year colleges from forty states. The 35% factor on Pell

enrollments under Part A, Title III, will prohibit 95% of those

10 6
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colleges from competing. Remember, all of these colleges have been

eligible for Title III in the Past. In addition, the proPosed

regulations will eliminate every two-year college in Iowa, and

probably in numerous other states.

The "substantial percentage" factor has raised many questions.

Wistorically, two-year Public colleges usually nave a loner Percentage

of students on financial aid. That percentage Is even lower If no.

dormitories exist--not.because institutions aren't as nevly, but

because student costs are substantially lower. "Suhttontial" for

four-year colleges I; not "substantial" for two-year colleges. A

"substantial percentage" far two-year public colleges may not be a

°substantial Percentage" tor two-year Private colifives, and a

"substantial percentage" for high tuition, room und board, institutions

certainly is not a "substantial Percentage" for low tuition, comNter

colleges. -

Even more questiongble, is.the position taken by the Title'lll staff

that a sPecific percentage must be established and that every college

must exceed thls Percentage, or they will not qualify. For example,

if 35% is established as the minimum requirement for simply being

ellgible to submit an application, every institution with 34.9% or

loner, would not qualify under any circumstances. All other triteria

would be Ignored.

The DePartMent has tgken the some position on the other factors: (2)

available Pell grant awards, and (3),average E & 6 expenditures per

FTE. (Legl)dation does allow a waiver for not bting below the average

E and G expenditures Per.FTE.) Nowhere in the legislation does

Congress lead anyone to believe that the intent was to requirb colleges

to exceed a sPecific figure for each factor.

'CP*
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Tne legislation on eligibility reads as follows:

Factor 1 - "...hos on enrollment which includes a substantial

Percentoge of students receiving awords..."

Foctjr2 - "...the averoge omount-of mhich Is high in

comparison..."

Factor 3 - "...the averogeEand G expenditbres which are

low in compdrison..."

This legislative language, combined with the legislative mandate

that the substantial percentage factor ond average Pell grant award

should be given twice tne weight as the averogekE and G per FTE under

Part A,,ced given the same weight under P.Irt B, ieods us to believe

thot Congress envi.sioned a scdled Point system ta determine

eligibilitya Point system very SlMllar to what hos been used In

thepait.

These concerns hove been presented to the Title III staff, both

verbally and in writing. The basic response Is olways the some.

The staff has-said thot Congreis di6 not realize the impact of what

they were doing when theY Incifided the weight 'factors: and even If

they did know, it can't bedone anyway.

We disagree. It can be done and with very little effort. To show

how the system could work, we have drafted an alternotive opproach

to eliglOility for Port A ond B, The number of points needed to be

eligible would depend on the nat-lonal averages on p given group.

For example, assume under Part A that,the national averages for

two-year Public comMupity.colleges without dorms, were as follows?

U
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Factor 1 20% Receives 20 Points

Factor 2 $ 610.00 Receives 50 Points

Factor 3 $2,000,00 Receives 50 points

Total 120 Points.

fo be obove nationcfl averages In comParison to other similar colleges.

In our example, a college must have at least 120 Points. It does not

matter If a college receives 20 points on Factor 1, and 50 points

each on Factors 2 and 3. The college would have 120 total Points

and would, therefore, be eligible. Keep in mind that the college

would only become eligible zo compete, that is1 to submit an applica-

tion. This is simply an examPle of one approach. The Points would

be adjusted up or down1 dePending on the institutional group in

question.

In addition1 we c not believe two-year Public colleges with dorms

should be compared to two-year public colleges without dorms, when

Gveraging Pell awards. Students at ding two-year community colleges

without dorms, cannot exceed the $ .000 Pell allowance for room an0

board. Students attending two-year colleges with dorms1 can include

the total cost charged by the college for room and board. This

tuition1 room and board Pell grant is always greater than the $1.000

limit for community colleges. .The result is.to create a situation

where the overwhelming majority of community colleges are disqualified

.before they start-fregardless of their developing status.

The 'attached documents discuss in greater detail each eligibility

factor for Part A and B. We also offer a comPlete rewrite of the

eligibility regulations for each part. We believe our proposals

follow the Constitutional intent of the Title III legislation more
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closely. In some cases we have not been able to complete charts

because we did.not have access to the national averages that the

Title III Office will be proposing. We would be most haPpy to

complete these charts as soon as these figures are released.

In closing, I want to offer Kirkwood's and ACCTion's assistance to

the Subcommittee staff and Title' Ill staff in the continual development

of these regulations. The Title III program has done much to help

stwo-year colleges during the past two years. We are all.looking

forward to continued assistance in the coming years. We are Pleased

that Congress has chosen not only to ecrmark money for two-year

colleges, but to oPen up the entire Program to our institutions as

well. The )ob at hand is to helP the Department develoP regulations

to achieve your goal.
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Part A - Stiengthening Institutions Program

Suqqested Rewrite for Sec:_625.2_Designstion of Eligibility

(a) The Secretary designates an institution of higher education

or a branch campus as eligible to be considered for a grant under

the Strenqthening Program if---

(1) It satisfies the basic institutional eligibility

requirements in 34 (FR 624.2:

(2)(i) It has an enrollment which includes a substantial

percentage of students receiving Pell Grants in the

base year. The Secretary assigns points to the-

institution on a scale of 0-100 pointB on the basis

of the number of Pell Grant recipienes divided by the

number of students eligible to apply for Pell Grants

and who were enrolled on at least a half time basis.

The points awarded are based on the institutions
percenl,le ranking when compared to all other similar

institutions.

(is) The average Pell Grant received by its students in the

4
base year was high in comparision with the average

Pell Grant received by students at comparable insti-

tutions in that year. The Secretary assigns points to
the institution on a scale of 0-100 points. The points

awarded arc based on the inititutions percentile
ranking when compared to all other similar institutions.

(3) It has An average educational atd general (E&G) ex-

penditure per full-time equivalent (FTE) undergraduate
student in the base year that was low when compared

to the average'at institutions that offer similar

Instruction. The Secretary assigns 0-100 points to

the institution reflecting the institution's position

on the percentile scale when compared to the same

averages of all other institutions that offer similar

instruction.

(b) In determining institutional
eligibility, the Secretary gives

the factors described in paragraphs (a) (2) (i) and (ii) of this

section twi:c the weight of the factor described in paragraph

(a)(3) of this section. The following chart illustrates how,the

Secretary assigns points for the above factort:

Percentile
Rank (a) (2) (i) (am) (2) (ii) (a) (3)'

99.5 100 100 0

99 98 98 1

98 96 96 2

--

2 4 4 9$

1 2 .2 99

0 0 0 100

(c) In order to be designated an eligibilc institution an
applicant must Score a combined total of points (all three factors)

according to the institutions classification as listed below:

2-year public without dorms points

2-year public with dormi points

2-year private points

4-year public points

4-year private points

To assist institutions in determining eligibility the Secretary

included the following three tables:
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Part A - Strengthening Institutions

Points for Substantial Percentage of Pell

Data

Points

Recipients

PercentagesPoints

'Based on 79-80

Percentages_ _
0 0 50 50

1
.

1 51 51

2 2 52 52

3 3 53 53

4 4 54 54

5 5 55 55

6 6 56 56

7 7 57 57

8 8 ,, 58 58

9 9 59 59

10 10 60 60

11 11 61 61

12 12 62 62

13. 13 63 63

14 14 64 64

15 15 65 65

16 16 66 66

17 17 67 67

18 "'" 18 68 68

19 19 69 69

20 20 70 70

21 21 71 71

22 22 72 72

23 23 73 73

24 24 74 74

25 25 75 75

26 26 76 76

27 27 77 77

?8 28 78 78

29 9 79 79

30 30 80 eo

31 31 81 81

32 32 82 82

33 33 83 83

34 34 84 84

35 35 85 85

36 36 86 86

37 37 87 87

38 38 88 88

39 39 89 89

40 40 90 90

41 41 91 91

42 42 92 92

43 43 93 93

44 44 94 94

45 45 95 95

46 46 96 96

47 47 97 97

48 48 98 98

49 49 99 99
100 100

Note: The substantial percentage figure for each classificatión,
of institution,will have to lie determined.
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'Part A - Strengthening Institutions

Points for Averlse Pell Grant Awards

Based on 79-80 Data

Lyear_public colloges 2-xoar private collegos

Without dorms With dorms

-

Note: The national averages for each classification of institution

will have to be determined. The national averages should be

given 50 points.
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Part A gtaengthening Institutions
This chart ts not ba.ed on 79-80 data---it is used for illuStrativp
Pu1020es only.
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Part B - Special Needs Program
Suggested Rewrite for Sec. 626.2 Designation of Eligibility

(a) The Secretary designates an institution of higher education or a

branch campus as eligible to be considered for a grant under the

Special Needs Program if---

(1) It satisfies the basic institutional eligibility requirements

in 14 CFR 624.2:

(2)(i) It has an enrollment which includes a,substantial percen-
tage of students receiving Pell Grants, Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grants (SEOG), National Direct
StUdent Loans (NDSL) and-College Work Study (CWS) in the
base yeatc. _The Secretary assigns points to the institution

on a scale of 0-50_points on the basis of the total number
of need-based assistance_recipients divided by the number
of students eligible to aPiily-for these programs.
The points awarded arc based on ilt-institutions
percent4e ranking when compared to ali-other sim-
ilar institutions.

(ii) The average amount of assistance received by its studenti--
in the base year under the need-based assistance programs
(SPell Grants, SEOGs, NDSLs and CWS) is high in comparison
with the average amount of all need-based assistance
provided to students at similar inst!tutions. The Secretary
assigns points to the institution on a scale of 6-50 points.
The points awarded are based on the institutions percentile
ranking when compared to all other similar inetitutions.

(3) It has an average educational and general (E&G) expenditure
per full-time equivalent (FTE) undergraduate student in the

Ai base year that was low when compared to the average at
institutions that offer similar instruction. The Secretary
assigns 0-100 points to the institution reflecting the
institution's position on the percentile scale when compared
to the same averages of all other institutions that offer
siMilar instruction.

(b) In determining institutional eligibility, the Secretary gives the
factors described in paragraphs (a) (2) (i) and (a) (2) (ii) of this
section the same weight as the factor described in paragraph (a) (3)

of this section. The following chart illustrates how the Secretary
assigns points. for the above factors:

Percentile
Rank

(a)(2)(i)

99.5 50

99 50
98 49
-- --
-- --
2 1'

1 0

0 0

, (a) (2) (ii) (s) (3)

50 0

_50 1

49 2

-- --

-- --

1 95
0 99
0 100

. 4
(c) In order to be designated an eligible institution an applicant
must score a combined total of points (all three factors) according
to the institutions classification as listed below:

2-year public without dorms points
2-year public-with_dorms points
2-year private points
4-year public points
4-year private points

To assist institutions in determining eligibility the Sectetary
included the following three tables:

I 5
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Part B - Special Needs Program

Points for Substantial Percentage of Title IV Recipients

Based on 79-80 Data'

Points Percentages Poipts Percentages

0 0 25
1 1 26 26

2 2 27 27

3 3 28 28

4 4 29 29
5 5 30 30

6 6 31 31
. 7 7 32 32

8 8 33 33

9 9 34 34

10 10 35 35

11 11 36 36

12 12 37 37

13 13, 38 38

14 14 39 3D

15 15 40 40

16 16 41 41

17 17 42 42

18 18 43 43

19 19 44 .

20 20 45 45

21 21 46 46

22 22 47 47

----2-3___ 23 48 48

24 -- 24 49
50

49
50

------_,

Note: The substantial percentage figure for each classification
of institution will have to be determined,



Points

25

47
48
49'
50
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Part B - Special Needs PrOgram

Points for Average Title IV Grant Awards

Based on 79-80 Data

2-year public colluges 2-_year private colleges

Without dorms With dorms

NOTE: The national averages for each classification of institution
will have to be determined. The national averages should be
given 25 points.
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6301 Kukwoodl0vd 6.11Y,
P 0 Box 2068

C404111aim0 I. 52406

13191398 5411

September I, 1981

The Honorable Carl O. Perkins
Tte gnited States House of Representatives
2328 Rayburn House Office Building

Washington 0.C. 2051$

sear Congressman Perkins:

I am writing in regard to the proposed rules and regulations for the Insti-

tutional Aid Program, Title III of the Educational Amendments of 1980.

It has been our experience that rost proposed educatiooal rules become final

with tew changes. Therefore, it is important for the general public to be

able to understand the exact effect that the proposed rdies will have. This

is not possible in the case of the proposed Title III rules. In order to

comment intelligently, most colleges in the United States must have more

information than was issued in the Federal Register on July 20, 1981 (beginning

on page 37410).

we feel that the proposed rules are unclear, incomplete and in some cases,

misrepresentative of the intent of Congress. Either these proposed rules

were issued too soon, or the Title III office is withholding information so

that no one will comment on 'them.

it shoald also be noted that the federal Register announcement did not mention

any public hearings. Previously, revisions of this magnitude have always in-

Ciuded at least Washington D.C. hearings.

Ordinarily we would not contact you directly on this matter, but we have

learned that the Title III office plans to prepare all eligibility forms and

application information Da;ed on che proposed rules. If these regdlattons

rc.ain as written, most colleges that are funded in the next proposed cycle

witl most likely te funded for a 3 to 7 year period. If this Is the intent

o' Congress, It is imcerative that these regulations recelie a full, public

reviv.4 prior tO their 1-pler'entation.

Enoiosed,please find various comments on specific sections of the proposed

regulations unIess they are thanged to more accurately reflect Congressional

intent, these regulations will nave a prohibitive impact on present "developing

institutions'.

.c 0J?
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The Title III Program has been a godsend for many postsecondary institutionS
in this country. This is not the time to so drastically alter its direction.

We look forward.to your assistance in this effort and sincerely appreciate
your,consistant support of quality education 111 the United States.

Kindest personal regards,

del---frae/
Dr. Bill F. Stewart
President n

,

cc - Mr. Dale Parnell, Executive,Director .

American Association of Coymunity and Junior Colleges

-.Mr. Bill Meardy, Executive Director
Association of Community College Trustees

*Sadao/
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Comment No. 1.

Our knterpretation of the Congressaonal intent to create two

separate programs is that they should serve two different needs.

The House Bill (Part A) establashed two categories of "strengthening
institutions grants": a 1-3 year (renewable) and a 4-7 year
(non-renewable). &The Senate Bill (Part D) established a short-term,

1-5 year program, to assist institutions with special needs.

4
However, the proposed Part B regulations state that grants
authorized for 1-5 years shall be called "long-term development

grants". The definition of long-ferm development grants (the
same as Part A) says theyare non-renewable.

Thc result would be to pruhibat.instatutions from participating in
Part A if they ever receive a Part B grant other than for planning

purposes. They would be prohibited from ever receiving another
Part B grant as well, and would, in effect, be removed from the

program. This was not the intent of Congress (see attaqhment1).
_
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Attachment A

Educ. Amendment's of '80(PL96-374) Proposed Rules and Ilezdations

Part B - Duration of gra'nt - Sec.323

The Secretary may make a grant to any
' institution with special needs under
this part for a period of not more
than five years. A grant to enhance
planning capabilities of an institution
sshall not exced one.year.

.

Part B - Program Purpose - Sec. 321
4

(a) The purpose of this'part is to
provide for a program of short-term
Federal assistance to strengthen the
planning, management, and fiscal
capabilities of institutions with
special needs.

91424 0-412---9

I m 1 Toole rams..40 au spatial
mods program,

Under thr Spm.tal Needi PWIttarri tb'e
Semi 4ly. saliirtt In Ins prey lawn of 34
CFR 424 3$. w

(e) Planning vents for a penod of one
year. and

(b)(1)Lonsiterm development vents
for a pertod of one to five year& or

0) Lon,Sterrn des elopment trent, for
a period of one to four years. In the case
of an Institution that has previously
maked a pianninssrant under No
DMUSM

S..r,")

1014 Delrallm spay Wm.
losinvimnot Ald Programa.

"Short.t arm vanr nuns a narrewi
purpple renewable development pant
dealsned to help an institution ot group
of instdutions move toward self. F

eufficiency.
nxir; term ssenr means a broad.

purpose. non renewable development
srant &signed 1 entble s, institution
or group ef Initiltation Jo a cMave self.
sufficiency by the end f the wad
pedod.

"Renewable tronr meats a short.
term pint foe %bleb en Institution moy
reapply,

424 20 Limitation on 4424cat $

An institution that has am. cd a
Ions Ich development sr,Ra rt,..y not
apply for another load under this pa.?
Mitt r idually or as pad of a
coopertivr ar.ingement
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Attachment D

,

Suggested Rewrite for Sec. 626.10 Types of grants under the
special needs program.

Under the Special Needs Program the Secretary, subject to
the provision of 34 CFR 624.35, awards---

, n

(a),Planning grants for a period of one year; and

(b) (1) Short-term development grants for a period of one
to five years; or .

(2) Short-term development grants for a period of one
. to four years, in the case of an institution that

has previously received a planning grant Uhder
this program.

Suggested Rewrite for Sec. 626.20 Limitation on applications

An institution that has received a short-term development
grant may reapply for another grant under this part, either
indiyidually or as part of a cooperative arrangement.

f



Comment No. 2.

119

f GUM Typos et grants.

The Seuelary awards two principal,
types of gronIs under the InAilutional
Aid Progiimc

(a) Planning grarrls. alp described In
i 624 II.

(b) DivalopmentgranIs. is &ionised
In f 124 IL

.c

WOO

The legislation under Part A and Part 13 states "the Secretary may
,, award grants...in order to assist such an institution to plan,

develop, or Implement activities..." Why aren't there three types
of grants: planning grants, development grants and implementation
gi.ants?

It sounds like the Department of Education is saying thaethere is
no money for implementation, only money for planning and development.
Does the Department of Education consider implementation to be part

of development? If soe the regulations should state it that way.

0 ..

rc

c.
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Comment No. 3.

120

424 23 applications ter grants under
coverativ. orrar.omenis.

(4)Tn apply for grant under thy
Strengthening Program or the Siam IA
Nesd. Program. the participating
Institutions in couperativ,e
II era ngemen t shall submit a single.
collective application that Includes

(ti The Information required In 34 CPR
e 624 21: and

(2) The names of the Institutions
participating In the cooperative
arrangement.

(b)(1)Development grant: The
applicrtion for a development guns
under a cooperativa arrangement shall.
01 Explain the relationship of the

activities for which funding is requested-to
(A) The long range plan of each

participating institution; and
(13)113 a cthities each participating

Institution carried out or Is carrying out
under shorbterm developirent grant. If
any. awarded previously under the
Strengthening Program

Ulf Explain the rationale fOr each
participating institution's decision to
request funds to Carry oat activities to
achieve seitsufficiency as part of a
cooperative arrangement rather than
Individually; and

(ill) Identify the activities included in
any other application the mope:atty,
arrangement or any participating
Institution is submitting tor fudding in
the same fiscal year under the
Institutional Aid Programs.

(2) An application may not Include
any activity that duplicates. In whole or
part, an activity that was funded
previously under the Institutional Aid
Programs.

(c) Planning sant. The application for
planning grant under a cooperative

rrangemenrshall explain the rationale
for each participating institution's
decision to request funds to develop, as
appropriate. Its application or Its lent
range plan as part of a cooperative
arraneement rather than individually.

(b) (2) We agree with the restriction in B (2), but feel it should

also apply to all Title III grants, not just to cooperative arrange-

ment grants.

1 2
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Comment No. 4.

1114.34 Grants under cooperative
arrangements

(a) In considering applications from
institutions that propose to carry out
projects under a cooperative
arrangement. the Secretary gives
priority to those applications that the
Secretary determines are

(1) Geographically sound: and
(2) Economically sound.

IblThe Secretary determines tHat a
cooperative arrangement is

(10Geographically sound based on the
proximity of the participating
Institutions: and

(I Economically sound if participating*
institutions demonstrate that--
(4 There Is no duplication of effort

among participating institutions: and
(d) Each activity proposed in the

application will be carried out more
efficiently and effectively at less cost
than would be possible if each
pa rticips tin institution were awarded a
grant Individually.

(c)The Secretary considers each
participating institution in a cooperative
arraegement to be a separate grantee for
purposes of this part.

Questions:

Section 624.34 (a) states "the Secretary gives priority" and the
legislation states "the Secretary shall give priority." What
exactly does this mean? Will the Secretary give priority to cooper-
ative arrangements over all other applications? If so, will more
points be given during evaluations? This needs to be clarified.

Section 624.34 (c) considers an institution participating in a
cooperative arrangement to be a separate grantee. By doing this,
the Department of Education is discouraging all institutions from
participating in such arrangements. The way the regulations have
been proposed, Institutions will not be able to receive their own
grant, if they participate in a cooperative arrangement. Why was
the Cohgressional intent not followed? The legislation says "The
Secretary may make grants to encourage cooperative arrangements..."
There is nothing in the proposed regulations to encourage anyone
to participate in cooperative arrangements. Everything in the
regulations discourages participation.

126



Comment No. 5.

Comment A

122

s is/Oration at
/OneS. n ry devgnales

InPitunon bight e edurdion or e
br.och cantoo . as ettgtble to he
coninieted rot J pant unJer the
Strengthening (Yvan tr
kW It sati,fir. the brisk institutionll

ettpinItty retruttements in 31 Chlt 61
12n4M Jr est 3$ percent of in

undenaroduate students who were
nrolled is e frsimr tte stUd011s
1111l1 were eligdste to apply rut RS

Ctants in the lute year fawned NH
Crania in that )eara wnd

(14 The Srewtety dr it min.& th.1 the
tAt rept 15 (I Cunt received Py Ile
students in the base )em was greater
then the . serage r.n Grant rereived by

oumparebk inslitulienr in
that )can: end

(3) The Secretary detcnninea that the
average educational und ventral /SAC)

penthme pm full limo qui...km
JIM undergraduate student in the base
year was kss than the over.% EaC
expenditure pet EYE undergradu.te
student al institutions that oiler sf miler
Instrvelloti.

(h) In determining instaultonal
r1Vbility. the Secrstary sixes the
favors deacnbed In pdragraphs (On (I)
tend (II) ot this aection doable the weight
Out Secretary ghat the facto( ancribed

Ntati*PhIONof 1b6 section,

Was it the intent of Congress that an institution must have (1) more

than a specific percentage of Pell grant enrollment, and (2) be above
the national average on Pelf grants and (3) be below the national

average of EiG per.FTE to qualify for Part A?

The legislation refers to "substantial percentage", but does not say

it must be a fixed percent. We suggest the development of a points
scale so that the higher its percentage, the more points an institu-

tion will receive. One possible approach is attached. (Attachment C.)

The law states that the average Pell grant must be "hlgher when

compared with" such grants in similar institutions. We suggest the
development of a points scale so that the higher the percentage, the
more points an institution will receive. (Again, see Attachment C.)

Comment B

One extremely important point is that two-year public comrunity colleges

cannot be compared as a total group, because students at coneges with
dorms have a much higher Pell grant award than students at colleges

;TEEREdorms.

Comment C

We have been told by Title III staff informally, that the office plans

to ignore the double weight factors because it says it is impossible-

to come up with the scales. We disagree--they can be developed. This

section of the legislation should not be ignored.

127
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Attachment C

Suggested Rewrite for Sec. 625.2 Designation of eligibility

(a) The Secretary designates an institution of higher education
or a branch campus as eligible to be considered for a,grant
under the Strengthening Program if---

(1) It satisfies the basic institutional eligibility
requirements in 34 CFR 624.2;

(2) (i) It has an enrollment which includes
a substantial percentage of students receiving
Pell Gran4 in the base year. The Secretary
assigns points to the institution on a scale of
0-100 points on the basis of the number of Pell
Grant recipents per FTE unlergraduate student.
The points awarded are based on4the institutions
percentile ranking when compared to all other
similar institutions.

7

-I(ii)The average Pell Grant received by its students
in the base year was high in comparison with the. 4

average Pell Grant received by students at
comparable institutions in that year. The Secretary
assigns points to the institution on a scale 6f
0-100 points. The points awarded are based on the
institutions percentile ranking when compared to
all other similar instutions.

(3) It has an average educational and general(E&G)
expenditure per full-time equivalent(FTE) undergraduate
student in the base year that was low when compared to
the average at infititutions that offer similar instruction.
The Secretary assigns 0-100 points to the institution
reflecting the instutition's position on the percentile
scale when compared to the same averages of all other
institutions that offer similar instruction.

(b) In determining institutional eligibility, the Secretary
gives the factors described in paragraphs (a)(2)(i) and (ii)
of this section double the weight of the factor described in
paragraph (a) (3) of this section. The following chart illustrates
how the Secretary assigns points for the above factors:

Percentile
Rank

(a) (3) (a) (2) (i) (a) (2) (ii)

99.5 0 100 100
99 1 98 98
98 2 96 9!
-- - --
_- - -- _-

2 98 4 4

1 99 2 2
0 100 0 $

(c) A total of 150 pointe--the combined tctal of all three 151413r4r.r
means the inutitution meets the eligibility requirowntil tilt
strengthening program.

---
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Comment No. 6.

12434 Senetel
(s) Using the procedvase In 34 a-

ti24.30. the Secretary evlueles
applitatinne foe

()) Planning grants on the bests of the
crittam In 34 CFR 424 31: ond

(2) Development grants on he basis of
the, ultetie In 34 CFR 424.32 ant: 1524 33.

(b) In the cme of applications for
development grants. the Secretary gives
special consideration I. applicants that
propust to carry out the activities
described in 34 CFR 424.13(6).

124

i In 13 AftwoMseelvlass,
(a) Thit Secretary award' grants undo.

the (nstitutional Aid Programs to assist
eligible Institutions to plan. develop, of
implement activities that the Seavtary
determines are hkely to enable the
Institution to become mlf.sufficient.

(b) The following type. of
development activities are allowable:

(1) Development of faculty.
(2) Management of funds and

administrative management.
(3) Development and Improvement of

*cadmic Program
(1) Ai'quisition of equipment for use in

strengthening management of funds and
la strengthening academic programs.

(5) joint use of facilities each as
libraries and laboratories.

(I) Student services.

Questions:

Sec.625.30 (b) says "the Secretary gives special consideration"

and the legistation says "Special consideration shall be given."

What does special consideration mean? Does it mean more points
for applications addressing any of the 6-activities listed in

Sec. 624.13? If so, this should be mentioned in the sections

dealing with evaluation criter,i.a for proposals. If not, what

special consideration will be given and how will it be

administered?

129 -
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Comment No. 7.

42s 3t fundaig ay./doughty.

(a) U auffkient high quality
applications MY received. the Seuelary
makes available. for any fiscal year. the
faowmm'

(1)For awards to junior or community
colliers. not kis than 24 percent or the
funds appropriated under this program

(2) Fut awards for longterm
deselopment grants, not less than zs
pvtco nt of the funds approprtsted under
this piogram.

(h) Far h year the Secretary announces
ibinohh a nolo e in the Federal
Regkler

(1)Thr amount of funds that will be
acid to fund longterm development
giants under this program; and

(2) The maximum amount of funds
that the Sncretary may award to
grant. e that year for each type of grant
available under this program.
(20 SC. tome)

I 626 3 t funding availability.
(.1 Ir sufficient high.quality

applications are teethed. the Set friary
makes available. for any fiscal year, the
following-

(1) For awards to Junior or community
colleges with special needs, not less'
thin 30 percent of the funds
appropriated under this program

(2) For ahards to institutions with
spel ial nerds that base historically
served substantial numbers of black
students. not less than 50 pvtu.n1 or the
amount rccehed by those institutions
under the Strengthening Developing
Institutions Program (SDIP) for fiscal
year 1079. This amount is approximately
$27.000.1300 dollars.

(b) The Secretary considers
institutions that have historically served
substantial numbers of black students to
be those Identified by the National
Center for Fducation Statistics in Its
publication entitled 'Traditionally Black
Institutiuns: A Profile and an
Insto utionst Directory.

lc) Eat h sea the Secretary announces
through a notice in the Federal Register
the minimum amount of funds that thi"
Secretary may award to a grantee that%
year for each type of grant ac olable
under this program.

(20 Ii SC. Mak)

Questions:

The Regulations say "If sufficient high-quality applications are
received". The legislation says "the Secretary shall make available".
The Department of Education does not have the powe. to change "shall"
to "if".

The Department of Education should tell everyone at the outset, what
the maximum level of funding will be for each type of grant. This

- 4 information shpuld have been made known before proposed regulatioqs
were published.

5'

1 3
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Comment No. 8.

152a 2 INee *tenon St erlaUltty.
lel The Secretary desig isles an

institution of higher edinatnni ot
branch campus a. aligeble In Ike
craleakeanl for grata unikr the Spacial
Need:Program 5r

co(il it sail sfic s the basic institutional
etiphihty requirements in 34 CFR 624 2.
and

In the case of a branch campus. It
is kxatad in a community different from
that in which its parent Institution Is
located.

RIO) At least 3$ percent of its
undergraduate students who were
enrolled as at least half time students
and wens eligible to epply for Pell
Crusts fit the base year received Pell
Grants in gist veer:

(u) Al least 35 percent oUts
undergraduate students who were
enrolled as et least halTtirne students
Ind werieligible to apply for student
finesmal assistance under one mote
of the Campus Based program
(Supplemental Educational oppbrtanlly
Grants Program. National Direct Student
loan Program, and College Week Study
Program) la the base year tt ceiVed
assistance under the Campus Dosed
programs in that peso *nd

sComment

a

fuel The Secretary determines that
1 he average Pell Crao, rev. scad

by Its students In the burp year Vial
green r than the average NI Grunt 0.
Int eivej by students al Colby if.tb/1
unsIdullivlis in that yea.; and

(ill The a teragemoutit of OsiastanCe
meet iverl by its students In the base year
under the CAropus Based pr igr.uiii. was
watt r thon the verage amount of
assittence received by students under
those programs al tonoperable
institutions in that year:

(31 The Secretary determines that the
outlaw educational and general IFIJII
expenditure per full.time equivalent
WTEI undergraduate student In the base
year was less than the average EiG
expendature per ETE undergraduate -
student at Institutions that oiler similar
instruction:and

(Olt has an enrollment of at least HO
FTE students during the academic year
la which It applies for designation.

04 In determining the eligibility of an
testittition. the Secretary roes the
factors desuibed in paragraph 10(2) of
this section the same weight the
Secretary gives the factor described in
paragraph (43) of this section

The legislation for Part A and Part B both say "substantial percentage

of students receiving..." How can Part A be 35% and Part B 70%?

If there has to be a specific percentage,
it should'be the same for

both Parts. After all, it was the Intent of Congress to have Part B

be available for more institutions than Part A.

Title III staff should have published the total eligibAity requiremonfs,

as they will be sent to colleges, so that each institution will be

able to determine specific impact. The Department should not wait

until after the comment period is over to inform everyone.

All questions listed under Sec. 625.2 (Comment f5) also apply to this

section.

e
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Comment No. 9.

. 127

Mt It Alkowsb4Kthltns.
(a) Nanning grants may be used only

to des ethyl a tong tonge plan as
descnbed tn 34 CFR lo:4

(b) Des elopmen( grants mAy be used
only lo carry out the 441.Ites listed m
34 CFR 1Z4 13(h)

,

Comment

Planning,grants can be used for developing a long-range plan and/or
developing an application under Part A, "Strengthening Institutions
Programs". Such grants can only be used for developing a long-range
plan under Part B,, "Special Needs Programs". The legislation for
Part B does not say it canfiot be used for development and application.

\\

0,

134.,

A
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Comment No. 10.

CHM Cost shadow
The Secretsry pa). the rntitc Cost of

any grnnt for the firsetso ) ears of
.ssistonce under this program. After
that the Seatury pays

Nwly percent of the cost in the
third 0..r.

(b) Mighty pertont of the romi In the
(north )ear, ond

seyrnly porconl of tin. (Ant m the
fifth yew..

IsettS C loon

Comment

(7

Can the Institutional matching requirement for year 3, tr and 5 be

Inkind contributions? If so, this section sLould so itate.

1 :3 3
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Comment No. 11.

129

I 427 30 Evalu4114.401Appkcat4os.

(411.14.g Ihe puma du.. in 34 CFR
IAN 30.11.qh411 f I 1.iy r4..14.41e4

16.1.miltd114,4M,:14
1034 UR I.:4_3?,..suI 14433

(4) In attotiltnizools unclu 1111s port.
the Sem Loy ghts ;at h ft me 10
pplorrIkons km in4111oloons 0141 ate
tsctiving. or h.ttc it tem d. rant 4 tinder
the SltenglIn Mac Prusr4m or Special

C. Needs Program

(DAIS C IOW

Comment

What does the phrase, "the Secretary gives preference to applications"
-mean? .

.
a

If it mea' ns that the Secretary will award more points, will "bonus"
points be given? If so, the number of points should be included in
the evaluation criteria section of the Regulations.

e
s

..
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Comment No. 12.

Comments and Concerns about the Self-Sufficiency Emphasis

The legislation refers tr self-sufficiency in Part A and Part D

(Seetttachment D).

Part A implies that through the stiength'Cning program institutions

should:

-increase the4r self-sufficiency and
-strengthen their capacity to make a substantial contribution.

Part D implies that.institlione proposals should:

-provide for institutional self-sufficiency and
-provide for institutional growth.

We guest.ion the extraorainary emphasis on self-sufficiency in the
proposed Regulations (see Attachmert E).

Quest,ons:

why is "selt-sufficiency" emphasized so much more than "strengthening
their capacity" and 'providing for instatutional growth"?

Does Con4ress agree with the de!inition of "self-sufficient"
(Section 624.6) ? How many institutions in the United States wall
really not survive without funding under this prggram? Bow will the
Secretary know a self-sufficient institutIon when he/she sees one?
Will the term "self-sufficiedt" beLome as vague as the term"developing
institution" has over the last 15 years?

The legislation says "to'Rcrease their self-sufficiency". The
Regulations often menti..n to become or to achieve self-suffi,ciency".
Why do the Regulations demand total self-sufficiency when the
legislation refers to "increased"?

Is self-sufficiency supposed to relate to Fart B--Special Needs
Program and to Part C--Challenge Grant Program? There ig no mention
of self-sufficiency in these parts of the legislation.

1.35
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Legislation Referencing S-If-Skifficiencv

Part A°- Strengthening Institutions

Attachment D

Sec. 311 (a) The Secretary shall carry out a program, in
accordance with this part, to improve the academic guality,
instibutional management, and fiscal stability bf eligible
Institutions, in order to increase their self-sufficiency
and strengthen their capacity to make a substantial contribution
to the higher education're-ources of the nation.

Part D7 General Provisions

Sec. 341 (b) An institut,ion, in its applifmtion for a grant, shall
(1) set forth, or describe how,it will develop,
comprehensive development plan to strengthen the
institution'', academic quality and institutional
managemOnt, and,otilerwise provide ftr institutional
self-sufficiency and growth.,.;

e
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Attachment E

Re ulations Referencing Self-Sufficiency

624.1 (a) to become self-sufficient

NO'

624.6 Definitions
Self-Sufficient
Long-term.Grant
Short-term Grant.

624.12 Development Grant
to,mové toward or achieve self-sufficiency

624.13 : Allowable activities
to become self-sufficient

624.22

624.23

624.30

624.32

624.33

624.35

624.41

625.1

626.1

627.1'

Long-Range Plan
strategy for achieving self-sufficiency

Aprlications.for grants under cooperative arrAgements
to achieve self-sufficiency

General evaluation of applications
'.to achieve self-sufficiency

Long-range plan to achieve self-sufficiency
(a) long range plan provides for self-sufficiency
(a) (1) moving toward self-sufficiency
(a) (2) becoming self-sufficient
(b) (1) inhibit it from becoming self-sufficient

Contribute to the achievement of self-sufficiency

prevent the institution from achieving or sustaining
self7sufficiency

to become self-sufficient A,

to become self-suffieient

to become self-sufficient

to become self-sufficient
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Comment No. 13.
. . tt

133

Commen-s and Concerns About the Long-Range Planning Emphasis

Most of the legislation refers to eh; fact that Institutions need
help.in long-range planning. It also refers to the ! Jt that institu-
tions may Use funds to plan, to strengthen planning capabilities, to
enhance planning capabilities or to assist institutions in the pre-
paration.of plans (see Attachment F).

Insthe legislation, the only mandate for planning is in Sec. 341,
which referenCes "a comprehensive plan".

Does the comprehensive plan relate to plans for the implementation of
the activities proposed in the application? Does the comprehensive
plan mean that,every institution must haVe a detailed, long-range
plati?

The way the proposed regulations ate written, every institution without
a long-range plan will have to apply for a one-year planning grant.
All other institutions will be funded for 3 years, 5 years, or 4-7
years. After the institutions f.lish their one-year planning grants,
there will be very few dollars avaklable for development grants
because those monies will have been committed--unless Congress
appropriates additional funds. Was this the intent of Congress?

1 as
91-625 0-82--10

^
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Attachment F

Legislation Referencing Planning

Sec. 301 (a) The Congress finds that
(2) the problems relate to

...tne management and fiscal operations of certain
institutions

.,.an inablility to engage in
....long-range planning
....recruitement activitilas, and
...development activities

Sec. 311 (b) award grants...in order to assist such institutions
to plan, develop, or implement activities

Sec. 313 (c) Notwithstanding subsection (a), the Secretary may
award a grant to an ell,gible institution under
this part for a period of one year for the purpose
of assisting such institution in the preparation
of plans and applications under this part.

Sec. 321 (a) The purpose of this part is to provide for a
program of short-term Federal assistance to
strengthen the

...planning capabilities

...management capabilities, and

...fiscal capabilities

Sec. 321 (b) may make grants...to plan, develop, or implement
activities consistent with the purpose of this part.

Sec. 322 (10) inadequate development offices and a -limieed

capacity for long-range planning.

Sec. 323 A grant to enhance thc planning capabilities of an
institution shall not exceed one year.

Sec. 341 (b) An institution, in its application for a grant, shall--

(1) set forth, or describe how it will develop, a
comprehensive development plan tc. strengthen the
institution's academic quality and institutional
management, and otherwise provide for institutional
self-sufficiency and growth(including measurable
objectives for the institution and the Secretary to
use in monitoring the effectiveness of activities

under this title):
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Mr. BLAKEY. Mr. Zuniga.

STATEMENT OF ROBERTO ZUNIGA, COORDINATOR, SPECIAL
SERVICES TO DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS AND BILINGUAL
EDUCATION, EAST LOS ANGELpS COMMUNITY COLLEGE, AND
ON BEHALF OF THE HISPANIC HIGHER EDUCATION COALITION
Mr. ZUNIGA. My name is Roberto Zuniga. I am former director of

the institutional development program, and presently serve as co-
ordinator of special services to disadvantaged students and for bi-
lingual education at East Los Angeles Community College. I am
here on behalf of the Hispanic Higher Education Coalition which is
an organization of 13 Hispanic organizations, specifically address-
ing the needs of Hispanics in higher education.

We address such issues as access, retention, opportunities for pro-
fessional development, and institutional representation.

Specifically with regard to title III, there are some things which I
think that the subcommittee and those making decisions need to be
aware-of with regard to the needs of Hispanics.

In the 1970s, a number of Hispanic students entered higher edu-
cation. For example, in our institution we have an increa,e from
approximately 33 percent to about 67 percent of the institution
which is now Hispanic. The influx has made the institution face
some problems which they were not prepared to deal with and
we're apparently not dealing with them because in the overall pic-
ture we are not moving Hispanics from the 2-year institutions that
most of them are attending to the 4-year institutions, into graduate
and professional programs.

At the present time, there is no extensive network of historically
Hispanic colleges comparable to the black colleges. Therefore we
need to focus on those institutions where the students are enrolled
and to take the opportunity we have in the, title III program to
help those institutions move into the mainstream of higher educa-
tion in order to improve the whole picture of education for His-
panics.

There is an apparent problem with the title III rogram in that
the title III staff has no Hispanic employees. A closer examination
of this concern revealed that there has not been an Hispanic full-
time staff member on their staff since 1977. Considering the impor-
tance of this program, it seems important to have such personnel
and the program is not setting a good example in operating the

'program for addressing the needs of Hispanics and for developing
the sensitivity and knowledge to their needs.

Let me go on to some of our recommendations. The Hispanic
Higher Education Coalition supports the intent and spirit of the
title HI law as reauthorized in 1980 by Congress. However we have
serious reservations over the regulations as submitted by the De-
partment of Education. In particular we believe that the regula-
tions proposed regarding the determination of institutional eligibil-
ity are unduly restrictive and would eliminate many institutions
serving Hispanic and other low-income students from consideration
for the institutional aid programs support.

Our college is one of the institutions that has graduated, yet we
still need some help. in meeling the needs of Hispanic students in

I 4
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uur institution, spt_cifically in some of the ways in which we have
been using title 411 funds.

Institutional faculty redevelopment is one of those areas and
there are other things. However, we are no longer eligible because
of the requirement as established when the average Pell grant cri-
terion came in, basically because our institution, as many commu-
nity colleges, does not charge tuition. Therefore, because of that,
our students tend not to get large grants. Also there is another
phenomenon which is in our institution. Our students prefer to
work because of the cost of living. It is not met by the Pell grant
program. It is therefore to their advantage to work instead of apply
for grants.

We are in a situation where we have a large percentage of low-
income students which is not reflected by the Pell grant formula.
We have examined Senator Denton's proposed technical amend-
ments on this issue and we agree that they will improve the target-
ing of title III. We are supportive of Senator Denton's first two
amendments which would delete the requirement for a high aver-
age student. financial aid award as a criteria for institutional aid
programs eligibility.

Although only four of the 1979 Hispanic title III program col-
leges hay e graduate programs, we would also support Senator Den-
ton's fourth amendment which deals with the computation of E
and. G expenses so that Puerto Rican colleges' ability to secure title
HI fundineiwould be enhanced.

I do not want to read any more of what is in my prepared state-
ment. We would like to submit it to the record.

However I would like to say with regard to my experience with
the title III program, that it is important to have a planning re-
quirement, but it must be a requirement which reflects the real
needs of the institutions. I would concur with the gentleman who
proposed that it be tied to an institutional plan which is already in
existence rather than going on to another one.

Mr. BLAKEY. Thank you very much. Without objection, the full
text of your testimony will appear In the record of this hearing.

[The prepared statement of Roberto Zuniga follows]
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PREPARED STATEMENT PRESENTED HY ROBEIITO ZLNIGA. COORDINATOR, SPECIAL, SERV-
ICES TO DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS AND BILINGUAL EDUCATION, EAST Los 4NGELES
COLLEGE, FOR THE HISPANIC HIGHER EDUCATION COALITION

gr. Chairman, distinguished Merbezs of the Subcommittee, my name is
Roberto Zuniga. I am Coordinator of Special Services to Disadvantaged
Students and Bilingual Education at East Los Angeles College and I have
had the benefit of five years experience uath Title III programs at my
Institution. I mn most pleased to appaar before you today to speak on
behalf of the Hispanic Higher Education Coalition.

The Hispanic Higher Education Coalition represents 13 national Hispanic
organizations interested in improving educational conditions for their con-
stituencies. As its care purpose the Coalition seeks to increase the par-
ticipation of Hispanics in postsecondary eduration. The Coalition has exten-
sive experience in higher education issues and its merbers have been very
active in seeking to achieve equity and excellence in higher education, spe-
cifically in improving educational opportunities for Hispanic students. These
issued are:

Access

Equal educational access has not been achieved in 4-year and graduate
school institutions. Although Hispanic enrollrents in 2-year institu-
tions show sore promise for the future, transition from community
colleges to 4-year institutions rmaains a major obstacle.

Retention

Graduation rates for Hispanics from high school, 2-year and 4-year
institutions, and graduate schools continue to be low. The problers
of retention and transition for Hispanics through the education system
need to be addressed.

Professional Development

Public and private opportunities geared to increase the professional
development and placement of Hispanics into career-related fields are
limited. This is reflected in the extremely low participation rates of
Hispanic students in graduate and professional schools.

Institutional Reprevtntation

The lack of sufficient Hispanic representation in local, state, and
federal education agencies, educational in:titutions, and federal and
state advisory panels is an unavoidable cosequence of inadequate pro-
fessional development. This hinders effective articulation of our prob-
lems and frustrates the development of srategies to meet our present
and emerging educational needs. Without equitable representation,
educational policies and programs will continue to have limited impact
on Hispanic communities.
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With reference to the Title III program whiCh is being considered at

this hearing, it is important to note that:

- In the 1970's, the number of Hispanics going to college increased

in higher education, but the participation rates have remained at
the same level and Hispanics are still severely underrepresented
in undergraduate, graduate, and professional schools.

- In 1978 nearly half of all Hispanics in college were attending two

year colleges. Fortytwo percent (421) of full time Hispanic stu-
dents were enrolled,in 2 year colleges compared with 23 percent of

whites.

- Hispanics enrolled in postsecondary education are concentrated in

a relatively small number of colleges and universities. Twenty one

institutions enroll ;4% of all Hispanic students on the U.S. main-

, land. When the 34 institutions in Puerto Rico are added, these SS

0 sChools account for 43$ of all U.S. Hispanic students.

- There is no extensive network of historically Hispanic Colleges compa-

rable to those of other pomulations; therefore, our students are enrolled

in majority institutions. It requires additional federal efforts to target

resources upon schools where Hispanics will benefit in order to achieve

the goal to move those colleges into the mainstream of Higher Education.

-- It is immediately apparent that the Title III staff has no Hispanic em-

ployees. A closer examination of this concern revealed that there has

not been an Hispanic full-time staff member on their staff since' 1977.

Central to the purpose of this program is serving minority constituents

in institutions serving such personnel. Yet, the staffing patterns of

this program dre Aut settin* a good example for optimizing the purpose

of the program. particularly for adaressing the needs of Hispanics.

- The participation of Hispanic readers in the Title III program selec-

tion cycle must be improved as well. An inquiry into this aspect of

the program revealed the following information:

Year Percent of Hispanic Readers NuMbers of Hispanics/ Total

1980 8% 11 - 137

1979 7% 11 - 150

1978 ldi Not Available

1:43
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Hispanic participation in Title III since 1972 has been on a limited
basis as reflected on Table 1. In 1980, funds awarded to Hispanic Title III
prograas &moulted to 5 6,9 million. As a result of eveh limited Title III
fUnding, sdhools serving Hispanic students have been able to improve their
academic programs. This support has helped many of these institutions
strmagthen their programs and further develops their institutional capabil-
ities to reach and serve our students.'

The Hispanic Higher Education Coalition supports the intent and spirit
of the Title III law as reauthorized in 1980 by Congress. However we have
serious reservations over the regulations as submitted-by the Department of
Education. In particular we believe that the regulations proposed regarding
the determination of institutional eligibility are tinduly restrictive and
would eliminate many institutions serving Hispanic and other low-Inc:4re
students from consideration for Institutional Aid Programs support.

We have examined Senator Denton's proposed technical amendments on
this issue and agree that they will iraprove the targeting of Title III.
We art supportive of Senator Denton's first two amenchlents which would delete
the reqturement Dor a high average student financial aidnward as a criteria
Dor Lastitutional Aid Programs eligibility.

We are particularly concerned about the effect of Pell Grants upon
Title III, Part A institutional eligibility. A recent financial aid study
by HHEC chair Michael Olivas showed conclusively that Hispanic financial
aid recipients are overwhelmingly reliant upon Pell grants and other federal
aid: over 95$ of Hispanic freshmen students received grants. However,
Hispanic students frequently attend low cost coraniauty colleges, and SO these

institutions do not always qualify for Title III funds. This is particularly
problematic in California, where approximately one-third of all U.S. Hispanic
undergraduates are enrolled.

In recognition of Hispanic students concentration in cornmatity colleges,
Congress Lhanged-the two year college limitation from a ceiling to a floor
of 74%. However, the eligibility criteria as proposed would nullify the clear
intent of Congress on this point.

Although only 4 of the 1979 Hispanic Title III program colleges have
graduate programs, we would also support Senator Denton's fourth amendmeLt ,

which deals with the computation of E & G expenses so that Puerto Rican
colleges'ability to secure Title III funding would be enhanced. Island colleges,
although they are predominantly Hispanic, have not fared well in Title III,
despite the poverty of the island and eligibility for program funds. Again,

the lack of Hispanic Title III staff has been a specific problem for Puerto
Rico, as program officers have limited experience in assisting spanish speaking
professionals. Rollbacks in Pell Grants have seriouSly jeopardized Fterto
Rican college resources, and we encourage the subcommittee to take special
recognition of this situation. Because the tax resources of Puerto Rican are
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lower than those of the mainlard U.S, special legislative considerations

may be in order.

Finally; ue uould support any effort at "grandfathering" previously

eligible Title III oolleges. lhe intent would be to hisure that any

curfently eligible institution would continue to maintain eligibility.

Colleges uho have served disadvmitaged students
deserve support, and Congress

has acknowledged this by its special eligibility ualvers for Spanish speaking

and Indian stLeents. Title III, properly administered, could provide Hispanic

students with strengthened institutional resources.
Its failure to fully reach

Hispanic students could be reversed by erasures we have suggested, and by move

sensitive administration. Dank you for the opportunity to present our views

to you today.

Table i - Title III fields for Basic and Advanced Institutional Development

awarded to institutions with 20 percent Hispanic enrollment or

more: 1973-1979

Fiscal
Year

Total 1 U.S. 4iin1and2

Amaunt

(3'000's) Percent3

Amount

(3'000's Percent3

Puerto' Rico

Amount

(3'000's Percent3

1973 5 5,776
.

5.3 $4,876 4.4

.

$ 900 0.8

1974 7,432 6.8 6,177 5.6 1,255 1.1

1975 7,946 7.2 6,501 5.9 1,445 1.3

1976 6,346 5.8 5,061 4.6 1,285 1.2

1977 8,568 7.8 6,952 6.3 1,616 1.5

1978 5,886 S. 4,165 3.8 1,611 1.5

1979 10,253 8.8 7,462 6.4 2,791 2.4

1Program in Title III for institutions with approximately 20 percent Hispanic
enrollment or more.

2Fifty States and District of Colmbia

3Percent of total Title III funds appropriated.

NCTE.- Details may not add to totals because of rounding.
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Education,

Bureau of Higher and Oantinuing Education Factbook: Simmary of Program

Information through Fiscal .Year 1978 and staff report for Fiscal Year

1979 data.

In Fiscal Year 1980 Title III funded 24 institutions that serve
Hispanics for a total of 5 6,926,536.
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Mr. BLAKEY. We have time for one question. Concerning the con-
sortium problem, as I understand it, it forces a school to choose to
be on a consortium or to pursue an individual grant in part B. s.A

They are subsequently precluded, if they are in a consortium from
part B eligibility. Does your reading of the statute make that appli-
cable to part A, the first part of part A, the 3-year as well as the 4-
year and 7-year grants?

Mr. STEWART. Yes, part B is the long-term. That causes the
major problem. But the amount of money which is available under
the part A in the short-term ls of grave concern to us. The consor-
tium arrangementswhen you have to make that choice, it might
be possible for the school to get as much as $600,000 a year on an
individual grant, whereas on a consortium, our consortium has
been at about $1.2 million, serving 104 colleges. That means we
spend about $10,000 a college. Which are you going to choose? Are
you going to choose to try to get something for an individual col-
lege at $600,000 or are you going to help 104 colleges?

We have consistently at Kirkwood tried to help the 104 colleges,
of which about 25 or 26 we serve every year. We have done some
very exciting things with it, at a $10,000 cost. But if you give us a
choice of which we would, prefer, I think it becomes self-evident.
_Mr. BLAKEY. If my memory of philosophy and logic is accurate,

that is called the momentum forced option.
Mr. STEWART. There are going _to be a lot of colleges which are

small which do not have the fdphistication to get one of these
grants and wilt, not apply becaUse they do not have some of the
kind of help coming through the consortia. You will not see those
people here for those grants and some of those colleges are the
ones who have the greatest needs. If the consortia disappear, they
will have no chance te get title III money. That will be a grave in-
justice undei this system.

Mr. BLAKEY. Thank you, Jenny.
Ms. VANCE. L have notliing right now.
Mr. BLAKEY. I would like to thank both of you fdr being here

today.
We will adjourn now subject to the call of the Chair. I think we

will pursue the Chairman s suggestion, after I discuss this with
Miss Vance. We will be in touch with everyone vTho has offered
himself to join this group. We will try to get in touch with the De-
partment and put together a meeting as :soon as we possibly can.

I will now adjourn the hdaring.
[Whereupon, the subcommittee was adjourned, subject to the call

of the Chair, at 12:42 p.m.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington, D.C., November 20, 1981.
Hon. PAUL SIMON,
Chairman. Subcommittee on Post-Secondary Education,
Washington. D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN. May 1 respeLtfully request that the attached testimony from
Dr. Edward H. Wilson, Jr., President, Roanoke-Chowan College, be included in the
offiLial hearing record of the Higher Education Act of 1965 as amended.
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Thank you for your attention to this request, and with every good wish, I am
Sincerely, WALTER B. JONES.

Attachment.
ROANOKE-CHOWAN TECHNICAL COI.LEGE,

Ahoskie, NC., October 26, 1.981.

I am writing this testimony as the president of a small community college in
North Carolina which has been fortunate enough to be a user of Title III (Institu-
tional Aid and formerly Strengthening Developing Institutions) funds We have
worke,d extremely hard to develop fundable proposals under this program because
the types of students that we serve just happen to be the kinds that the program
can and should serve.

Our schoo! was founded in 1967 in an extremely poor rural area of Northeaster
North Carolina. Since its inception the school has served people who are living in
severe area that is characterized by rural isolation, who have an income level that
is significantly lower than the state and national averages, and who hold an aca-
demic level of educational attainment that olsois continually-belm state 'anchia-

- The pgpultition is -60 percent black and 40 percent white as is the
school population. lJnemployment stays between two and three percentage points
above the state average. We do-not consider this a detriment but a challenge to our
job.

Unfortunately, because of the unique needs of the people, the state funding
system does not provide enough to start up special programs that are needed for
these educationally and econoinically disadvantaged students The funding system
will provide for programs after start up by, its earn-back provisions We simply could
not meet many of the needs of these "forgotten" students without external re-
sources, including Title III.

Since we received funding four years ago, our school has been greatly improved
and in turn our students more adequately served. We were able to develop a com-
prehensive counseling program which provided many of the support services the
students needed from the time they first enrolled until they were placed on the job
We also were able to improve the management of our financial aid and student
services with.these funds.

Disadvantaged students are often not prepared for post-secondary education from
an academic standpoint. We were able to start a developmental education prograin
which provides the more basic skills in reading, English, mathematics and study
skills. Our retention of these high risk students has doubled by providing them
more skills which they can use to cope with their quest for an education

The Title III funds have given us the start-up funds for improving the academic
offerings of the college in another way. We started a nursing education options pro-
gram whch provides the training for both practical nurses and registered nurses
This program is a costly one which also was demanged by the local area to the point
where It had to be offered no matter what. Title III provided the start-up funds that
allowed us to develop the currictilum and begin instruction Without our having to
close down other needed programs. When the program was evaluated for accredita-
tion by the North Carolina State Board of Nursing, it received commendations and
full accreditation even though It had not graduated its first class This is a rare oc-
currence, and we feel partly the result of the additional start-up funding being
available.

Because of our situation, it is apparent that we have special needs, and it would,
be extremely difficult for "us to serve our student populations without external fund-
ing. Title III is one of the resources we have used.

We have always been ea eligible institution under Title III We have not always
used Title III to support our programs. We are now planning for a strong revision of
our existing curricula. We had hoped that Title III funds would be available as part
of the package to embark on this revision. We, an institution serving poor, educa-
tionally disadvantaged and high numbers of minority students, may not be eligible
under tlie new guidelines. It is difficult to comprehend why certain things are being
pursued as appropriate screening mechanisms. I am particularly concerned about
the provisions on eligibility as related to Pell Grants. We have a very 1,rge number
of inditaduals on Pell Grants (59%). This is not a problem in our school, but in a
number of similar schools (based on the community that is served) in North Caroli-
na the percentage is not as high. As community colleges we reflect the populations
we serve and since we all tend to serve a high number of educationally as well.as a
representatlye number of economically disadvantaged students, it would appear that
a sliding scale would be a more appropriate means of determining eligibility points
(Sections 625.2 626 2. Of great concern is the proposal to assure that the average
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Pell amount exiteeds the inaional a% wage fin the type uf school. In the past we were
4.ategurized as publa tivoy ear Lulleges. The aveiage lb direLtly related tu the cost of
education at these sLhouls. North Carolina Luniniunity lieges have low tuition and
therefore a lower Pell grant award. Other faLturs Judi as residenLry affeLt the size of
this award also. We Lou ld LonLeivably be ineligible fur support with more than half
uf uur btudent, on Pell grants beLause e uffer them low tuition and fees. This does
not seem appropriate to me. (See attadhed tablet)

If these proposed regulations are allowed tu stand, it appears that maybe two uf
the rifty-eight publiL Linuniunity Lo lieges from North Carolina will be ehgible tu
apply fur funding under Title III next year. The colleges in North Carolina have
reLeived nearly 20 grants eaLh year and have been eligible for many other years, It
has been estimated that as many as 75 percent of the two year colleges in the
United States will be ineligible under the proposed regulations. If it is the intent uf
Congreve to serve schools in need uf aid to the point that they ,are threatened in
their abdLty tu bur% o,e. then these institutions should be eligible. Regulations should
nut narrow the iioul of proposers, but should enhance the quality of the proposals
submitted. It IS up to the prograwtaff to assure that the evaluation method pro-
vides the funds for the most needed projects.

Sincerely,
- EDWARD H. WILSON, Jr.,

President.

PELL GRANT AWARD DIFFERENTIAL FOR A TYPICAL 2 YEAR COLLEGE STUDENT BASED ON STATE OF

COLLEGE ATTENDED

Ifor 1.0t stAtit h i PeJ VF1 ehgtday tne fartog On 0 I5 5001

9,3le Tuticn 3nd Nes
fixed costs ta
rose,. bud

tcoks
Cot ol edqule:4 AMM't Pera

trant

North Catolina $143 $1.500 $1,643 $732

South C3roluti 452 1.500 1.952 908

\firma 341 1.500 184! 832

Tenrtssee 319 1,500 1419 832

Coloodo 519 1.500 2.019 932

New Yorly 903 1.500 2.403 1.132

Delaware 529 1500 2.029 932

Georg.) 460 1,500 1.960 882

War* 736 1.500 2236 1.032

M3r/130 542 1,500 2,042 958

Ponsylvarna 723 1,500 2.228 1.032

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington, D.C., Jimmy 25, 1981
MIL PAUL SIMON
Chairman Subcommittee on Posiseeondar:1-Educalion,
Washington, DC

DEAR CONORESSMAN SIMON. Your oftke has re6ently received a copy of the corn
ments made by Mr. Stephen M. Smith L.uncerning the proposed Title III regulations
Mr. Smith is the DireLtur of Development at the &Jutheastern Community College
in Whiteville, North Carolina.

If possible, please see that Mr. Smith's l.ornments are recorded in the Commitiv
hearing text regarding the proposal.

I appreciate your efforts in this in'ea.
With best wishes.

Sincerely,

146'
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SOUTHEASTERN COMMUNITY COLLEGE,
Whiteville, N.C, September 15, 1981.

Re comments on pisposed title III regulations 134 CFR, Parts 621, 625, 626, and 627)

Ms. ALFREDA M, LIEIERMANN,
Chief. Policy and Planning Section, Institutwnal Aid Programs, US Department of

Education, Washington, D.0
DEAR'Ms. LIEBERMANN. The purpose in my letter to you is to officially comment

op the proposed Title III dnstitutional Aid Programs1 Regulations, which began on
page 37470 of the July 20, 1981, Federal Register.

The following are comments on the proposed Title III regulations.

COMMENT NO. 1

Reference: Designation of eligibility. Strengthening program, special needs program,

. frige 1741
We recommend that the Secretary not define a "substantial" percentage of stu.

dents who receive Pell Grants, as "at least 35 percent of its undergraduate students
who were enrolled as at least half-time students and were eligible to apply for'Pell
Grants in the base year received Pell Grants in that year,"

Instead, we recommend ,that the Secretary develop a points scale so that the
higher its percentage of Pell Grant recipients, the more points an institution will
receive. Such a points scale has been effective in past years.

We base our rationale on the basis that thany institutions whichAee been desig-
nated 'developing institutions" for many years, would suddenly be`dOTO-mined

ThI'S fact has been yalidated by a "field test" ..serformed by Dr James H
Young. Dr Young's field pst Involved 20 institutions ft.rom the Southeast, applying
the eligibility criteria st4ed in proposed regulations.

Among the twenty institutions, the mean percentage of Pell Grant recipients was
26 percent. This is significantly less than the 35 percent being proposed in the Title
III regulations. Only Six institutions had better than thirty-five percent olits eligi-
ble students actually receiving 13EOG (now Pell) grants in base year 1979-80

It is further recommended in the event that the Secretary will not consider re-
verting to the points scale to determine eligibility, that the clause requiring 35 per-
cent of eligible students to actually receive-Pell grants, be changed to 15 percent

COMMENT NO. 2

Reference: Bonus points .

We understand that "bonus points" will no longer be given to an institution in
determining its eligibility. We reconunend that "bonus point:. be givPn to an insti-
tution who serves a high number of economically disadvantaged students and toin-
stitutions whopre located in a rural isolated area.

COMMENT NO. 3

Reference: Reader panels
We understand that the reader panels who will review grants to recommend fund-

ing will not have any progLam staff representative. We recommend that a staff rep.
resentative serve on each.reader panel.

COMMENT NO. 4

Reference: Definition of "self-sufficient"
We recommend that the Secretary further refine and clarify exactly what is

meant when It is stated that an institution must be "self-sufficient" at the conclu-
sion of the long term development grant. We concur with the comments on this
matter submitted by the ACCTion Consortium.

COMMENT NO. 5

Reference: &tension of the September 18 comnient period
We strongly recommend that the comment period be extended beyond the Sep-

tember 1 elate. Our reasoning is that these eroposed regulations are indeed "sub-
stantiar regulations, governing a program of .129 6 million dollars

We further suggest that a public hearing be conducted regarding the Proposed
Title III regulations for the sake of more defined public comment

I thank you for the opportunity to submit these comments to you
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I hope you will give them your utmost consideration.
Thank you. .

,Sincerely, \
\
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STEPHEN M. SMITH,
Director of Development.
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